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I

Abstract

Today's professional audio systems consist of expensive devices that require
elaborate wiring. Changes to installations are complex and errors are hard

to localize. System development requires a great amount of effort, while the

market is very limited.

For this reason we have envisioned an audio system that is composed
of services, interfaces and infrastructure and that is based on the technology
of contemporary supercomputers. Thereby we have substituted specialized
devices with commodity computer components wherever possible. Our novel

approach saves development costs and allows us to benefit from the fast paced
innovation of computer technology.

We have examined to what extent commodity products qualify for the use

as audio equipment and have seen that the insufficient "real-time" attributes of

mainstream operating systems lead to audio dropouts and therefore to quality
loss. We have studied extrapolation methods to prevent loss of quality and

could show that quality improvement to a non-annoying level is possible.

Quality loss however could not be suppressed completely.
A synchronization mechanism has been implemented in order to facilitate

the use of Ethernet as a communication network. Thereby we have achieved

a synchronization accuracy of 10/zs between left and right loudspeakers, and

we have succeeded to comply with an end-to-end delay of 12ms from micro¬

phone to loudspeaker.
We have adapted the high-speed network TNet, which was designed as a

commodity supercomputer network, to the requirements of professional au¬

dio. Therefore we have enhanced the network with a synchronization mecha¬

nism, internet protocol (IP) and Plug and Play capabilities.
Furthermore we have created a new software framework, which makes the

development of distributed audio services easier. The audio services are built

up hierarchically from audio signal processing modules and audio connec¬

tions. We have implemented a configuration tool that facilitates the dynamic

management and control of audio services at runtime.

Finally we have employed our findings for a demonstrator to prove the

correctness of our conceptions. With this thesis new guidelines and ideas for

future audio systems have been elaborated.
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Kurzfassung

Heutige professionelle Audiosysteme bestehen aus einer Vielzahl von teuren

Geräten, die aufwändig verdrahtet werden müssen. Änderungen einer beste¬

henden Installation sind komplex und Fehler schwierig lokalisierbar. Bei den

geringen Stückzahlen ist die Entwicklung der Geräte zu teuer.

Aus diesem Grund entwickelten wir die Vision eines professionellen Au¬

dio Systems, das nur noch aus Diensten, dazugehörigen Benutzerschnitt¬

stellen und Infrastruktur besteht und auf Basis der Technologie der neu¬

sten Supercomputer Generation aufgebaut ist. Dabei ersetzen wir, wo immer

möglich, spezialisierte Hard- und Software durch handelsübliche Produkte

(commodity). Dieser Ansatz spart Entwicklungskosten und bietet den Vor¬

teil, dass man von der rasanten Performance-Steigerung (Moore's Law) in

der Computer-Branche profitieren kann.

Als erstes untersuchten wir, inwiefern sich handelsübliche Produkte zur

Verarbeitung von Audio eignen. Es erwies sich, dass vor allem die mangelnde

Echtzeitfähigkeit von Betriebssystemen zu kurzzeitigen Aussetzern von Au¬

diosignalen führen kann. Für uns stellte sich nun die Frage, wie sich solche

Aussetzer auf die Klang-Qualität auswirken. Wir konnten nachweisen, dass

sich die Klang-Qualität durch geeignete Extrapolationsverfahren entschei¬

dend verbessern lässt, dass jedoch Qualitätseinbussen nicht ganz vermieden

werden können.

In einem nächsten Schritt implementierten wir einen Synchronisations-

Mechanismus, der den Einsatz von Ethernet als Kommunikations-Medium

ermöglicht. Wir konnten zeigen, dass eine Synchronisations-Genauigkeit von

10/zs zwischen linkem und rechtem Lautsprecher erreicht werden kann und

es gelang uns, eine Verzögerungszeit von 12ms zwischen Mikrophon und

Lautsprecher einzuhalten.

In der Folge passten wir ein Hochgeschwindigkeits-Netzwerk (TNet)
den Anforderungen an professionelles Audio an. Dazu erweiterten wir das

Netzwerk, indem wir ein Synchronisations-Signal einführten, den IP Daten-

Transport unterstützten und die Möglichkeit schufen, Geräte während der

Laufzeit anzuschliessen.

Zusätzlich kreierten wir ein Software Framework, das es dem Entwick¬

ler ermöglicht, verteilte Audio-Dienste einfacher zu erstellen. Die verteil¬

ten Audio-Dienste sind hierarchisch aufgebaut aus Modulen für die Audio-

Signalverarbeitung und für Audio-Verbindungen und können mit Hilfe eines
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Konfigurationstools dynamisch zur Laufzeit verwaltet und gesteuert werden.

Die gewonnenen Erkenntnisse und ihre Richtigkeit konnten wir mit einem

selbst konstruierten Demonstrator nachweisen. Mit dieser Arbeit haben wir

neue Richtlinien und Anregungen für die künftige Weiterentwicklung von

professionellen Audio Systemen gesetzt.
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Introduction

This work studies the design and implementation of a professional audio sys¬

tem. We explore a novel architecture, which shall be employable for small

systems such as a single user recording studio as well as for large distributed

broadcast applications.

1.1. Motivation

Today's professional audio systems have a number of deficiencies: they

comprise many heterogeneous hardware devices, which complicate system

operation. Wiring topology defines system functionality, which makes con¬

figuration convoluted and static. The systems lack transparency, which makes

it difficult to locate defects. Hardware and software development costs are

high1 although the trading volume is relatively low2. A high amount of de¬

velopment effort is needed to keep up to date with technical innovation. Large

parts of the software, e.g., signal processing code, are highly optimized for

the specific hardware and therefore cannot be reused for new systems.

1 The development costs of a professional mixing console are in the range of 5 to 40 million

2 The world-wide professional mixing console trading volume is in the range of 100 million

per year
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Contemporary computer technology provides solutions to many of

these deficiencies. It offers computational performance for a competitive

price due to high world-wide trading volume3. The wiring topology of

computer networks is separated from the system functionality. Every device

is automatically identifiable and therefore automatic defect location is

possible. Hardware is developing at a fast pace4, but compatibility between

hardware components is still guaranteed due to standardized interfaces.

Lower layer software wraps the hardware, which makes the upper layers
software hardware independent. This guarantees a reusability of code for

new hardware and therefore reduces the long term development expenses.

Although computer technology allows for the processing, storage and

transport of any kind of digital information, it has not yet been designed for

professional audio requirements. This is where our work comes into place.

A novel architecture should match modern computer technology with

the requirements ofprofessional audio, meaning that commodity computer

hardware and software shall be used wherever applicable and every alteration

to commodity components shall be justifiable. Such an architecture will

allow professional audio equipment manufacturers to focus on their Unique

Selling Proposition (USP). This means that their main development effort

is reduced to the implementation of reusable signal processing-, control-

and automation-software, as well as the design of user interface hardware,

microphones and loudspeakers. The new architecture will be future-oriented
in the sense that less development effort is needed to keep up-to-date with

technical innovation. Additionally the new architecture shall foresee fea¬

tures, which simplify system configuration and improve end-userproductivity.

In the following chapters we will explore the applicability of today's com¬

puter technology for an audio system and study the needed divergences to

fulfill professional audio requirements.

3 Vendors in Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) have shipped 8 2 million PCs in the

second quarter 2002 (source IDC)
4In 1965, Gordon Moore has stated that the number oftransistors that would be incorporated

on a silicon die would double every 12 months for the next ten years [1] Today the number of

transistors still doubles every 18 months [2] This growth forecast is known as "Moore's Law"
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1.2. Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 2 envisions the ideal audio system from an end-user's perspective
without considering technical details. It introduces a target application and

defines a set of usecases. The user's perspective is also the basis of chap¬
ter 3, which specifies the requirements and target properties for our system

architecture. Chapter 4 introduces the overall system architecture and ad¬

dresses issues of synchronization and the calculation of resource load on a

system level. Chapter 5 discusses audio signal processing and studies how

signal processing could help us to improve the audio quality in a non-real¬

time system. The following chapters discuss the four modules that make up a

commodity audio system:

• Host Platform (chapter 6)

comprises computer hardware and operating systems.

• Audio Interface (chapter 7)
includes physical audio interfaces as well as the sound application pro¬

gramming interface (API).

• Network (chapter 8)

covers the physical network layer up to the transport layer.

• Software (chapter 9)

encompasses software infrastructure and application design.

The chapters are structured as follows: first they summarize the require¬
ments for our system; then they explore the available commodity solutions.

If justifiable, they introduce new approaches and compare them with related

work.

Finally the acquired findings are employed for the construction of a

demonstrator. Chapter 10 presents the implementation of the demonstrator,

assesses it according to the requirements defined in chapter 3 and compares

our approach with related work. The thesis ends by reaching a conclusion

and giving an outlook for future work and applications.

1.3. Commodity

The term commodity, such as we use it in commodity audio system (CAOS),
comes from the field of supercomputing. In this field the term is used to name

contemporary supercomputer technology, which extensively deploys off-the-

shelf hardware and software. The use of commodity components for super¬

computers improves the system's price performance ratio in several ways:
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• It reduces development costs.

• The customer profits by the good price performance ratio in the com¬

puter business.

• In the future the customer benefits from the technical innovation and

the falling prices of the components.

The audio application resembles supercomputing applications in its

MIMD5 processing power requirements. In addition to this, both the audio

and the supercomputer trading volume are small and technology advances

fast. Therefore commodity supercomputer technology fits audio require¬
ments. Supercomputers however are not designed for a high worst case per¬

formance, because worst case does not have a great impact on the statistical

average. Audio applications are highly sensitive to the worst case perfor¬
mance because it can result in timing violations, which diminish the audio

quality.
This thesis explores the step from a self developed audio system, which

are currently in use, to the commodity audio system (CAOS) of tomorrow.

5
Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data [3]
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Vision of a

Professional Audio

System

The target system must allow us to produce professional quality audio in an

efficient way. The architecture of the system should be applicable for many

diverse audio applications. Nevertheless we shall focus on one application,

namely the radio studio application, which implies the critical requirements
of live audio.

Here we envision the radio studio system from an end user's point of

view without considering the technical implementation. We will look at two

aspects of the studio: its services and its hardware.
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2.1. Radio Studio Services

Figure 2.1 shows a service setup that determines the functionality of a studio.

The services implement one or several of the following functions:

• Program planning
The top level function helps with the scheduling of the radio program.

• Automation

Assists with the timely manipulation of the control parameters.

• Control

Implements the live operation of the control parameters.

• Audio processing
The bottom level functions process and communicate digital audio sig¬
nals.

The four functions are layered on top of each other. They differ in the

time interval within which they process data. The audio processing layer is

the most time critical layer with a processing period of 20/zs for one sample.
In our work we shall focus on the audio processing layer and the control

layer, because they imply the technologically important features, such as

real-time processing and synchronization and because the automation and

program planning layers have been implemented with commodity hardware

and software for years1.

The radio studio application implicates two main services, which process

live audio: the program-preparation and the on-air moderation.

The program-preparation includes recording interviews and cutting of

audio material. Therefore we propose a recording service, which features a

mixer with two microphones, one jukebox, and two recording channels, two

auxiliary summing busses and a master bus (see figure 2.2). Every channel

is equipped with an equalizer to regulate the frequency response, a fader to

control the volume, and a meter to view the sound level. The channel outputs

are added in the summing matrix or fed into the recorders and loudspeakers.
The recording service is an autonomous service, which is used to record

interviews and to edit the interview at a later time.

Today sophisticated products are available, such as DigiMedia (Studer Professional Audio

AG), Radiomax, Simian, WaveCart 3 0, Stinger 2 0 (Broadcast Software International), Informa

(InfoAudio), FirePlay (BBM FirePlay Company), Bass (BasS Broadcast Automation Support

Systems) and many others
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planning program-

preparation

database

program-timetables

database

automation
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interviews, etc

database

music, jingles, etc

Figure 2.1: Radio studio services and their interactions.

The on-air moderation comprises several services as shown in figure 2.3.

The main service, the so-called moderation service, features nine channels for

the processing of audio signals, which come from microphone inputs, phone
lines andjukeboxes. An auxiliary bus serves for local recording or monitoring
and the master bus delivers the send output signal.

The moderation service interacts with the three other services which take

upon specific radio studio tasks. Thereby the moderation service's send out¬

put is connected to the broadcast service, which sums all incoming channels

and transmits the result on-air. The phone inputs and output are connected to

aphone hybrid service, which interfaces with phone lines and allows interac¬

tive radio, where the listener takes part in the program via phone.
The last service, the so-called talkback service is used to talk to other

moderators. It sums all its inputs and feeds the results back to the moderation

services, where the n-1 function subtracts the local talkback signal. Therefore

the n-1 output channels contain the talkback signals of the other moderation

services. Talkback is needed in scenarios such as the following: the news

could be moderated by a separate news team, which has access to a second
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Figure 2.2: Audio signalflow schema ofrecording service.

moderation service that shares the common broadcast, phone hybrid and talk-

back services. The moderator can talk with the news team about the program

takeover via the talkback service.

The system could be expanded with more moderation, phone hybrid, talk-

back and broadcast services and therefore become a studio complex for sev¬

eral radio stations. In this case the talkback and the broadcast service need to

allow for more inputs.
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Figure 2.3: Audio signalflow schema ofthe moderation service and how it

interacts with the other on-air radio services. Seefigure 2.2for the captions

of the function blocks. The n-1 function block is required for the talkback

mechanism as explained in the text.

2.2. Radio Studio Hardware

The radio studio services interact with the physical environment in several

ways. They record and playback audio, they display data and they are con-
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trolled by humans. Therefore the audio system provides physical interfaces,
such as loudspeakers, headphones, microphones, musical instruments, dis¬

plays, switches, knobs, keyboards, mice, etc.

interfaces

information and power

infrastructure

Figure 2.4: The audio system hardware comprises infrastructure and inter¬

faces. The user only cares about the interfaces, which interact with the phys¬
ical environment.

The interfaces are the only hardware of which the end-user must be

aware. Everything else, such as processing units, data storage, and power

supply is part of the infrastructure. It must be possible to add and remove

interfaces from the system whenever required. Redundant interfaces may

be needed in order that they take over the task of a failing interface. If

the available infrastructure resources become insufficient for new service

requirements, they can be easily expanded.

The interfaces and the services are tightly coupled as they are useless

without one another. Radio studio services are associated with available

interfaces, however the same services are not always associated with a certain

interface. The service association for an interface may change, depending on

the tasks and the situation. The separation of services and interfaces gives
the system the flexibility to anticipate the services that are appropriate for the

actual task.

This flexibility can be illustrated with the two main tasks of the radio

application presented in the last section. The preparation of the radio program

could entail the recording and editing of an interview on the field. For this

task the moderator needs a portable device that can run the recording service

explained above. For this purpose he could use a special audio interface,

e.g., with a touch screen, a couple of controls for quick access to certain

functions, integrated microphones and loudspeakers and basic processing and

power infrastructure.

When the moderator comes back to his home studio environment he can

use the same interface device for the on-air moderation. As soon as he plugs
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interface / / interface

recording / on air radio

service / / services

b)

Figure 2.5: The same interface can be used for different tasks in different
situations, a) On field it is associated with a recording service, b) In the

studio it is associated with the on-air radio services.

his device into the radio studio infrastructure, the system would associate it

with a moderation service and lets the moderator take part in the program

(see figure 2.5).

The novel approach has several advantages for the end-user:

• The same interface device could be used in various contexts with dif¬

ferent associated services. For example, an interface can be used at

home to prepare a radio program and in the studio to moderate on-air.

In other words, we can use the same device for several jobs.

• With the help of automatic job anticipation, the user never needs to

think about system configuration issues. Shortly before the show be¬

gins, the moderator plugs his interface device into the studio environ¬

ment and automatically joins the transmission.
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3

Requirements

The goal of this work is to find an optimal architecture for professional audio

systems. Therefore we have identified three categories of measures, which

directly relate to the customer's1 satisfaction:

• Costs

What are the total costs of ownership (TCO) for a system that features

the demanded services?

• Production efficiency
How much work is required by the user to do the desired audio produc¬
tion?

• Product quality
How does the system audio output sound?

The target architecture shall have high production efficiency and high

product quality at low cost. Details about the measures and their seman¬

tics are discussed in the following sections. Choosing the priorities for each

measure is up to the system manufacturer.

For example, a radio studio owner, a TV broadcaster or a movie producer
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3.1. Costs

From a user's perspective the total costs of ownership (TCO) of a system con¬

sist of its prime costs and its maintenance costs. The prime costs equal the

price of a system, which arises from the development, production2, installa¬

tion and profit margin of the manufacturer. The latter depends on the applied

marketing strategy and will be neglected in our study.
The development costs Cdev occur once for a new generation of audio

systems whereas production costs Cprod and installation costs Cmst occur

with every new system. Therefore the development costs are spread over the

total number of produced systems Nsystem of the same system type. The

maintenance costs Cmmntenance occur for every system within its lifetime,

respectively its amortization time. Hence the total costs for one system are

approximated by

C

^y ATT \ ^ prod \ ^tnst ~T~ ^maintenance v-^--U
^system

This work supposes a scalable system, meaning that the costs are func¬

tions of the processing power and the communication bandwidth. How are

these values defined?

The computer business defines processing power with MIPS3, MFLOPS4
and SPEC5 measures. These measures are only loosely correlated with the

actual signal processing power and they have no meaning for the audio sys¬

tem user. Therefore audio equipment manufacturers6 have introduced the

so-called Mono channel EQuivalent (MEQ), which corresponds to the sig¬
nal processing requirements for a mono channel of a typical mixing con¬

sole. There are two problems with the MEQ that make it inappropriate to

use here: the MEQ is not standardized and processing requirements for sum¬

ming busses are neglected in this view.

The communication bandwidth is typically measured in bits per second

(bps), but the question is what bandwidth should be considered. The answer

to this question strongly depends on the network topology and the spreading
of services. The computing business uses measures such as the bisectional

bandwidth which accounts for the topology. But again these measures are not

meaningful for the audio system user.

2
Including material and assembly costs

3
Mega Instructions Per Second

4Mega FLoating-point Operations Per Second

5 Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) provides relative measures to com¬

pare the performance of computers with a Sun Microsystems Ultra5_10 workstation

6
For example, Studer Professional Audio AG (www studer ch)
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service small medium large X-large

recording 1 - - -

moderation - 2 8 32

phone hybrid - 1 4 16

2-input talkback - 1 - -

8-input talkback - - 4 -

32-input talkback - - - 16

2-input broadcast - 1 - -

8-input broadcast - - 2 -

32-input broadcast - - - 8

costs ^y small ^medium ^large ^X— large

Table 3.1: System definition. The table shows the number ofservices that

constitute a certain system size.

An intuitive quantity of performance for the audio system user are CAOS

services. Therefore we have defined four systems of increasing size at the

basis of the radio studio services defined in chapter 2. The four systems are

summarized in table 3.1 and determine the according costs Csmau, Cmedmm,

Olarge and Cx-large-

The estimation of installation and maintenance costs require long term

experience, which is not available for a novel architecture. Therefore we

have established a list of questions that are related to the maintenance and

installation costs:

• Number of cables per device? [#]
Fewer cables mean easier management and installation of the system.

• All network topologies? [yes/no]
If all network topology are supported7, we do not need to comply with

wiring restrictions, which makes system configuration cheaper.

• Software patching? [yes/no]
Software patching means that all connections are setup by software

and the hardware wiring does not define the system functionality. This

allows factory configured services and decreases installation costs.

7 Such as tree, bus, star, ring, etc
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3.2. Production Efficiency

A high efficiency for the production of audio material requires a balance be¬

tween elaborate services and the simplicity of their use. In this section we

look for measures that assess the support of our architecture for such effi¬

cient services. The aimed architecture simplifies development of new services

which leads to better services and therefore to a higher efficiency. Hence our

measures assess the expandability of the architecture and the simplicity of

developing services. For this purpose we propose a checklist that rates archi¬

tectural features which simplify service development.

• Mere software services allowed? [yes/no]
Is it possible to develop new services without developing new hard¬

ware? Mere software services mean that the system can be expanded
and optimized for production with low effort.

• Third party services allowed? [yes/no]
Is the development of services open to the public? This raises the num¬

ber of custom tailored services for special features.

• Protected memory8? [yes/no]
Do the audio services run in a protected memory space? Protected

memory space makes system crashes unlikely, which shortens the ser¬

vice development effort.

• Test iteration time? [s]
What time elapses between the compilation of a service and the running

application? A short time allows efficient debugging of the services.

• Network transparency? [yes/no]
Is it necessary to deal with network issues when developing new ser¬

vices? Network transparency leads to simpler code.

• Programming libraries available? [yes/no]
Is it possible to build services upon programming libraries? Is an ex¬

tensive set of well tested libraries available? Programming libraries can

save a lot of code.

• Interaction with other services? [yes/no]
Does the system allow interaction with other services? Service interac¬

tion enables the engineer to build new services out of old services.

8
Microprocessors such as the Intel 80x86 support privilege levels with constricted memory

access
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Another system property that affects productivity is the system's down¬

time. The system is down if critical functions are not working and therefore

the system no longer produces useful output. The consequences of the sys¬

tem being down during a radio broadcast are not to be foreseen. Income from

advertisement gets lost and the audience is offended. The downtime Tdown

quantifies the total time the system is down due to failures per annum. The

precise estimation of the downtime requires long-term measurements of the

system under normal use conditions. If these measurements are not available

we can assess the following related factors:

• System reboot time? [s]
What time is required for a total system reboot? A short reboot time

decreases the downtime in case of a system crash.

• Single point of failure? [yes/no]
Is there a single point that can block or break the whole system? A

single point of failure increases the risk of the system going down.

• Redundancy? [yes/no]
Are mechanisms foreseen that allow redundant services? The redun¬

dant services overtake the tasks of their associated service, if that ser¬

vice crashes. This reduces the risk of failure of essential functions.

• Plug and Play? [yes/no]

Plug and Play facilities allow system reconfigurations at runtime, with¬

out disrupting the execution of services.

3.3. Product Quality

The following sections will present measures that quantify the quality of au¬

dio and specify values for professional quality.

3.3.1. Audio Signal Quality

We assume that an audio signal runs through one or several processing steps

and therefore its quality is affected.

The Signal-to-Noise-Ratio quantifies the signal quality by comparing the

signal power Ps with the noise power PN. It is defined by

P,
SNR =10\og10[j^-) (3.2)
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The expected power of a signal s(t) = S is given by

Ps = E[S2] (3.3)

where E[S2] is the expectation of S2, and S is a random variable [4]. If
2

S
the mean E[S] = 0, we can state that the variance <r| is equal to the signal

power:

= Ps (3.4)
E[S] = 0

The same derivation leads to the noise power PN = a2N, if (E[N] =0).
Hence the signal-to-noise ratio can be evaluated by

*i = E[(S - E[S\Y

SNR = 10\og10 -f- (3.5)
VerW/

The SNR is typically used to evaluate quantization effects or signal pro¬

cessing functions. Thereby values higher than !20dB are required for pro¬

fessional audio. However the SNR is not always applicable and does not

correspond to the perceived audio quality, because it disregards important
mechanisms of the human auditory system (as discussed in [5]). We need a

more accurate measure to assess systems which change the signals but pre¬

serve their perceived properties.

An objective measurement technique for the perceived audio quality
was recently standardized by the ITU-R [6]. The technique uses three ma¬

jor concepts for the measurement of the audio quality:

• Distance from masked theshold

compares the noise signal with the mask threshold of the original sig¬
nal.

• Comparison of the internal representations
is based on simulations of the signal transformations performed in the

ear and compares the resulting excitation patterns of original and pro¬

cessed signals.

• Spectral analysis of errors

is based on linear spectra in order to model the perception of funda¬

mental frequency and associated harmonic structure.

All three concepts assume an ear model that includes the following per¬

ceptual properties:
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• Absolute threshold of hearing

specifies signal levels which are not noticeable any more

• Perceptual frequency scale

models the frequency sensitivity of the ear

• Simultaneous masking
occurs when a noise signal is inaudible in the presence of a louder

signal.

• Temporal masking

happens when weak signals become imperceptible because they occur

shortly before or after stronger signals.

The interested reader is referred to Zwicker et al. [7] for an in-depth de¬

scription of the mentioned effects. The objective measurement technique pro¬

duces a set of output variables for different aspects of the perceived quality.
These variables are mapped to the objective difference grade ODG, which

represents an objective rating of the processed versus the original signal. Its

value corresponds to the ITU-R five grade impairment scale shown in figure
3.1.

ODG
ITU-R five-grade

impairment scale

OOn 50n - Imperceptible

1 0- 40- - Perceptible but not annoyin

20-
map

b ? n
- - Slightly annoyingw ou

30- 20- - Annoying

40- 1 0- - Very annoying

Figure 3.1: Mapping of objective difference grade ODG to ITU-R five-

grade impairment scale.

The ITU-R standard for the Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality

(PEAQ9) has led to the implementation of several quality measurement

9wwwpeaq org
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tools10, which allow on-line or off-line measurements of the ODG of a

processed signal and will be used later in this work.

The SNR and the ODG do not measure the quality degradation caused by
non-idealities of the analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion. Nev¬

ertheless, the following non-ideality has to be considered for our system be¬

cause it has to do with sample clock timing problems, which may occur in a

CAOS.

The jitter of the audio sample clock is defined as "the short-term variations

ofthe significant instances of a digital signal from their ideal positions in time

(where short-term implies these variations are of frequency greater than or

equal to 10Hz)" (see ITU Recommendation o. 171 [8]). A sample clock jitter
leads to a shift of the sampling time, which is directly related to noise. From

[9] we find the analytic relationship between the SNR and the short term time

variation TrMer for a sinusoid signal of the Nyquist frequency fnyq = /s/2:

SNR = -20\ogw(2TvfnyqT,ltter) (3.6)

Therefore the required SNR of 120dB leads to the maximum allowed

time variation TTltter = 10~120/20/7r//s = 7ps for high frequency jitter, if

we assume a sample frequency of fs = 48kHz.

This requirement is not achievable for external synchronization signals
such as the Word Clock. Hence such signals are preprocessed by a PLL be¬

fore they are used as a sample clock, which compensates for higher jitter of

the Word Clock. Nevertheless the signal must comply with the "AES Rec¬

ommended practice for digital audio engineering - Serial transmission format

for two channel linearly represented digital audio data" [10]. The AES rec¬

ommendation specifies a jitter tolerance for a jitter frequency above 8kHz

as TJltter < 0.25 • UI, where UI represents the unit interval11 of the digital
audio signal. This leads to the requirement of TrMer < 40ns for the sample
rate of 48kHz.

3.3.2. Synchronization

In a distributed audio system, sounds are recorded and played back at dis¬

tributed locations. The role of synchronization12 is to guarantee temporal re-

10For example, the OPERA Voice/Audio Quality Analyzer by OPTICOM (www opticom de)
1 ' The Unit Interval ( UI) is the smallest nominal width of the digital audio interface There

are 128 UI in a sample frame

12Comes from the Greek "syn" for "with" and "khronos" for "time"
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lationship between the sounds at all locations. The synchronization accuracy

measures the time deviation of sounds that are supposed to be recorded or

played back at a given reference time. The achieved accuracy has an impact
on the perceived audio quality, which is discussed here.

The text books about multimedia distinguish two types of stream synchro¬
nization [11]:

• Interstream synchronization
refers to synchronization of multiple data streams (see figure 3.2).

• Intrastream synchronization
refers to synchronization of interfaces belonging to the same data

stream (see figure 3.3).

process

t2 t

Figure 3.2: Interstream synchronization: a) between two inputs ofa process¬

ing module, b) between two loudspeaker outputs, c) the interstream synchro¬
nization accuracy £synch is given by the time-shift of two events el and e2

that are expected to occur concurrently.

Interstream synchronization is needed whenever two or more streams are

merged together, such as in a signal processing module with multiple inputs,
or in our ear when the streams are played back on loudspeakers.

Let us consider a system where two events ei and e2 should occur con¬

currently, but do occur at time t\ and t2. The accuracy of synchronization of

this system is given by

£synch = |*1 ~ h | (3.7)
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The demanded accuracy of audio synchronization depends on the corre¬

lation of the streams. Tightly coupled streams13 require a precise interstream

synchronization of esynch < 11/xs [12]. A synchronization accuracy of

11/xs < esynch < Itis changes the stereo image of virtual sound sources14.

An accuracy of 1ms < esynch < 20ms leads to the so called precedence

effect, which means that the first incoming audio event determines its spatial
attributes. A higher esynch is perceived as an echo [13].

The situation is different in the case of loosely coupled audio streams such

as two instruments of a band. Here the interstream synchronization tolerance

is in the range of the precedence effect (20ms), which corresponds to the

distance of 6.62m with a speed of sound of 331m/s through air [14].

process

tr t

audio synch

t\
tp t

b)

Figure 3.3: Intrastream synchronization and live delay between a micro¬

phone and a loudspeaker. The intrastream synchronization accuracy esynch
is given by the deviation from the expected playback time tr + Aaudto ofthe

event e.

Intrastream synchronization is needed primarily for the live monitoring
situation. If the microphone and the loudspeaker are not synchronized this

means that the delay between recording and playback varies. Intrastream

synchronization keeps the delay constant and therefore eliminates audio sig¬
nal distortion.

13For example, stereo audio tracks contain phase information about the location of the audio

sources, which is processed by the human brain

14A stereo audio signal is perceived as a three dimensional arrangement of sound sources,

which are therefore called the virtual sound sources
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In order to quantify the intrastream synchronization accuracy we assume

an audio event e that is recorded at time tr and played back at time tp. With

an expected delay Aaudto that elapses between recording and playback, we

can evaluate the intrastream synchronization accuracy

£ synch \^p ^r ^audto \ v-'-"/

Intra- and interstream synchronization mainly affect the audio interfaces.

The audio inputs must supply the audio data with an accurate time-stamp,
whereas the audio outputs must play out the signal at the right time. Inter¬

stream synchronization of the inputs of a sound component does not need to

follow the physical time. It suffices to evaluate the timestamps of the incom¬

ing audio streams and shift the signals accordingly.

3.3.3. Live Delay

We define live delay as the time that passes between a physical event that

triggers the system and the physical reaction of the system. There is an upper

limit for the tolerated delay, if event and reaction should be sensed as simul¬

taneous. A commodity audio system has three data types, for which delay

plays an important role: audio, metering and control data.

The audio live delay is defined as the expected time Aaudto that passes

between the recording of an audio event until it is played back under the

assumption that recording and playback are intrastream synchronized (see

figure 3.3).
The most critical application for audio live delay is monitoring15, because

the total delay comprises the propagation of the sound from the mouth to

the microphone, the system delay Aaudto and the propagation from the loud¬

speaker to the ear. The precedence effect compensates a delay up to 20ms, as

mentioned in the previous section. Higher delays are perceived as echoes. In

other words the total delay between direct sound and monitoring sound must

not exceed 20ms.

Higher delays are annoying for the monitoring application and therefore

make a CAOS unemployable for a radio studio. However, the live monitoring

application is usually limited to one studio, which means that the 20ms de¬

lay need not be guaranteed across the whole system. System wide live delay

For example, the moderator is hearing his own voice on the radio while talking
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requirements are in the range of 80ms, such as required for lip synchroniza¬
tion16 [15], for the case that different locations had intervisibility.

The metering live delay is defined as the time Ameter that passes between

the recording of an audio event and the display of the according audio level.

A critical case for metering live delay occurs if the moderator watches the

level of his own voice, because it comprises the propagation of sound to the

microphone and the system delay Ameter. Our brain correlates the watched

representation of the signal level and the perceived audio signal if the two

are sensed within the 80ms required for lip synchronization. However, if the

delay is exceeded the level meters can still serve their main purpose, namely

signaling level overflow.

The control live delay is defined as the time Acontroi that passes between

the operation of a control knob and the perceivable effect. For example, push¬

ing a mute button is a critical application for the live control delay because the

clicking of the button and the effect on the output are two audio signals that

are correlated according to the precedence effect. In other words the control

live delay must be smaller than 20ms. Higher delays are perceivable but not

necessarily annoying, if they are limited to around 200ms.

3.3.4. Real-Time

Before discussing the real-time issues we need a comprehensive definition.

Kevin Morgan [16] characterizes real-time as follows:

"Real-time is a term that characterizes a particular application. Hard real¬

time means an application fails catastrophically if deadline requirements are

not met. Soft real-time means an application suffers degradation in quality,
but not catastrophic failure, if deadline requirements are not met. Both hard

and soft real-time are clock time independent. A hard real-time requirement

might be slow, whereas soft real-time requirement might be fast. The impor¬
tant point is that soft and hard real-time are attributes of impact of failure to

meet deadlines, and the specific timing requirements are independent of the

'hardness' of the requirement."
From this definition we can say that every application is either hard or soft

real-time, because every application suffers in quality if some time bound is

16The term lip synchronization comes from television and movie applications, which allow a

shift between picture and sound of 80ms
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exceeded17. Audio is a soft real-time application, because timing violations

have an impact on quality18, but they do not lead to catastrophic, unrecover¬

able failure19.

The crucial question we need to answer here is: how much design effort

goes into making sure that deadlines are met [17]. Therefore we distinguish
two categories of processing and communication:

• Real-time

We use this category for audio signal processing and communication,

because here timing violations lead to loss of data and therefore to

dropouts, which affects audio quality. Audio processing and communi¬

cation occurs periodically, has well defined timing constraints and uses

limited resources.

• Non-real-time

Non-real-time includes metering, control, Plug and Play or service

management. Metering and control also have timing constraints but

violations have a minor effect on loss of quality, as discussed in the

previous section.

In order to characterize the timing behavior of the system we look at a

module that processes a data element within time t. The processing time t

occurs with the probability y(r) (see figure 3.4). Therefore the cumulated

probability density function

4>(t0) = [
0

V{T)dT (3.9)
Jt=0

represents the probability that the data element is processed within

t < t0. The maximum processing time rmax, which satisfies 4>{Tmax) = 1

may be greater than the given timing constraints in CAOS. On the other hand

a T0 can be found that satisfies the timing constraints and limits the probability
of timing violations (1 - 4>(t0)) to an acceptable value.

For the audio streams, timing violations of one module of the system

may lead to audio dropouts. Therefore we have introduced a measure for

the overall probability of the dropouts for an audio stream going through all

system parts, (1 - 4>au). In order to find (1 - 4>aii) we need to combine the

probability of timing violations of every system part. A more intuitive value

17For example, when a key is hit on a computer it must not take hours until the character is

echoed on the screen

18 Such as audio dropouts, bucking of level meters or delayed execution of controls

''Provided that loudspeakers are not damaged by emerging high frequency distortions
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Figure 3.4: Real-time probability.

for the overall probability of dropouts is the average time that elapses between

two dropouts dropout-interval.
The real-time property of a system may impair the production efficiency,

but worse than that is the effect on the achievable audio quality, which will be

discussed in chapter 5.3.

3.4. Summary

Table 3.2 summarizes the presented measures for an audio system. The right
column shows the properties of the ideal system, which will be targeted with

our commodity system architecture.
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costs

^small ^0

^medium ^0

^large ^0

^X— large
^0

number of cables per device? ^0

all network topologies? yes

software patching? yes

production efficiency
mere software services allowed? yes

third party services allowed? yes

protected memory? yes

test iteration time? ^0s

network transparency? yes

programming libraries available? yes

interaction with other services? yes

7~down ^0s

system reboot time? ^0s

single point of failure? no

redundancy? yes

Plug and Play? yes

product quality
SNR > 120tIB

ODG ^0

£synch < llyUS
^audio < 20ms

^raeter < 80ms

^control < 20ms

(l-4>all) ^0

dropout-interval —> oos

Table 3.2: Target properties ofthe ideal audio system.
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4

System Architecture

An audio system offers services for audio production, physical interfaces that

allow the user to interact with the services and an infrastructure, which hosts

the services. Thereby the services, the physical interfaces and the infrastruc¬

ture shall be implemented with commodity components if applicable.
The infrastructure needs to provide processing power, data storage capac¬

ity, communication bandwidth and electrical power. We propose to imple¬
ment it with a computer cluster as shown in figure 4.1. The definable number

of computer nodes provide a scalable amount of processing power and data

storage capacity, and the network offers the required communication band¬

width and electrical power.

Stationary computer nodes are connected to the network with one link

cable that provides power and data. We use a cable because it is not pos¬

sible to store infinite energy in the computer and because it is not feasible

to transmit the required power through the air. Mobile devices that have no

need for a permanent power connection shall use wireless technology for data

transmission.

For the physical interfaces we propose a computer node as intermediary

component, which holds a set of associated audio interfaces and peripherals
and allows them to connect to the infrastructure. From a user's perspective,
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physical interface

physical
interfaces

information

and power

infrastructure

Figure 4.1: Hardware components ofa Commodity Audio System (CAOS)

the computer node with its audio interfaces and peripherals is seen as a single

physical interface device

The services provide the logical functionality of the audio system Their

main purpose is to process the audio signals, which are coming from the

audio interface inputs and played back at the interface outputs Thereby the

processing is controlled and viewed by the peripheral interfaces

The services are composed of software modules, so-called sound com¬

ponents, with defined intercommunication interfaces, as shown in figure 4 2

The deployment of the services on the computer cluster means to assign

the set of interconnected sound components to computer nodes and the

communication network Thereby the tasks on the computer nodes must be

decoupled from each other in order to allow parallel execution and therefore

optimal usage of the available resources

The computer nodes play a central role in our audio system they host

the services, respectively the sound components, they interact with each other

through the network and they may connect to the physical interfaces Looking
at the system from the computer node perspective we identify four modules,

as show in figure 4 3

• Host platform
Includes the computer hardware and the possible operating system with

computer
node

links

/

link

audio

interfaces

and

peripherals

network

i

computer
nodelinks
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audio

1 ••

data

1

I-I
services

II
control

data sound

component

sound

component

1*"
view

data

I- + *-*

1 "

audio

1
data

Figure 4.2: Services process audio signals and control data. They are com¬

posed of déployable, inter-connectable software modules, termed "sound

components ".

its Application Programming Interface (API).

• Audio interface

Comprises the audio interface hardware with its respective driver soft¬

ware and sound API.

• Network

Includes the network hardware such as switches, hubs, links and inter¬

face cards and the network protocol, driver software and API.

• Software

Involves the sound components which make up the services, and it in¬

volves the infrastructure that is needed to employ the components on

the computer cluster.

For each system module there are design parameters, which lead to a more

or less well-balanced system1. Our goal is to find the optimal design parame¬
ters for each of these modules. Thereby we need to consider that the modules

are closely interdependent and that not all design parameter combinations are

1A well-balanced system means that there is no technical bottleneck that limits the system

while other parts are still unused
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software

sound components

software infrastructure

OS API

host

platform

hardware

audio Interface

API

network

API

operating system (OS)

audio Interface

driver

+ hardware

network

driver

+ hardware

Figure 4.3: Layered model ofa computer node. One can identifyfour mod¬

ules: host platform, audio interface, network, and software that make up the

audio system.

possible. For example, not every operating system supports a certain sound

API.

4.1. Synchronous versus Plesiochronous System

The synchronization of the audio system is a design issue that affects all sys¬

tem parts. The need for synchronization comes from the non-ideality of the

sample clocks of the analog-to-digital conversion and the digital-to-analog
conversion and the synchronization requirements specified in chapter 3.3.2.

Ideally the conversion between an audio signal s{t) and the correspond¬

ing sequence of digital numbers s [n] is done at the discrete times tldeal (n) =

n/fs + to, where fs is the nominal sample frequency, and t0 is a given time

offset. However, in reality the sampling time differs from ttdeai(n). We ap¬

proximate it with

t{n) = t{n-1)+ \ (4.1)

where p is a drift, which is not known a priori and varies over time2.

Nevertheless we assume that the drift is bound by a known constant. A typical

2 The drift depends on several factors such as the temperature of the environment and the age

ofthe used quartz crystals
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uncompensated crystal3 can drift within a range of \p\ < lOOppm.
We distinguish two system design approaches that deal with this non-

ideality of sample clocks:

A synchronous system synchronizes every interface X with every other

interface Y through a mechanism, which allows for the reconstruction of the

audio sample-clock with a demanded accuracy of

£ synch
= \tx{n) -tY{n)\ < 11/xs (4.2)

where tx in) is the sampling time for sample n on interface X and tY (n)
is the sampling time for sample n on interface Y (see eq. 4.1).

M")

t
m

synch

t

ts ,N
t (n) t

b)

Figure 4.4: a) Two synchronous digital-to-analog converters X and Y. b)

Sample n is played out with a shift e synch < 11/xs

Textbooks distinguish two mechanisms for synchronization [18, 19]:

• The hierarchical master-slave synchronization
is based on the direct or indirect distribution of a master clock signal to

all participating devices. This method is widely applied because of its

simplicity and the achievable time accuracy. Special care is needed to

recover from master clock or link failure.

• The mutual synchronization
is based on direct mutual control among the clocks so that the output

3Golledge SM oscillator GXO-U113 (www golledge co uk)
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frequency of each clock is the result of the suggestions of the others.

This method is very reliable but it is difficult to guarantee the stability
of the control algorithm [20]. For this reason the method is mostly
limited to special cases such as military or aviation.

elk

fragment

buffer

switch

s[n],

interfaces,

*| processing,

communication

-double buffer-

Osa

buffer buffer

*->C~M

Figure 4.5: Synchronous processing of audio data. Interfaces, processing

and communication steps are decoupledfrom one another by a double buffer.
All modules are triggered by synchronized clocks (elk) with the frequency

Jfragment-

In our design we use the hierarchical master-slave synchronization mech¬

anism. If the interfaces are all synchronized, every processing module has

to process audio with the same sample rate. Therefore we can synchronize
all modules and make them process audio data packetwise at the pace of a

fragment-clock whose frequency is an integer fraction of the audio sample-
rate. For a packet size of Npacket the fragment clock frequency is then

j'fragment = fs/Npacket. Decoupling ofthe processing steps, which is needed

for the distribution on the computer cluster, can be achieved by using a double

buffer (DB) for every new processing step, which guarantees data consistency

(as shown in figure 4.5).
In a double buffer system every processing step needs to take place within

the double buffer period Tfragment = 1/ffragment- Figure 4.6 illustrates the

timing of the audio processing on a host platform. The overall time Tfragment

determines the upper bound of the time available for both processing audio

data Tproc and switching and scheduling tasks rgap.

Tfragment :_ Tproc ~T~ Tgap (4.3)
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audio processing

other tasks

task

switch

time

t = Mf
fragment fragment

fragment fragment
clock clock

Figure 4.6: Synchronousprocessing on a computer node: the bold line shows

the activity ofthe audio processing and other tasks.

The monitoring application allows a mouth to ear delay of 20ms as speci¬
fied in chapter 3.3.3. The delay includes the propagation ofthe sound from the

moderators mouth to the microphone and from the monitoring loudspeakers
to the moderators ear, the analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion

and the processing of audio data. Thereby the audio processing modules are

distributed on the computer cluster infrastructure, meaning that the process¬

ing steps are followed by transmission across the network.

Figure 4.7 illustrates the flow of audio data through a synchronous system
with three computer nodes. The total live audio delay Aaudto is determined

by the fragment interval time Tfragment, the conversion time Tconvert and the

number of hops across the network nhop :

L^-audto ^Tconvert -\- TfragmentyZ -\- Lnylopj t^-v

Assuming a system with nhop = 2 network hops, a fragment-clock of

ffragment = 375Hz and a conversion time4 of Tconvert = 1ms results in a

live audio delay of Aaudto = 18ms. This allows a sound propagation delay
of 20ms - Aaudto = 2ms, which corresponds to the total distance of 2 •

10~3s • 331m/s = 0.662m between mouth and microphone and loudspeaker
and ear. A shorter live delay Aaudto would be desirable as it would permit
a longer propagation delay5. The live delay is proportional to the number

4Typical analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog converters such as the Analog Devices

AD1852 (www analog com) require around Ims for the conversion because of their internal

oversamphng filters

'Professional mixing consoles such as the Studer D950 (www studer ch) provide live audio

delays of around Aau(jIO = 3ms An argument for the short delay of these products is that the

devices may be chained with other devices and therefore the delay should be as low as possible
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of network hops nhop, which itself is determined by the allocation of the

services throughout the system. Therefore one task of service management is

to optimize service allocation in order to fulfill the live delay requirements.
The second parameter that affects the live delay is the fragment interval

time Tfrugment. A higher fragment-clock frequency decreases the live de¬

lay, but causes the switching overhead rgap to occupy a larger proportion of

Tfragment, which decreases the available system resources.

elk

f

f,
fragment

s(t)

k
a/
/D

s[n]

i ,h ost

G -DB-

X

1

+

audio

proc.

- -

1

Q -DB-

Figure 4.7: The three hosts (X, Y and Z) process audio data synchronously

Thereby the analog converters, double buffer (DB) switches, processing and

communication steps are synchronized.

The fragment-clock frequency should form a compromise between a

high number of allowed hops across the network and small switching over¬

head. Additionally it should be an integer multiple of standard multimedia

frequencies: 48kHz, 96kHz, 192kHz for professional audio; 44.1kHz

This argument does not hold true for CAOS as it is the only device in our system
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for CD quality audio; 8kHz for telephony, ATM, Firewire etc.; bOHz for

European television; 60Hz for American and Asian television. With the

exception of 8kHz and 44.1kHz, one finds that 48kHz/160 = 2,00Hz

or 48kHz/32 = 1500Hz are shared multiples. If the 60Hz frequency is

ignored, 48kHz/120 = 400Hz is a shared multiple. Our decision for the

CAOS fragment-clock frequency is primarily based on the available sound

card APIs, which typically support ffragment = 48kHz/128 = 375Hz.

The real-time characterization as it is defined in chapter 3.3.4 can be used

to describe the synchronous system. Therefore the probability of successful

termination of a system part is characterized by a probability density function

¥>(t), where t0 = Tfragment. The synchronous system has the property that

every system part involved with the processing of the data element must suc¬

ceed. Hence the data element is lost if one or more processing steps fail. The

overall probability of dropouts (1 - 4>aii) results in

n

1 ~ (pall = 1-11 4>iiTfragment) (4.5)

where <f>t(Tfragment) is the probability of step i succeeding.

A plesiochronous system does not synchronize the sample clocks of the

audio interfaces, which means that the difference \tx{n) — *y(«)| between

the sampling times of two interfaces X and Y is unbound6. Nevertheless we

are required to comply with the synchronization demands defined in chapter
3.3.2. For this reason we need a synchronization mechanism at three points
of the system:

• At the analog-to-digital conversion we associate each audio sample

sx [n] with a reference time-stamp Tx [n], which represents the value of

a reference clock at the sampling time tx{n) (see figure 4.8 a). There¬

fore the resulting audio stream {sx, T^} is explicitly correlated with

the reference clock.

• If two or more audio streams are merged, the reference time-stamps

ï\fi[n] of the first audio stream are used as master sampling times and

all other streams are resampled at the given master sampling times (see

figure 4.8 b).

6 Plesiochronous comes from the Greek "plesio" for "near"
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At the digital-to-analog conversion the audio signals are resampled at

the reference time-stamps Tjf [n], which represent the value of a refer¬

ence clock at the sampling time ty{n) of the interface (see figure 4.8

c).

reference

elk

fS(1+Px)

elk

- * map
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{SvV} get
TR

SRC

M*}

{s„T?R}

R[n]

{s2,,T1R}

process

TxR[n]

{sx.TxRJ

b)

reference

{s,TR}
mij-^sRc

Figure 4.8: Synchronization in a plesiochronous system takes place at three

locations, a) at the analog-to-digital-conversion the sampling time is mapped
to a reference clock Tx[n], which is stored in the audio stream {sx, Tx}; b)
when two or more streams are merged together a resampling (SRC) must take

place in order to guarantee a common sampling rate; c) the output signal

{s, TR} must be resampled at the sample times TR ofthe digital-to-analog-
conversion.

The resampling of the audio signal must compensate for the different

clock drifts p of plesiochronous sample clocks. Algorithms for sample-rate-
conversion (SRC) of plesiochronous signals can be found in text books such

as Zölzer [21]. The accuracy of the synchronization is determined by the

accuracy of the time-stamps TR. More details about the determination of the
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time-stamps will be discussed in chapter 8.2.

Plesiochronous interfaces lead to audio streams with slightly different

sampling rates. Hence the processing and communication of different au¬

dio streams run at different speeds. FIFOs are used after every processing
and communication step in order to decouple the steps and therefore to allow

multiple independent streams to flow through the system.

process

Figure 4.9: Plesiochronous processing steps are decoupled from one an¬

other by means ofFIFO buffers.

The FIFO based system allows a shorter end-to-end delay than the

synchronous system, if we assume the same packet loss probability, because

only a violation of the end-to-end timing constraint leads to a packet loss.

The probability for dropouts of an audio stream can be evaluated based on

the convolution of the probability density functions y(r) of each processing
or communication step. A deeper exploration of the performance of FIFO

based audio processing can be made by using the queuing theory [22].

The FIFO based approach could also be applied to the synchronous sys¬

tem, which would decrease the total packet loss probability without the need

of the SRC. However the implementation of the FIFO requires a handshake

mechanism, which leads to additional communication overhead and devel¬

opment costs. For this reason we have focused on the double buffer based

synchronous solution. If not noted otherwise we will assume this design in

the following chapters.

4.2. Load Calculation

The assignment of services to the computer cluster requires an accurate calcu¬

lation of the expected processing and communication load in order to comply
with the time constraints of audio. As mentioned before, we decompose the

services into a set of decoupled processing modules. Assigning services to the

infrastructure means associating these modules with computer nodes [23,24].

smj
-ZLTD—^-

process
»~M\-*
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We model each processing module with an iterative problem graph

G(V, E, s), where the Vertexes vt e V represent operations or tasks, the

edges e = {v%,v3) G E represent the data dependencies and the weights
s : E —> N0 assign iteration index shifts to the edges [25]. The problem

graph needs to be assigned to a set of resources that are provided by the

computer node. The resources can be described with a bipartite graph, the

so-called resource graph Gr(Vr, Er). Thereby the set VR = V U VT con¬

tains the tasks of the problem graph vt e V and the resources rk e VT. The

edges e = (vt,rk) define realizations of tasks on resources and the weight
function w(vt, rk) defines the execution time of task vt on rk. The result of

the assignment of the problem graph to the resource graph is a sequence plan
and a total execution time of the processing module on the computer node.

We need to guarantee that this time does not exceed the given time constraint

of the processing module.

A fine grained problem graph and resource model allows us to calculate

the execution time of the processing modules on any type of computer node.

However such a model gets complex if it needs to account for processor inter¬

nals, compiler optimizations and operating system issues [26, 27, 28]. There¬

fore we favor a simple model that only accounts for processing time [29].

Figure 4.10: Resource graph Gr(Vr,Er) of iterative problem with two

tasks vi and vi, period time ï\ and Ti andprocessing time G\ and Ci-

This leads us to the following iterative scheduling model for the com¬

puter node k: we describe the processing modules with an iterative problem

graph G(V, {}, -) without data dependencies, where every vertex vt e V

represents the real-time task of one processing module. The resource graph

GRiVR, ER) contains one resource vertex r for the computer node. The

execution time of vt is denoted by the edge-weight Ct = w(vt,r). The

time can be obtained by measurement of the processing module on a host

platform. Every processing module has a period Tt = Pivt) and therefore

the release time of iteration n is given by tr(vt, n) = t*{v%) + n P{v%),
where t* (vt) is the phase offset of vertex vt. The process deadline is given by

td(vt, n) = tr(vt, n) + t*d{v%), where t*d{v%) < Pivt) is the relative deadline.

The load of the computer node k is given by
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U
a

\v\

-I
±T>

(4.6)

It is bound by U < 1, where we target a load of U —> 1 for optimal
resource usage. The maximum achievable load, however depends on the

scheduling mechanism as illustrated in the following [30, 31].
Let us consider two iterative tasks v^ and v2 as shown in figure 4.10. Task

v\ runs at a cycle time of T\ = 4ms and requires the time C\ = 2ms to

process one data fragment and task v2 runs at a cycle time of T2 = 6ms and

requires an execution time of C2 = 3ms.

task v1

task v2

task v2 would need

another 1 ms to go but it is

interrupted by task v1

^
T,= 6ms

^ t

Figure 4.11: Example of static priority scheduling with high priority task

vi and low priority task v2. The bold line indicates which task is actually
executed.

Figure 4.11 shows an example of static priority scheduling [32] of the two

processes. As one can see, the two processes do not fit on one host although
the total load U = 1. The problem arises for the low priority task v2 that

processes data at the slower rate (T2 ). In the worst case both tasks start at the

same time. In this case task v\ interrupts task v2 for the following duration:

Ti
Ci

Ti
iC\-T1)+T2

Therefore the load balancing constraint of a priority scheduled host is

given by

mm Ci, (C1-T1)+T2)+C2
To

< 1 (4.7)
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For the example above one gets

(min(2-2,1 • (-2) + 6) + 3) 7
> 1 (4.8)

6 6

Optimal utilization of the available resources can be achieved with an¬

other scheduling algorithm called earliest deadline first (EDF) [33]. This

algorithm schedules the process with the next deadline first. The deadline

of a constant rate process can easily be calculated from the last trigger and

the known fragment rate. Figure 4.12 shows the example from above with

earliest deadline first scheduling. This scheduling strategy leads to the load

balancing constraint

(4.9)
9i

+
9i

= u<i
ïl Ï2

c,=

l,,2ms»l 1 l,,2ms»l
t-T-lrir

"
1"

tQoKV1
h '

^
T,= 4ms

M

, C,= 3ms , , 3ms ,

taskv, J 3—L- * i .[ -,

J>
]'

T2=6ms
-*1 t

task v2 is able to finish /
because its next deadline

is the earliest

Figure 4.12: Example ofEDF scheduling. The bold line indicates which

task is executed.

Most commodity resources implement the priority based scheduling be¬

cause of its simplicity, although the algorithm does not achieve optimal re¬

source utilization for real-time tasks. Therefore equation 4.7 needs to be

considered with the load calculation of commodity resources that process or

communicate data at diverse rates. Nevertheless the remaining capacity can

be utilized for tasks without time constraints.
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Audio Processing

Before looking at the details of the hardware and software architecture, we

discuss design issues that are related to the audio processing and study how

signal processing could help to diminish audio quality loss.

5.1. Sound Components

A sound component transforms a set of audio input channels i [n] and a vector

of control parameters p into a set of output channels o [n] :

o[n]=T{p,i[n}} (5.1)

The components may be networked to audio processing graphs, where

every input channel is connected to at most one output channel [34]. In such

a way we may build up a radio studio application (see chapter 2.1) out of the

following set of signal processing modules:

• Microphone
Interfaces with a physical microphone.

• Loudspeaker
Interfaces with a physical loudspeaker.
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• Phone line

Interfaces with a telephone line.

• Radio transmitter

Interfaces with a radio transmitter device that broadcasts the program

on-air.

• Equalizer

Adjusts the frequency spectrum of the audio signal.

• Fader

Amplifies the audio signal.

• Meter

Displays the actual sound level.

• Selector

Chooses one from several audio sources.

• Jukebox

Plays music, jingles etc.

• Recorder

Records and plays interviews and so on.

• n-1

Phase aligns two channels and subtracts the first channel from the sec¬

ond.

• W-inputbus
Sums N audio channels. A stereo summing matrix with N stereo in¬

puts and M stereo outputs is compound of 2 • M 'W-input busses".

The list may be enhanced with functions such as limiter, gate, expander,

compressor, reverberation, surround sound, vocoder, sampler etc. Details

about the implementation ofDSP modules can be found in various textbooks

[35, 21]. Table 5.1 shows the number of sound components that make up

the recording, the moderation, the phone hybrid, the talkback and broadcast

service. The talkback and the broadcast service provide a variable number of

input channels and therefore use 'W-input busses" to sum the channels.

Special care has to be taken for parameter changes, which occur ape-

riodically, on user request and should take effect within a transition time

Ttrans < Acontroi (see chapter 3.3.3) but without audible distortion (so-called

clicking or zippering). The main cause of audible distortions are sharp-edged
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component recording moderation phone talkback broadcast

microphone 2 2 - - -

loudspeaker 2 2 - - -

phone line - - 6 - -

radio transmitter - - - - 1

equalizers 8 11 - - -

faders 8 11 - - -

meters 8 11 - - -

selectors 1 1 - - -

jukeboxes 1 3 - - -

recorders 2 1 - - -

n-1 - 1 - - -

5-input bus 3-2 - - - -

9-input bus - 2-2 - - -

iV-input bus - - - 2 2

Table 5.1: Number of sound components that make up the recording, the

moderation, the phone hybrid, the talkback and broadcast service.

output signal transitions. Therefore the signal processing modules interpo¬
late the control parameters internally, which smoothes these transitions. The

following section focuses on the parameter interpolation of the fader and the

equalizer, which are not discussed in standard text books.

5.1.1. Fader

The signal processing function of a mono fader module (see figure 5.1) is

defined by

o[n] = a[n] i[n] (5.2)

where the amplification factor a[n] represents the interpolated control pa¬

rameter "fader volume". The multiplication of an input signal with the ampli¬
fication factor corresponds to a linear convolution of the frequency spectrum

of input signal and amplification factor. In other words the spectrum of the

input signal is smeared according to the spectrum of the amplification factor

signal [36].
The task of the interpolation stage is to follow the desired fader volume p

within the transition time Ttrans, and to keep the non-linear distortion of o[n]
in inaudible bounds. In order to find an appropriate interpolation strategy we
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in

P a[n]
—* interpolation

ofnl

Figure 5.1: Signalflow schema offader, with thefader volume p, the ampli¬

fication factor a[n], the input signal i[n] and the output signal o[n].

have assessed the impact of a transition from 0 to 1 four amplification factor

signals (N = fs • Ttrans):

1. Step

2. Sinus

0 if (n < 0)
1 else

3. Ramp

1 else

0 if(n<0)
a[n] = { n/N if (0 < n < N)

1 else

4. Exponential

1 else

(5.3)

0 if (n < 0)

a[n}={ 1 + sin(n • n/N - ir/2)/2 if (0 < n < N) (5.4)

(5.5)

0 if(n<0)

a[n}={ il-e-nklN)/il-e-k) if [o < n < N) (5.6)

where k determines the response time T = Ttrans/k of the correspond¬

ing first order low-pass filter. In the following we will use k = 1.
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Figure 5.2: Faded output signal o[n] for step, sinus, ramp and exponential

amplification factors afnj.

We cannot apply the audio quality measures introduced in chapter 3.3

to assess o[n], because there is no original signal. Therefore we have two

choices to find the best sounding transition function: we could do auditory
tests with a representative number of test persons, or we could compare the

non-linear distortion by analyzing the spectrum of the faded output signals

o[n]. For this purpose we use a periodically repeatable fading signal with

a transition time of Ttrans = 10ms (as shown in figure 5.2) and a sinusoid

input signal i[n] = sin(27r/n//s) with a frequency of / = 400Hz. Figure
5.3 displays the power spectrum of the resulting output signal:

o[n\ < 3- 0[k] EL"o*W

with

L[k] =

WN = e
3 «

101og10(|O[fc]|2)

(5.7)

(5.8)

One can see that the step signal produces the highest sound level for other

frequencies than /. The sinus, ramp and exponential amplification factors
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Figure 5.3: Power spectrum L[k] offaded output signal o[

do not lead to significant differences in the frequency response. However we

favor the exponential variant because it can be implemented with little com¬

puting requirements as a first order low pass filter. Additional reduction of

the computing requirements can be achieved by calculating new amplification

samples at a lower rate than fs. Our auditory experiments have shown that no

distortions are heard with an amplification factor update rate of 12kHz.

5.1.2. Equalizer

Another important DSP module is the equalizer which is usually implemented
as a chain of second order IIR filters [36]. Each IIR filter is controlled by the

parameters frequency, gain and Q-factor, which are converted to the filter co¬

efficients a\, a2, b0, b\ and b2 using the conversion formulas described in

[21]. The direct form II function of the IIR filter with variable filter coeffi¬

cients is given by

w[n] = i[n]-\-a,i[n]w[n — 1]-\-a2[n]w[n — 2] (5.9)

o[n] = bo[n]w[n]-\-bi[n]w[n — 1]-\-b2[n]w[n — 1] (5.10)
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The problem is to find an method that suppresses audible distortions dur¬

ing the transition of the coefficients that follow parameter changes.

i[n]

1
a^n]

2nd order

IIR filter

conversion,

interpolation

a2[n]

p b2[n]

bjn]

b0[n]

o[n]

Figure 5.4: Parameter interpolation for second order IIR filter. The filter

coefficients a\ [n] to b2 [n] resultfrom the parameter vector p.

A possible approach would be to place a fader before or after the filter,
which mutes the audio signal during coefficients changes. This method would

suppress clicking, however it would lead to short time audio dropouts with

every parameter change, which is not acceptable.
The method can be extended by calculating two filters in parallel and sum

the outputs. Always one of the two filters is muted. When the filter param¬

eters change only the filter coefficients of the muted filter are updated. After

the update the muted filter is faded in while the other filter is muted. Our

previous investigation of this cross-fade method states that the approach can

suppress audible distortions at the lowest possible processing requirements

[37]. However the estimation of the processing requirements has disregarded
the fact that cross-fade needs to be done at the audio-sample-rate, whereas

parameter interpolation could be done at a lower rate. Considering this pos¬

sibility, the statement about processing requirement does not hold true any

more.

Another method is to interpolate frequency, gain and Q-factor and to re¬

calculate the filter coefficients for every intermediate parameter. This ap¬

proach requires computing intensive calculation of filter coefficients for every

intermediate value. Nevertheless the argument that the poles of the transmis-
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sion function stay within the unit circle is not sufficient to guarantee filter

stability, because the filter is time-variant [38].
Therefore we favor to interpolate the filter coefficients directly. We con¬

vert the new filter parameters into the target coefficients a,lt„ew, a2^new,

bo,new, b\,new and b2/new and use linear interpolation (see eq. 5.5) to align
the used coefficients with the target coefficients. The approach requires lit¬

tle computing power and our auditory experiments have shown that it can

suppress audible distortions.

5.1.3. Performance

A theoretical estimation of processing requirements is complex for today's

CPUs, because it has to account for pipelines, caches, parallel ALUs, hyper-

threading, operating system issues etc. Therefore we have chosen to measure

the needed processing time of the audio modules on a reference platform.
The utilized reference platform provides an Intel Pentium III 1GHz pro¬

cessor with 256MB RAM and Linux kernel 2.4.20. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show

the processing time Tproc of the required signal processing components for

128 audio samples. The shown load ratio is computed by dividing the mea¬

sured time Tproc, which is needed to process the audio samples, through the

supposed usable fragment interval time Tfragment
—

rgap.

component Tproc [PS\

microphone (stereo) 5 0.3

loudspeaker (mono) 3 0.2

phone line1 (mono) 5 0.3

radio transmitter (stereo) 5 0.3

equalizer (stereo) 96 5.8

fader (stereo) 10 0.6

meter (stereo) 21 1.3

selector (stereo) 10 0.6

jukebox (stereo) 4 0.3

recorder (stereo) 4 0.3

n-1 (stereo) 15 0.9

Table 5.2: Computing time ofthe required sound components on PHI 1GHz

for 128 audio sample packets and 1.6ms usablefragment interval time.

Phone line and radio transmitter have not been measured on CAOS The shown values are

estimations based on the requirements of the microphone and the loudspeaker components
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N[#] Tproc [/^"^\
Tproc TOXI

1.6m.s ' J

2 10 0.6

5 25 1.5

8 33 2.0

9 44 2.6

16 64 3.9

32 125 7.5

128 518 31

Table 5.3: Computing time ofN-input summing bus on PHI 1GHz for 128

audio sample packets and 1.6ms usablefragment interval time.

One can see that all processing functions easily run in real-time on the

given platform, even without speed optimizations of the code. The results

can be carried over to other platforms using a comparative performance
benchmark such as the SPECfp20002. From table 5.4 we can see that the

SPECfp2000 reference application set runs up to a factor 3.8 faster on con¬

temporary platforms perform than on our reference platform.

processor SPECfp2000
Intel Pentium III 1GHz 340

Intel Pentium 4 2,.06GHz 1103

Motorola G4 1.45GHz 1295

Table 5.4: Performance comparison of our reference platform with state-

of-the-art commodity computers.

5.2. Sample Format

Digital systems such as CAOS process audio with a finite precision. This

section evaluates the suitability of the two most widespread data formats for

digital numbers on commodity computer hardware (see Parhami [39]):

• Fix-point

Typically represented as a two's complement binary number.

2 Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (www spec org)
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• Floating-point

Usually defined by ( —l)sl.m • 2^exp^htas\ where s is the sign bit, m

the mantissa, exp the exponent, and bias a constant offset.

Assessment criteria for floating-point and fix-point are the costs that

arise for processing and communication, the achievable signal quality, and

the provided dynamic range. The costs for processing and communication

are determined by the number of bits of the data format and by the used

hardware technology. Most of today's commodity hardware supports 325rf

data, meaning that ALU's, registers, pipelines, memories and data busses are

designed for parallel Z2bit execution and transport. Therefore less bits do not

significantly reduce the costs, whereas more bits increase the costs. For this

reason the following paragraphs focus on 325rf data formats and compare

325rf integer and "ANSI/IEEE Std 754-1985" 325rf float quantitatively.

The signal-to-noise-ratio of a fix-point signal depends on the variance of

the signal s and the quantization error e (see eq. 3.5). We assume that the

probability density of e is equally distributed:

*)={o/a L (l" "i/2)

where the minimal size of quantization A equals 1. Therefore the variance

of the error signal comes to

A2
«I = ^ (5.12)

Figure 5.5 shows the resulting SNR as a function of signal levels L =

10 • log10(«Tg). As one can see, the fix-point SNR is approximately 190dB

for maximum signal levels.

Another assessment criteria of the number format is the dynamic range

DR, which is defined as the ratio between the largest and the smallest possible
number unequal zero of a data format. According to Zolzer [21] the dynamic

range of a 326«t fix-point value (data width w = 32) is given by

DRFlx = 201og10(2"'-1 - 1) = 186d,B (5.13)

The dynamic range plays an important role for some signal processing
functions. For example, the value wk [n] of the kth node of an IIR filter is

bound by
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\wk[n}\ < smax ^ IM*]I (5.14)

t= — oo

where hk [«] denotes the impulse response from the input to the node vari¬

able wk[n] and smax is the maximum value of the input signal [40]. The

ratio between upper bounds of two filter nodes determines the required dy¬
namic range of the filter. Experiments show that the required dynamic range

of some audio filters exceeds the given DRFtx of fix-point values. Remedy
can be found by using extended data formats or by scaling critical filter nodes,

however this adds complexity to the signal processing.
This problem does not arise for floating-point values, as the dynamic

range of a number with wm = 24 bit mantissa and a wexp = 8 bit expo¬

nent is given as

DRFloat = 201og10((l - 2-(«'--1))2"'--2) = 1529dB (5.15)

The quantization error e of floating-point is proportional to the input sig¬
nal3. Therefore the SNR does not depend on the signal level:

SNRFloat = 10\ogw(Jr\ (5.16)

where a\r = 2~(Wm~1*)2/12 is the variance ofthe relative error er = e/s.
Hence we get the constant signal-to-noise-ratio SNR = 149dB for 325rf

floating-point values as shown in figure 5.5.

The error signals of quantized numbers propagate through the signal pro¬

cessing functions and can reduce the signal-to-noise-ratio of the output. To

illustrate this we consider the subtraction of two quantized values a and 6:

c = cq + ec = a - b = (aQ + ea) - (bQ + eb) (5.17)

In case of uncorrected error signals ea and eb we get the variance of the

resulting error signal ec = ea - eb:

<=<+< (5.18)

The signal-to-noise-ratio SNR of c is given by equation 3.5, where the

variance a2c depends on the correlation of the two signals a and b. For fix-

3
We are not considering underflow or other special floating point values here
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Figure 5.5: SNR of32bit integer versus SNR of32bitfloat.

point values the variances a\a and a\h equal to a\ from equation 5.12. There¬

fore signal-to-noise ratio of the result c gets to

SNRFlx = 101og10(^) (5.19)

For floating point values the variances a2

resp. a\. Therefore the SNR of the result c gets to

and a\b are proportional to a2

SNRFloat = 101og10(- (5.20)
"M + 4Y

where a2r is the variance of the relative error. In other words the resulting

signal-to-noise-ratio depends on the number of bits of the floating-point
mantissa (a2) and on the ratio of the signal variances o-2a,a\ and a2.

Recapitulating we can say that the floating-point data format simplifies
the implementation of signal processing functions due to its high dynamic

range. On the other hand the bits that are used up for the exponent lead to

smaller signal-to-noise-ratio, which may under-run the demanded 120<iB in

complex signal processing functions.
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5.3. Sample Loss Concealment

Commodity hardware and software does not guarantee the transmission or

processing of audio packets within a given time constraint (see chapter 3.3.4),
therefore receivers of audio streams must be prepared for loss of audio sam¬

ples. There are two critical points, where sample loss has an effect on the

CAOS signal quality:

• Loudspeakers and other output interfaces

Here audio loss directly leads to quality degradation for the listener.

• Inputs of sound components with an inner state

Here gaps of the input signal have an impact on samples after the gap.

The absence of audio may lead to quality degradation but it does not

break down the system [41]. This section studies available sample loss

concealment schemes, which improve the perceptible audio quality. Short

end-to-end delay and the eventuality of packet loss in our system implicate
that the loss concealment techniques considered here can only rely on a past

audio samples, but not on future samples.

The simplest loss concealment strategy is the Substitution of absent sam¬

ples with a predefined pattern [42]. The substitution with zero-samples is

called Silence-Substitutwn, whereas Noise-Substitution names the insertion

of a noise pattern. Advanced noise-substitution techniques adapt the inserted

noise pattern to the previous sound by varying amplitude and spectral charac¬

teristics.

The main problem of both substitution techniques is the clicking noise

that results from the hard transition between the audio signal and the substi¬

tuted pattern. Fade out of the audio signal would eliminate this clicking but

is not feasible because it requires additional 10ms buffering of audio data.

Silence-substitution can be effective for short time spans (< 4ms)
and low loss rates (< 2%). Studies of human perception have shown that

noise-substitution is a recommended replacement for silence-substitution as

most people find noise to be less irritating [43].

Another simple loss concealment strategy is the replacement of lost

packets with copies of the packets that arrived immediately before the

loss. This strategy, called Repetition, suffers from the same problem as the

substitution strategy, because the transition between the audio signal and the

repeated signal produces a clicking noise. If the repetition strategy is applied
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for a time span over 20ms a fading of the repeated signal amplitude to zero

over the next 300ms is recommended (see [44]).

Enhanced repetition techniques like Waveform Substitution and Pitch

Waveform Replication require a longer audio signal history. The employed

pattern matching algorithms that locate usable sample blocks in the sig¬
nal history can be very processing intensive. According to Perkins [42]
waveform-substitution and pitch waveform replication are applicable to loss

rates up to 10%.

The idea for the Prediction strategy is taken from artificial language

generation. Samples are predicted by a linear, recursive filter, whose

coefficients are adopted continuously by comparing the predicted signal with

the audio signal. In case of sample loss a switch to the predicted signal has

to be made which leads to audible clicking.

The mostpromising techniquefor loss concealment is Extrapolation. His¬

torically extrapolation was understood as a special case of interpolation for

points outside the known data range. In the seventies the first minimum en¬

ergy extrapolation algorithm by Papoulis-Gerchberg appeared [45,46]. It was

an iterative Algorithm for bandlimited signal extrapolation. The Papoulis-

Gerchberg algorithm (PGA) was the beginning of a series algorithms based

on the same basic idea. The chronological sequence of algorithms based on

PGA can be found in [47].

5.3.1. Papoulis-Gerchberg

Bandlimited minimal energy extrapolation [48] is the linear inverse problem
of estimating a signal st(t) that can be transformed to the known segment

9(t)

g(t)=T{st(t)} (5.21)

and that solves the minimal norm equation

IWf)l1 = ,mSf,m Hm (5'22)

«1. |W«)|» = /J|^4f
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The frequency weight <?(/) is a non-negative value (<?(/) > 0). The

generalized inverse transformation T"1 maps the known segment g{t) to the

minimum norm solution st(t) [49]:

st(t) = Ti{g(t)} (5.23)

g(t)

s'i(t)t

JL t

2

G(f)

S,(f)

Figure 5.6: Initialization and first iteration of Papoulis-Gerchberg algo¬
rithm.

The PGA is applicable to problems as stated above. Illustration 5.6 shows

the data flow, which is explained in the following:

1. The known segment g{t) is Fourier transformed. Since g{t) is not pe¬

riodic its frequency transformation G(/) is unlimited.

2. The infinite spectrum contradicts the precondition of a bandlimited s(t).
In order to minimize error energy (5.22), frequencies beyond B are

cutoff (W)).

3. The time domain version si{t) of the bandlimited spectrum £1 (/) is

not equal to git).
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4. Therefore the signal part |t| < Ç is set to zero and g{t) is inserted into

the gap. The resulting signal s[(t) is not periodic.

5. The Fourier transformation of s[ it) is again unlimited and the second

iteration starts with 2.

Papoulis [46] has shown that after N iterations the extrapolation is per¬

formed.

lim sN(t) = sit) (5.24)

The algorithm is implementedby doing all steps in time domain [50]. The

lowpass filtering operation of step 2 is defined as

sin(2Bt)
Ht) * 25 y2m

'
= BBh(t) (5.25)

The operation of discarding the center can be modeled by 1 - DT. DT

is defined by

h(t)l[(^j=-DTh(t) (5.26)

where TJ (^ ) is a step function of length T. With this notation, the PGA

can be written as

SN+iit) = git) + [1 - DT]BBSAr(t) (5.27)

with s0(t) = g(t)

According to [47] PGA works only for analytical signals and converges

slowly.

5.3.2. Iterative Weighted Norm Modification

A newer, faster approach to extrapolation without band limitations and appli¬
cable for non analytical signals is the Iterative Weighted Norm Modification

(IWNM) proposed by Cabrera and Parks [48]. The IWNM algorithm com¬

bines a periodogram spectral estimate [51] with a minimum weighted norm

extrapolation in an iterative way (see figure 5.7).
The general idea is to make the frequency weight (see equation 5.22) a

function of the previous estimate

Qxif) = F{sA-i(n)} (5.28)
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g[n]

minimum

weighted norm

extrapolation

|H/+1[k]|2

s,[n]

penodogram

spectrum h [n]

Figure 5.7: Signalflow schema ofthe IWNM algorithm with the given sam¬

ples g[n] (vector of size Lg), the extrapolation output s\[n] (vector of size

Ls), the window p[n] and thefrequency weightfunction \H\[k]\2.

For this purpose the estimated signal s\ [n] is multiplied with a windowing
function p[n]

hx+1=p[n]sx[n] (5.29)

The periodogram spectrum of hx+i is proportional to |i?A+i[&]|2- As

the scaling of the weight does not change the estimate [48] one can use

I H\+i [k] |2 as input of the minimum weighted norm estimation for simplicity.
The minimum weighted norm estimation sx [n] can be found with

La-\

«X\ y^ wx[i]ax[n- i] (5.30)
»=0

1
where Et = -^9^.Sr^l{\Hx[k}\2}

and wx = Q~l~g

the matrix G is given by

(G)r,c = a\[ r,c = 0,l,...,Lg (5.31)

The theory and proof of the formulae above can be found in [48]. The

window p[n] in (5.29) is chosen to include some nearby estimated time sam¬

ples as well as the given data. It is recommended to use a Welch-, Hanning-
or Hamming-window forn < Lw and zero torn > Lw (Lg < Lw < Ls).
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If IWNM is applied as a loss concealment algorithm one has to choose

a number of parameters. These parameters are shape and duration of the

windowing function, number of given samples Lg, number of samples to

extrapolate Ls and the number of iterations.

We have implemented the IWNM algorithm [52], measured the improve¬
ment for test signals and evaluated the processing requirements. Figure 5.8

shows our IWNM quality measurement setup. A test signal is fed into a pro¬

cessing block, which simulates packet loss by overwriting definable segments

of the test signal with zeros. The resulting signal is processed by the loss con¬

cealment module, which fills the gaps of the test signal with the extrapolated

signal. The original test signal and the extrapolated signal are then fed into

the OPERA tool (see chapter 3.3.1), which produces the objective difference

grade (ODG) as well as a relative number of frames that contain audible dis¬

tortions (RDF).

s[n]

objective

quality
measurement

1

s'[n]

ODG

loss

simulation

RDF

1
loss

concealment

Figure 5.8: Loss concealment quality measurement compares an original

signal s[n] with a processed signal s'[n].

We have tested the achievable quality of extrapolation for two test signals
of 20s duration each: A piano and an ambient sound. The loss simulation

has cleared gaps of size = 128, 256, 384 and 512 samples every second.

The extrapolation stage has used a history size of Lg = 1024 samples, it

has iterated 10 times and produced Ls = size + 128 output samples. The

transition from the extrapolated signal back to the original signal is achieved

by fading out the extrapolated signal and fading in the original signal.
The output of the OPERA quality measurement tool is shown in table 5.5.

One can see that a quality improvement has been achieved with the extrapola¬
tion technique. The gaps are still perceptible but less annoying. The absolute
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value of ODG is not representative, because bulks of gaps as we have pro¬

duced them for our test are not likely for a real system. Instead we may have

one 128 sample gap occurring every hour. However, we can read from ta¬

ble 5.5 that the audible effect of the gap is reduced to an impairment level

of "perceptible but not annoying". Additionally the relative number of audi¬

ble distortions and therefore the probability of audible dropouts is reduced to

32%..87%.

sound gap

size

no extrapolation extrapolation
ODG RDF ODG RDF

piano 128 -3.8 0.064 -0.7 0.021

256 -3.8 0.070 -1.3 0.037

384 -3.8 0.071 -0.9 0.036

512 -3.6 0.076 -1.0 0.044

ambient 128 -2.4 0.055 -0.7 0.024

256 -2.4 0.054 -0.8 0.040

384 -2.4 0.053 -0.9 0.046

512 -2.5 0.062 -1.0 0.051

Table 5.5: Comparison ofsound with gaps versus extrapolated sound. The

table shows the objective difference grade ODG as well as the relative num¬

ber offrames with an audible distortion RDF.

The remaining question is whether the extrapolation is achievable in

real-time. Ghislini and Grob have implemented the IWNM algorithm in C

and optimized the code for speed. They have measured the processing time

of the algorithm on an Athlon 850MHz. The processing time depends on

the gap size, the history size and the number of iterations. The extrapolation
for a gap of 128 samples with a history of 1024 samples and 10 iterations

requires 2.84s. If we assume a maximum tolerated calculation time of

1.6ms, the algorithm is more than a factor 1000 slower than required.

From our measurements we have found that it is possible to reduce the

probability of audible dropouts significantly. However, none of the contem¬

plated algorithms is able to eliminate all perceptible dropouts. Therefore a

low probability of time-constraint-violations throughout the system is manda¬

tory to achieve professional audio quality. The required computing power for

real-time extrapolation varies from nothing for silence substitution up to 1000

Athlon 850MHz for the IWNM algorithm, which is not feasible for our sys¬

tem.
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Future extrapolation algorithm developments should head for a reduction

of the audible dropout probability that is achievable in real-time with today

commodity computing power. Thereby the algorithm could take advantage of

the short extrapolation time ofpacket dropouts that are typically below 10ms.
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Host Platform

This chapter discusses the advantages and disadvantages of employing a com¬

modity host platform versus the development of custom hardware and soft¬

ware and it evaluates operating systems and their real-time capabilities.
The audio system needs a host platform that provides sufficient process¬

ing power and storage capacity to run the demanded services. Tables 6.1 and

6.2 summarize the processing time rproc of the demanded services and of the

four system sizes specified in chapter 3.1 on a 1GHz Pentium III processor1.
One can see that even the out-dated Pentium III processor provides sufficient

processing power to run the small radio studio service on a single machine.

The storage capacity requirement is mainly determined by the jukebox ser¬

vice. An average studio2 provides a song database of around Ns = 10000

songs. Assuming a data rate of 6S = 190kbps and an average song duration

1 In the past general purpose processors were too expensive for audio processing There¬

fore the traditional approach was to employ digital signal processors or even specially designed
ASICs [21] As signal processing has become a key application with general-purpose processors,

manufacturers have integrated SSE2 [53] or AltiVec [54] units into their processors Therefore

general-purpose processors have become competitors of DSPs and the performance argumentfor

building custom hardware has weakened and might even not hold true in the future

2For example, in the year 1998 the jukebox server of the local radio station "radio 24" has

provided 4100 songs The songs have been MPEG 1 - layer 2 compressed with a data rate of

384kbps
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of ts = 5mm we get a total storage requirement of NsbsTs = 66GB, which

fits well into today's off-the-shelf hard disks3.

service Tproc [PS\ 1.6m,s L -I

recording 1204 72

moderation 1615 97

phone hybrid 30 1.8

2-input talkback 20 1.2

8-input talkback 66 4.0

32-input talkback 250 15

2-input broadcast 25 1.5

8-input broadcast 71 4.3

32-input broadcast 255 15

Table 6.1: Computing power requirements ofthe required services (on PHI

1GHz). The results are obtained by combining tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3

system size Tproc [msj 1 6ms
[#]

small 1.2 1

medium 3.3 2

large 13.5 9

X-large 58.2 35

Table 6.2: Total computing resource usage of the four systems defined in

table 3.1 in consideration ofthe service requirements (table 6.1).

The use of general purpose processors does not automatically imply com¬

modity hardware. We could develop custom hardware if appropriate. For both

hardware alternatives we need to select an operating system, which leads us

to four principal design choices as summarized in table 6.3.

Custom hardware has the advantage of being optimized for the audio ap¬

plication. The communication bandwidth and memory resources of a custom

hardware are designed according to audio application requirements. There¬

fore an optimal hardware-cost-to-performance ratio can be achieved. How¬

ever the development of custom hardware is expensive. According to equa¬

tion 3.1 these costs make up a substantial part of the systems total costs if we

3For example, 80GB IDE, IBM IC35L080, 100
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assume a small number of sold units. Additionally the custom hardware is

not designed for non-audio applications and therefore limited in its purpose.

The custom hardware could run a commodity or a custom operating

system. A commodity operating system has to be ported to the new platform.
However the main costs incur for keeping the system up-to-date with new

operating system versions and doing the necessary adaptations. These

"new-version-costs" do not arise for a custom operating system, though its

development is expensive. The custom OS is optimized for the requirements
of the audio application but only supports a restricted set of features.

If one employs commodity hardware, the development of a custom op¬

erating system requires the exact knowledge of all details of the hardware

platform and it is important that the hardware manufacturer guarantees a pro¬

duction of the exact same hardware over a certain period, because a costly
software update is needed for every new hardware version. Therefore it is

favorable to utilize a suitable commodity operating system.

Buying both hardware and software means no development costs, the

possibility of keeping up-to-date without additional development effort and

therefore the opportunity to profit by Moore's Law. The commodity solution

has the advantage of usability for any application but hence the drawback of

not being optimized for the audio application.

commodity hardware custom hardware

commodity OS + no development costs

+ all-purpose
+ keeps up-to-date

not optimized for audio

+ all-purpose
+ partially optimized

OS porting costs

OS updates mean new

porting costs

expensive HW develop¬
ment

custom OS + optimized software

expensive OS develop¬
ment

HW updates mean new

OS development costs

restricted to audio

+ highly optimized

very expensive devel¬

opment

updates mean new de¬

velopment costs

restricted to audio

Table 6.3: Host design decision matrix.

One goal of this work is to keep development costs low, because they
make a great part of the systems end costs. Therefore we favor the mere
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commodity solution. The right choice of commodity operating system, which

allows simple service development and satisfies the real-time requirements, is

discussed in the next section.

6.1. Commodity Operating System

The most critical requirement for the operating system is the worst case

time4 that passes between a hardware interrupt and the execution of the

audio function [55]. The so-called trigger latency rgap plus the processing
time rproc must not exceed the fragment interval Tfragment, provided that the

synchronous processing scheme is applied. The worst case trigger latency
determines the time that cannot be used for audio processing and therefore

should be low compared to Tfragment in order to keep the processing overhead

Tgap I 'fragment 10W.

The requirement for a short trigger latency leads to the conclusion that

a Real-Time Operating System (RTOS5) or one of the existing hybrid solu¬

tions6, which combine real-time kernel and commodity OS should be used

[56]. However, these non-mainstream operating systems complicate the code

development and provide a limited compatibility with standard operating sys¬

tems.

Another possibility is that the audio processing functions run in a part

of a non-real-time operating system which can guarantee low latency execu¬

tion, such as an interrupt service routine of a hardware driver. But software

running in an interrupt service routine is hard to debug and can corrupt the

system, because it is not protected by a virtual memory region. Especially
if third parties develop audio processing functions this possibility of system

corruption should be prevented.
For these reasons we favor mainstream operating systems7, which support

virtual memory protection for user processes and therefore reduce the risk

of system crashes and make software development simpler. Additionally to

the virtual memory protection mainstream operating system have many other

advantages. They are widely tested and support programming libraries, de-

4Worst case time in this context has to be understood in the sense of ro from chapter 3 3 4

5For example, OS-9 (wwwradisys com), QNX (wwwqnxcom), VxWorks

(www windnver com)
6
For example, LynxOS (www lynx com), Real-Time Extension (RTX, wwwvcicom) and

RTLinux (www rthnux com)
7For example, Linux, OSX and WindowsXP
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velopment tools and many software packages. But is a mainstream operating

system applicable for the low latency audio application?
Most operating systems use priority levels to determine the partitioning

of resources. The audio services in CAOS must run with the highest priority,
because of their tight timing constraints. Only a watchdog process should run

at a higher priority to control the periodic execution and correct termination of

the audio services. If the audio service consumes too much processing power
or if it blocks, it must be stopped and restarted. This way we can guarantee
that the audio services cannot corrupt the system.

Provided that the audio services run at highest priority they can still be

suspended by interrupt handlers and kernel space tasks, which leads to an

unpredictable trigger latency. Trigger latency of mainstream operating sys¬

tems have been evaluated by several authors [57, 58, 59]. We have measured

the trigger latency for Linux8 on a 1GHz Pentium III, with 256MB RAM

under heavy system load9 without X-client. The following results have been

achieved with the kernel version 2.4.20:

• 1 - <t>iTgap = lOOps) = 8.0 • 10"4

Meaning that 8.0 • 10~4 of all triggers have a latency greater than lOOps.

• 1 - 4>iTgaP = Im«) = 9.0 • 10~5

In other words one of 1/(1 - 4>{Tgap = 1ms)) = 11 • 103 triggers has a

latency beyond 1ms. This means that in average every Tfragment/(1 -

4>iTfragment - Tproc)) = 30s one audio sample packet is not processed

correctly under the assumption of a processing time rproc = 1.6ms and

a fragment interval Tfragment = 2.6ms.

Such a frequent occurrence of dropouts is unacceptable. The reason for

the high trigger latency of Linux kernel 2.4.20 is its lack of kernel preemp¬

tion10, which means that a kernel function must finish or call the scheduler

explicitly before a thread switch can occur [60].

However, there are enhancements of the Linux kernel available, which

have been integrated into kernel version 2.5 and are available for kernel 2.4

as patches11 [61]. The three most important enhancements are:

8 We have used Linux for our evaluation, because the open source kernel allows to inspect any
of its internals, which is optimal for a research project Nevertheless, the commercial operating

systems OSX and WindowsXP provide comparable functionality
9 Load was produced by repeatedly compiling a Linux kernel

10The nonpreemptive kernel design simplifies kernel development, since synchronization

problems involving the kernel data structures are avoided

"Notification ofthe actual status of Linux kernel can be found on "The Linux Kernel Archive"

(www kernel org) and "KERNELNebies" (kernelnewbies org)
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• Ingo Molnar's12 0(1) scheduler

restricts the worst case scheduling time regardless ofthe number of run¬

ning threads. Therefore it distributes time-slices by moving the threads

from an 'active-priority-array' to an 'expired-priority-array'. The ar¬

rays are accessed via a priority bitmap cache by using the x86 BSF13

bit-search instruction, which guarantees constant access time. The 0(1)
scheduler makes part of the "-acl" patch.

• Robert Love's14 preemptible kernel patch "-1"

modifies the definition of a spinlock, changing it from its SMP specific

implementation to a preemption lock. The modified spinlock acts as a

control of reentrancy to a critical section of the kernel software. The

preemptible kernel allows rescheduling on return from interrupt when

a higher priority threads has become executable, even if the interrupted
thread was running in kernel mode.

• Andrew Morton's15 low-latency path "-11"

introduces explicit preemption points into blocks of kernel code which

hinder rescheduling for longer than "0.5ms on a 500MHz machine".

Explicit preemption entails dropping a spinlock, if it has been acquired
before the preemption point, calling the scheduler and then reacquiring
the spinlock.

The three patches may be combined but not all combinations are possible.
We have tested two combinations: the 0(1) scheduler with preemption (ker¬
nel version 2.4.20-acl-l) and the preemptive kernel with low-latency patch

(version 2.4.20-1-11).
The two patched kernels and the unmodified kernel have been tested for

one hour under load and for 40 hours without load. The results are summa¬

rized in tables 6.4 and 6.5. The lowest achieved probability is 1.7 • 10~8,
which means that only every 5.9 • 107 trigger is not handled within 1ms. As¬

suming a trigger-rate of Z75Hz this means that 43/i pass in average between

two packet losses.

Under load we encounter a packet loss every 178mm with kernel

2.4.20-1-11. The measurements show that the probability for a latency of

lOOps is one to three order of magnitude higher that the probability of 1ms.

Therefore we recommend to account 1ms for rgap, although this implicates

12 See http Apeople redhat com/mingo
13Bit Scan Forward [62]
14See http Awwwtech9 net/rml/hnux

15
See http Awww zip com au/äkpm
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Linux Kernel 1 - 4>iTgap = lOOps) 1 - 4>iTgap = lms)
2.4.20 5.7- 10-5 7.7 • 10~s

2.4.20-acl-l 1.2- 10~5 4.3 • 10~8

2.4.20-1-11 6.2- 10-b 1.7- 10~s

Table 6.4: Linux user process scheduling (measurement on Pentium III

1GHz, 2048Hz interrupts, 40h measurement time).

Linux Kernel 1 - 4>iTgap = lOOps) 1 - 4>iTgaP = lms)
2.4.20 8.0 • 10~4 9.0 • 10~5

2.4.20-acl-l 3.7- 10~4 6.6 • 10-b

2.4.20-1-11 9.0 • 10~4 2.5 • 10~7

Table 6.5: Linux user process scheduling (measurement on Pentium III

1GHz, 2048Hz interrupts, lh measurement time under load).

an overhead of Tgap/Tfragment = lms/2.6ms = 38%.

In addition to the low trigger latency the price of the operating system is

important as well. The Total-Cost-of-Ownership (TCO) is compound of

• License fees

• Maintenance costs

Linux is a free operating system whereas other operating systems have

license fees16. OS maintenance costs are hard to predict in our case as

they highly depend on the other applications, which could run on the same

platform. If the system is used for audio only, the maintenance costs remain

very low and therefore they are neglected here.

A factor that needs special consideration is the reboot time of today's

commodity computers, which is determined by the execution time of the

BIOS and the loading and initialization time of the operating system with its

associated service daemons. Typical reboot times are in the range of 20s to

2mm, which increases system down-time and affects production efficiency

16146 for a full Windows XP Professional license and 129 for Mac OSX (see
www osdata com for pricing information of most operation systems )
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as well as product quality17. However, the impact of host crashes can be

reduced on system level. The automatic configurability of our system allows

that audio services which fail because of host crashes can be reallocated on

redundant hosts. A complete system crash is improbable unless it is caused

by a power failure, which can be suppressed by means of Uninterruptible
Power Supplies (UPS).

All in all we must say that the high interrupt latency and the long startup
time are not ideal for a professional audio system as they reduce the achiev¬

able audio quality respectively lessen the production efficiency. On the other

hand the development activities in the Linux community have focused on low

latency problem as they start to realize the need for a seamless integration of

multimedia into the PC and the operating systems. Additionally mainstream

operating systems offer sophisticated programming tools, libraries, and mem¬

ory protected program execution. Therefore we have decided to stick with

Linux in expectation that the near future will bring the needed progress for

our low latency and reboot time requirements.

17For example, the reboot time of 20s during a ratio transmission may be harmful for the radio

station
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Audio Interface

The radio studio services proposed in chapter 2 require microphones for

recording and loudspeakers for playing audio. However, communication be¬

tween the services is done system internally through the network.

This section explores the available audio interfaces with two or more in¬

dependent stereo audio inputs and outputs. The audio interface involves the

microphone or loudspeaker, a sound card in the host, a hardware driver and

an API. The Analogue-to-Digital-Converter (ADC) or Digital-to-Analogue-
Converter (DAC) may be located on the sound card or in an external break-out

box (see figure 7.1).

7.1. Sound Card

A sound card makes part of the standard equipment of today Personal Com¬

puters (PC). Hence there is a broad spectrum of available products. However,

the high audio quality, and the short latency required in CAOS reduce the

number of commodity product choices.

A set of high end sound cards with integrated analogue conversion has

been presented by Laue [63]. The cards support up to 8 analogue inputs
and outputs and digital SPDIF I/O. Some of the cards achieve a Signal-to-
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host

host memory

ring / double

buffer

A

PCI

sound card

D

ADAT/

SPDIF

converter box

analog

Figure 7.1: Typical setup ofaudio interface with an external converter box

and a digital PCI audio interface that writes and reads the audio data directly

from the hosts main memory.

Noise-Ratio above lOOcIB. In professional audio systems such as CAOS the

analogue conversion is best done in an external box because of the electro¬

magnetic distortion from the host. The RME1 digi9652 hammerfall is such

a pure digital sound card providing 26 inputs and outputs. Additionally it

provides synchronization possibilities through Word Clock and ADAT synch.
Drivers are available for Linux and Windows.

When we have developed CAOS there were no competitive alternatives

for the hammerfall digital interface available. Developing a custom sound

card would have been feasible but does not provide any crucial advantage.
Therefore we have favored the commodity solution for our system.

7.2. Application Programming Interface

A sound Application Programming Interface (API) is needed to control the

audio interface from a user space application. Several APIs are available,

which differ from each other in the complexity of the available features, in

the efficiency of the implementation for a certain feature and whether it takes

advantage of the hardware architecture and supports sophisticated hardware

RME Intelligent Audio Solutions (www rme-audio de)
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solutions for audio processing.

Table 7.1 lists the most widespread sound APIs for Linux2, OSX3 and

Windows4. The APIs usually work the following way: before an audio ap¬

plication can use the audio interface some initialization functions have to be

called, which allow to set the audio sample rate, sample format etc. Commu¬

nication of audio samples between the application and the audio interface is

done through one or several circular buffer structures.

In case of ASIO5 (which is very similar to ALSA) one double buffer struc¬

ture is used, which has to be initialized with the ASIOCreateBuf fer ( )

API function [64]. The audio streaming starts after the AS I OStart ( ) call.

After the driver has started the hardware streaming, it requests actual data

using the callback function buf ferSwitchTimelnfo (). The driver

passes the index of the double buffer half, which has to be processed, to the

application. Upon return of the callback the application must have read all

input data and produces all output data.

The choice of the API is a crucial aspect to obtain a short audio delay
for a certain operating system. Measurements of the achievable delay have

been done by MacMillan et al. [65]. Table 7.1 summarizes the measurements

which have been performed on a variety of available hardware platforms. The

measured delay corresponds to the minimum time required for a computer to

store a sample from an audio interface into the application memory and copy

that same sample from application memory to the audio interface output.

API OS delay [ms]
OSS Linux 12.2

ALSA Linux 2J..4.3

CoreAudio OSX 4.0

DirectSound Windows 123.1

ASIO Windows 3.1..6.0

Table 7.1: SoundAPIs and their measured minimum delay.

2
Open Sound System, OSS (www opensound com) and Advanced Linux Sound Architecture,

ALSA (www alsa-project org)
3 CoreAudio (developer apple com/audio)
4Direct Sound (msdn microsoft com) and ASIO (www Steinberg net)
5The Audio Streaming Input Output (ASIO) API has been designed by Steinberg Soft and

Hardware GmbH (www Steinberg net)
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One can see that the minimum delay of different APIs vary in order of

magnitude. According to the measurements ALSA, CoreAudio andASIO are

the best choices for the corresponding operating system. With these API's

delays below 4ms can be achieved.

The problem of reliability of the measured delays is closely associated

with the real-time properties of the underlying operating system. Compared
to previous results [66, 67] substantial improvements have been achieved. It

is necessary and expected that this trend will go on for the next generation of

operating systems (for example, Linux kernel 2.6).
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Network

This chapter will first analyze the required network features before it evalu¬

ates contemporary network technology. It will then introduce two new ap¬

proaches and compare them with related work.

The main purpose of the network is to guarantee communication band¬

width for inter service communication. Table 8.1 summarizes the audio com¬

munication requirements ofthe four radio studio applications defined in chap¬
ter 3.1. We assume that the moderation, the phone hybrid, the talkback and

the broadcast services each run on separate hosts, which means that their au¬

dio channel outputs are communicated across the network. The bandwidth

usage of a mono audio channel can vary between 0.7Mbps for CD quality

(16bit fix-point, fs = 44.1kHz) and 4.5Mbps for DVD-Audio (24bit fix-

point, fs = 192kHz). Audio compression techniques are not considered

for the live audio processing, because they add delay to the streams and the

compression requires substantial computational power. Nevertheless sound

databases are assumed to store compressed audio data, because this saves

network bandwidth as well as storage capacity and because the added delay
does not have an impact on the live audio delay Aaudto. The required com¬

munication bandwidth of 128..192kbps for retrieving or saving stereo audio

streams from shared audio databases, as well as additional bandwidth require¬
ments for potential control and metering data are disregarded here. Hence the
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bandwidth requirements vary between 16Mbps for a medium size CD quality
studio and 1.62Gbps for a X-large DVD-audio studio.

small medium large X-large

recording outputs - - - -

moderation outputs - 2-6 8-6 32-6

phone outputs - 1-8 4-8 16-8

talkback outputs - 1-2 4-2 16-2

broadcast outputs - - - -

total channels - 22 88 352

16bit@44.lkHz - 16Mbps 62Mbps 248Mbps

24bit@48kHz - 25Mbps 101Mbps 406Mbps

32bit@48kHz - 34Mbps 135Mbps 541Mbps

24bit@192kHz - 101Mbps 406Mbps 1.62Gbps

Table 8.1: Audio channel resp. communication bandwidth requirements of
thefour system sizes defined in chapter 3.1.

Besides the guaranteed communication bandwidth the network should

provide means for synchronization and power transmission. The network

should support any topology and provide Plug and Play capability in order to

simplify configuration.

The following comparison assumes a minimal network bandwidth of

16Mbps, which suffices for a large CD quality studio. Table 8.2 lists the

most important network technologies that transfer a minimum of 16Mbps
user data.

network standard bandwidth topology QoS synch power

Ethernet IEEE802 3 100 WOOMbps bus/star no no -

WLAN IEEE802 llg 54Mbps bus no no -

USB 20 480Mbps tree yes yes 2 4W

FireWire IEEE1394 100 WOOMbps any yes yes 60W

ATM ITU-Ti-361 155 622Mbps any yes yes -

MADI AES 10 100Mbps pt to pt yes yes -

Table 8.2: Network technology comparison.
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Ethernet (IEEE802.3) is our first choice because it is a widespread, cost-

effective LAN technology that provides the required bandwidth [68]. How¬

ever it does not fit all requirements of an audio system as it does not support

a synchronization mechanism and quality of service guarantees.

Enhancements of Ethernet for real-time can be done, if all participants of

the network comply with the same rules. Venkatramani and Chiueh [69] study
the implementation of a software token ring on top of Ethernet. Although the

token handling is implemented in the interrupt service routine, the total time

for a token to visit one node is stated to be 247fis, which is high in relation to

the fragment rate of ffragment = 2.6ms in CAOS. Chapter 8.2 will show that

the demanded synchronization is achievable for IEEE802.3 with the help of

the right algorithms.

The Wireless LAN (WLAN) (IEEE802.1 lg1 ) allows a raw data rate of up

to 54Mbps for mobile devices, but it does not provide synchronization and

QoS either [70, 71]. We have not studied the network in more detail, because

its properties are comparable with the IEEE802.3.

The Universal Serial Bus (USB) version 2.0 allows a data rate of

480Mbps and supplies up to 2.4W of power (4.75V,500mA) [72]. QoS
and synchronization are guaranteed. However, the allowed topology is very

restricted as USB is intended for the connection of peripherals to a host PC.

The only allowed topology is a tree with a dedicated root node2. Logically
all devices are directly connected to the root node, which initiates all bus traf¬

fic by polling the devices. The USB bandwidth is shared among all devices.

These restrictions lead to the conclusion that USB is not applicable for CAOS.

IEEE1394 also called FireWire or iLink [74, 75, 76] competes with USB

as it allows connecting peripherals to the PC. However, IEEE1394 does not

require a dedicated root node that manages the bus. Instead there is a dynamic
tree identification process which determines a root node. The root node co¬

ordinates bus arbitration, isochronous communication and synchronization.
Thanks to the dynamic root node allocation IEEE1394 is applicable as com¬

munication network between hosts.

1 The European standard HyperLAN is not considered here as it is basically equivalent to the

IEEE802 llg
2 The root note is typically a PC Nevertheless USB On-The-Go supplement allows a portable

device to take on the role of a limited USB host, without the burden of supporting all the above

functions of a PC [73]
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64 nodes that can be attached to one bus share the available bus band¬

width. It is possible to expand the network by bridging up to 1024 IEEE1394

busses [77]. Each bus in such a network provides its own bandwidth. Since

version 1394b cable lengths ofup to 100m, the usage ofUTP cable infrastruc¬

ture and datarates up to 1. 6Gbps are supported [78]. The network provides up
to 60W power supply (40^, 1.5A), an isochronous communication cycle at

the frequency of ffragment = 8kHz and standardized audio communication

[79].
From a technical point of view IEEE1394 is an option for a CAOS net¬

work. However it is unclear today whether IEEE13 94 will survive against
its two main competitors: USB for the connection of peripherals to PCs, and

Ethernet for LANs. This uncertainty and the dependence on a low number of

manufacturers have motivated our search for alternatives.

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is usually based on a syn¬

chronous network like SDH and therefore sample accurate synchronization
is possible [80, 81]. QoS is guaranteed with AAL1 and AAL2 [82, 83]. The¬

oretically ATM fits the CAOS requirements, but its implementation is rather

complex and therefore the network equipment price is high.

The serial Multichannel Audio Digital Interface (MADI) is used for

point to point transmission of up to 64 mono audio channels at 48kHz [84].
The audio samples are represented as 24bit signed fix-point values. Each au¬

dio sample is accompanied by a preamble of 8 bits containing synchroniza¬

tion, channel status, parity information and one user bit. The user bit could be

used to implement a serial protocol and carry non-isochronous information.

MADI allows sample accurate synchronization and QoS respectively
bandwidth allocation is guaranteed. It is the de facto standard for audio trans¬

mission in today professional studios. MADI does not specify routing and

therefore networks can only be built on top of FDDI, SDH or with a parallel
control network [85].

We would not recommend MADI for CAOS because of its high costs and

lacking flexibility.

This brief overview shows that the ideal network solution is not avail¬

able yet. Therefore the following section will study the alternative network

"CAOS-TNet", which is based on a high-speed network for computer clusters

and adopts it for the needs of professional audio.
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8.1. CAOS-TNet

CAOS-TNet is a custom-designed network, which provides up to 1.25Gbps
raw communication bandwidth, supports tree topology, and implements QoS
and a sample accurate synchronization. The development of a custom-

designed network for our commodity system is justifiable because network

technology evolves at a slower pace than processor and memory technology,
nevertheless it is crucial for a high performance of the system and offers a

high potential for optimization.
Our network is based on TNet, which is a high performance network,

developed by the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology [86] and Supercom-

puting Systems AG as part of the Swiss-Tx project [87]. TNet consists of

four main elements (see figure 8.1)

• The Network Interface Card (NIC)
connects a host to the network and features a ZZMHz, Z2bit PCI bus

interface to the host and a physical data link layer Gigabit Ethernet

Interconnection to the network.

• A 12 x 12 crossbar router,

which reaches a bisectional bandwidth of 1200MBps.

• The Link Sub Unit (LSU),
which implements one port of the crossbar router.

• Electrical links

with a length up to 20m or optical links up to 500m that connect the

NIC with the LSU.

In addition to TNet two other networks can be identified in figure 8.1:

the Ethernet, which allows TCP/IP communication with the host computers

and is used as a control and configuration management network. The RS232

connections to the crossbar routers and the service host, which are needed to

configure the Routing LookUp Tables (RLUT) of the crossbar routers.

The bandwidth of TNet is characterized by two parameters: the raw

link bandwidth of 1.25Gbps and the bisectional crossbar bandwidth of

1200MBps. Data is transmitted across TNet using a packet protocol. A

single packet starts with a 2B special character followed by a 4B network

header and a 2B transport header. The two headers identify a channel through
the network and define packet properties. An 8B transport header address is
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Figure 8.1: Typical TNet setup. The core network consisting of Network

Interface Cards (NIC), Link Sub Units (LSU) and crossbar routers is comple¬
mented with a control and configuration management, and a service network.

needed for reflective memory mapping3. The payload of a packet can be up to

112B long and the terminating 2B CRC guarantees error free transmission.

Short latency is very important for supercomputing applications, as la¬

tency has a direct impact on the achievable performance. TNet provides an

average application to application latency of 5/xs. This short latency does not

contradict the latency measurements of chapter 6.1 as there is no scheduling
or interrupt handling involved here. Instead there is a thread on the sender

side, which triggers the NIC to transfer a flag over the network into the re¬

ceivers main memory. On the receiver side there is only one thread running,
which is polling the main memory for arrival of the flag. The worst case la¬

tency of this approach can be much higher than 5/xs e.g., if the polling thread

is interrupted by a kernel function. However the worst case latency does not

affect the supercomputing application, which only requires a low average la¬

tency.

3A reflective memory is composed of physically distributed, logically shared memory parts

mapped into a global, shared address space Upon each write to a shared memory location,

the network interface automatically updates all system copies Therefore, the shared reads are

always satisfied from local memory, and only shared writes are propagated through the system

[88]
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Polling consumes CPU power and hence it is inefficient if other work is

pending on the same host. Therefore TNet supports remote interrupt packets,
which are processed by the NIC and trigger a host interrupt. Brauss [89]
shows that an efficient implementation of MPI4 is feasible at the basis of

reflective memory and remote interrupts.

Originally TNet was designed as a commodity supercomputer network

and therefore the original design does not comply completely with the CAOS

requirements. However, the network can be extended to satisfy those require¬

ments, as all the hardware and network drivers are available for customiza¬

tion. The needed changes for the new network, called "CAOS-TNet", are

explained in the following sections.

8.1.1. Synchronization

TNet does not feature a synchronization mechanism that satisfies the require¬
ments specified in chapter 3.3.2. Therefore the network shall be enhanced

with a hierarchical master-slave synchronization mechanism, which synchro¬
nizes the sample clocks of the audio interfaces and the processing and double

buffer switching on each host, (see chapter 4.1). Hence we need a master

clock generator that produces a signal, which is distributed across the net¬

work to all computer nodes. There the signal shall synchronize the audio

interface sample clock and it shall be converted into an interrupt for host syn¬

chronization.

The master clock generator must be a unique part of a network partici¬

pator. In order to achieve the required accuracy and maximum jitter of the

synchronization signal, the signal must be generated in hardware and it must

be possible to feed the signal directly into the network. Therefore three loca¬

tions for the synchronization generator are feasible: NIC, crossbar router or

LSU.

CAOS-TNet uses a dedicated LSU for the synchronization generator be¬

cause there is sufficient space for additional logic circuits on the FPGA of

the LSU and the propagation delay for the synchronization signal is con¬

stant for all clients attached to the one switch. The generation of the mas¬

ter signal requires a dual modulus frequency scaler such as shown in figure

8.2, because the FPGA runs at a clock frequency of fFpoA = 62.5MHz,

which is a fractional multiple of the sample clock frequency fs. In other

words fFPGA = (N + A/D) fa, where N = Ufpga/fs\ = 1302,

4Message Passing Interface is the most widespread distributed supercomputing application

protocol
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A/D = fFpoA/fs - N = 1/12 The resulting master clock signal shows

D - A = 11 cycles of duration N/fFPGA = 20 832/xs followed by A = 1

cycle of duration (N + l)/fFPGA = 20 848p,s

'FPGA

scaler

N

'à
scaler

N+1

V

Flip

Flop

S count

D

R|
L count

A

Figure 8.2: Dual modulusfrequency scaler block diagram

The distribution of a synchronization signal across the network can be

achieved with one of the following transmission schemes

• Packet based transmission

The synchromzation signal can be transmitted using TNet data packets,
which are marked with a special bit of the network header in order to

be recognized by the network participators

• Special character based transmission

The Gigabit Ethernet Transceiver5 uses special characters for the syn¬

chronization of the data link layer The synchromzation signal can be

transmitted across a link using those special characters

The packet based transmission leads to a signal jitter in the order of a few

microseconds, because the transmission time can vary due to packet shuffling
or retransmission On the other hand the payload of the packet can be used for

the transmission of the system time, which simplifies the determination of the

global time The inserted jitter of the special character based transmission is

bound to a few nanoseconds caused by time quantization ofthe involved clock

signals However, routing of special characters is not foreseen with TNet

5VSC7212 from Vitesse Semiconductor Corporation (www vitesse com)
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and would involve substantial changes within the TNet switch Therefore we

prefer the packet based transmission of the synchronization signal
The synchromzation LSU inserts synchromzation packet at fs = 48kHz

and an interrupt packet at ffragment = 375Hz into the TNet data flow The

packets are multicast to all NICs In a single router system the average

latency from the packet generator LSU to the NIC is the same for all NICs

In a multi router system every additional router adds ~ 0 5ps Hence up to

22 routers may be situated between two audio outputs for a synchromzation

accuracy esynch < lips

crossbar router

synch packets

synch packet

generator

dual modulus

freq scaler

«^
Synch LSU

Q

3 3

CPU memory

host

NIC
ADAT synch,_
generator
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Figure 8.3: CAOS-TNet synchronization block diagram The host modules

"word clock controller" and "word clock generator" implement the DPLL

The jitter of the synchromzation packets is reduced by means of a digital
PLL (DPLL) on the NIC hardware Thereby the DPLL controls the phase
of an internal clock generator by comparing the clock generator output with

the arrival time of the synchromzation packets In our case the phase control¬

lable clock generator is implemented with a dual modulus frequency scaler,

which can shift the output clock by the correction time rstep = ±l/fFPGA =

±16ns The DPLL has to allow a drift of p = 200ppm between the local

clock and the reference clock (see chapter 4 1) Therefore the locking of the

DPLL is guaranteed if

' step

TA

> P (8 1)
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where the correction interval ta < Tstep/p = 80ps should be as large
as possible in order to guarantee the minimum output jitter. Figure 8.3

shows our implementation of the DPLL on the NIC. Thereby the word clock

controller compares the synch packet arrival time with the Word Clock,

which is generated by the word clock generator. The resulting control signal

(ctrl) is fed back into the word clock generator, which shifts its output clock

accordingly.

As mentioned above the payload of the synchronization packets carry the

system time. We use a w = Z2bit sample counter to define system time,

which allows an absolute time count of 2w/fs = 232/48kHz = 24h, 51mm

and 18.485s. After that time the sample counter restarts with zero.

The sample time has to be forwarded to the host CPU and to the au¬

dio interface in order to allow sample accurate interstream synchronization.
SMPTE is a time code synchronization protocol originally developed for the

television and motion picture industry designed for video tape synchroniza¬
tion. The maximum precision of SMPTE is limited to one frame which is

greater or equal to (l/30)s. This resolution is not sufficient for audio. In

contrast to SMPTE, ADAT6 time code allows for a sample accurate synchro¬
nization [90]. Hence CAOS-TNet uses the ADAT synch for the transmission

of system time to the audio interface.

We have implemented the presented synchronization mechanism for

CAOS-TNet (see figures 8.4 and 8.5) and measured the achieved synchroniza¬
tion accuracy for two hosts, which are both connected via NIC to a crossbar

router [91]. The Word Clock outputs of the two NICs have been connected

to an oscilloscope in order to measure the skew between the two signals. The

rising edge of one Word Clock was used as a trigger, while the other Word

Clock was recorded for one minute.

From figure 8.6 we find the skew between the two clocks of ±50ns. In

other words the measured esynch is lower than 50ns. The jitter of the Word

Clock can be read directly from this measurement (TrMer < 50ns), if we as¬

sume that the jitter ofthe two Word Clocks are uncorrelated. Our experiments
have shown that the audio interface can handle the attained jitter, although it

exceeds the specified maximum of 40ns (see chapter 3.3.1).

6 The Alesis Digital Audio Tape (ADAT) synch is a proprietary synchronization interface

patented by Alesis corporation
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Figure 8.4: CAOS-TNet switch equipped with three normal LSUs and one

synchronization generator LSU (on the upper left).

Figure 8.5: CAOS-TNet network interface card with Word Clock coaxial

cable.
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Figure 8.6: CAOS-TNet Word Clock synchronization accuracy measure¬

ment results.

8.1.2. Plug and Play

Plug and Play means that a host can be plugged into the network during full

operation without disturbing other devices, but it also means that it is possible
to unplug a host at any time. However, configuration changes of TNet require

adjusting the RLUTs of the crossbar routers by means of the separate RS232

Network. This contradicts to our demands of a single network and should

therefore be prevented.
The network foresees a special packet type that could be used to instruct

the router to change the RLUT. But for this purpose the microcontroller on the

switch needs to be reprogrammed, which requires a high development effort.

An alternative, which does not require to change the RLUT at runtime, is

the use of broadcast messages, which are delivered to all listeners regardless
of the network configuration. Broadcast has the disadvantage that the switch¬

ing bandwidth is limited to the link bandwidth. But for our target services the

available bandwidth is still sufficient.

Broadcast has the advantage that all the communicated information is

automatically available everywhere. An audio source does not need to know

whether it is connected to one or several drains. This orthogonal design

simplifies the management of the network load as there is only one load to
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account for.

Every network participator must know which region of the shared reflec¬

tive memory it may write to, in order to prohibit data corruption. Therefore

a unique network master service is required, which reserves writable mem¬

ory regions for the hosts. The network master is implemented as a software

module on a dedicated host. It listens to a special data field, the request field,

of the reflective memory (see figure 8.7). Every host runs a software mod¬

ule, the so-called host master service, which communicates with the network

master. A host master that wants to reserve a memory slot writes a globally

unique identification (GUID7) onto the request field, which is transmitted in

a single, atomic data packet. This guarantees that the latest request packet
will be consistent, although it may overwrite a request of another host master,

which has not been processed.
The network master answers a memory slot request on the answer field.

Thereby the GUID of the request is used to address the recipient of the an¬

swer. The host master retransmits his request until it receives an answer.

Once a memory slot is reserved for a host, it can be used to transfer longer

messages or audio data.

A memory slot can only be leased for a certain time. The lease has to be

renewed before it expires, otherwise the slot may be given to another host.

The leasing scheme guarantees that the communication memory is freed if

devices disappear unexpectedly.
The network master service is fundamental for the correct functioning of

CAOS-TNet. Therefore redundancy should be foreseen. At system startup

it has to be negotiated which network master service is active and which

service is redundant. At runtime the redundant services have to be updated
about the actual memory slot allocations. In case of a failure of the active

service the take over of a redundant service must be guaranteed. CAOS-TNet

does not implement the redundant network master.

The unplugging or failure of a network participator needs special atten¬

tion, because it contradicts the error handling protocol implemented by TNet.

TNet achieves a Bit Error Rate (BER) below 10~20 per link due to exten¬

sive CRC checks and an acknowledge-retransmission request protocol imple¬
mented in hardware [86]. In case of normal operation of the network, the

protocol can lead to a few microseconds of additional packet latency. But if a

7Every host gets a GUID at its manufacturing time The GUID must be smaller than 112B

in order to find place in a single TNet data packet CAOS-TNet uses a 16£> GUID, which is

generated at the basis of an Ethernet MAC address, the actual time and a random number
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Figure 8.7: CAOS-TNet host master registration and IP configuration pro¬
cedure.

cable is unplugged, it means that the network blocks all communication until

the cable is plugged again.
This behavior makes sense for a supercomputer environment, because no

additional software error handling is needed to guarantee network reliability.
On the other hand the behavior interrupts the operation of the system, which

contradict to the requirements for our audio application.
The Gigabit Ethernet Transceiver employed for the link sets a "loss of

sync" signal in case of an interruption. The LSU of CAOS-TNet reacts to

this signal if it is set for longer than Twmt = 24ps. If rwmt is exceeded the
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LSU flushes new incoming data packets instead of blocking them. Once the

flushing has started, it should not stop for at least Tdebounce = 1.3ms in order

to prevent bouncing during the plug / unplug phase.
The host, which is unplugged does not receive synchronization packets

any more. Therefore the host software can find out quickly that it was un¬

plugged and initiate an appropriate procedure. The remaining devices need to

detect that the data of the unplugged device is invalid. Therefore every device

toggles a "running" flag at every fragment interval in order to signal the other

hosts that it is still up and running.

8.1.3. IP over CAOS-TNet

The internet protocol (IP) is required for CAOS-TNet, because most applica¬
tions rely on this protocol and we do not want a parallel network for IP. There

are two principle ways of implementing IP on TNet:

• Asynchronous messages

• Best effort isochronous send

Asynchronous messages means that a sender can transmit an IP packet at

any time. In this case a handshake procedure between sender and receiver

is needed, in order to guarantee that the receiver has handled the packet cor¬

rectly. For an efficient implementation the arrival of an IP packet and hand¬

shake messages must be indicated by an interrupt.

Asynchronous messages guarantee the transmission of IP packets with the

shortest possible latency. On the other hand the handshaking protocol and the

required interrupts mean additional overhead.

Asynchronous messages can occur in bulks. Therefore the IP messages

should be transmitted at a lower priority in order to guarantee the bandwidth

of audio and synchronization traffic. As a consequence the network must

support at least two message priorities, which means that all FIFO buffers

throughout TNet must be duplicated because high priority messages must

be able to overtake low priority messages. The approach has been rejected
because it requires a costly redesign of the network hardware.

Another approach to guarantee QoS for audio is bandwidth limitation for

the asynchronous traffic. Bandwidth limitation could be achieved by the NIC,

which requires changes of the TNet NIC hardware, or by the host software

using the fragment interrupt as pacemaker. The bandwidth limited flow of IP

packets is likely to be processed conectly by the receiver. Hence the hand¬

shake protocol can be relinquished without essential increase of packet loss.
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CAOS-TNet implements this scheme, which we call "best effort

isochronous send". IP packets are sent across the network through channels

using double buffer memory slices of size length. Therefore the bandwidth

of one channel is limited to length ffragment.

hostx

IP stack

reflective

memory
—

double^-.^
buffer f) -

switch

host y

IP stack

CAOS-TNet crossbar router

reflective

memory

double

fj buffer

switch

Figure 8.8: Ping-pong communication across isochronous IP initiated by

hostXthrough channel "chx", replied by host Y through channel "chy"

The "best effort isochronous send" scheme has the disadvantage of a high

packet latency across the network. For a ping-pong test between host X and

host Y the IP packets have to pass a double buffer 4 times (see figure 8.8).
The total ping-pong latency results in Tping-pong > 3/ffragment, because the

first write (1 on figure 8.8) of the IP packet to the double buffer may occur

short before a buffer switch and the last read (6) of a packet occurs just after

a buffer switch.

The implementation of CAOS-TNet with driver and API will be discussed

and evaluated in chapter 10. The next section is going to explore a different

approach than the development of a custom network such as CAOS-TNet.

8.2. Audio over IP

Audio over IP means that all communication including the audio and synchro¬
nization run over IP. The widely supported protocol abstracts packet switched
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computer networks and gives us independence from the underlying network

technology.
Efforts in transmitting audio over IP go back to the 1980's. Today's

best known framework for interactive audio over IP is Voice over IP

(VoIP). VoIP carries voice traffic over an IP network in compliance with

one of the specifications for transmitting multimedia (voice, video, fax

and data) across a network: H.323 [92], Media Gateway Control Protocol

(MGCP) [93], Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [94] etc. These specifications
are umbrella recommendations that include protocols like H.225, Q.931,

H.245, Real Time Protocol (RTP) [95], Real Time Control Protocol (RTCP),
audio codecs (G.711, G.723.1, G.728, etc.) and video codecs (H.261, H.263).

VoIP's primary application is telephone via intranet resp. internet and

therefore does not guarantee the required communication bandwidth for pro¬

fessional audio quality and intra- and interstream synchronization with the

accuracy of esynch < lips respectively alive delay of Aaudto < 20ms.

The issue of guaranteed communication bandwidth over IP networks is

addressed by protocols such as RSVP8 [96, 97] and will not be traced further

in this work. Our focus in the following paragraphs will be on the inter- resp.

intrastream synchronization.

The synchronization requirements entail a precise knowledge of the time-

conelation of the interface clocks throughout the system. Thereby the sta¬

tistical character of IP packet transmission delay [98] leads to the need for a

probabilistic approach for clock synchronization [99]. Protocols such as the

network time protocol (NTP) [100] provide such clock synchronization algo¬

rithms, but the available implementations are not intended for the demanded

accuracy of esynch < lips. For this reason we have studied three algo¬
rithms for clock synchronization and evaluated the achievable performance
for a switched Ethernet [101].

The algorithms compute mappings between the audio interface clocks and

a global reference clock of a reference server. Therefore the hosts exchange

timestamp messages with the reference server and with the sound card. The

timestamps are evaluated to determine a mapping MH'R between host clock

cHit) and reference clock cfi(t) and a mapping MA'H between audio in¬

terface clock cA(t) and the host clock cHit). The wanted total mapping is

composed of the combination of the two partial mappings.

MA,R = MA,H(MH,Rj (8 2)

8
Resource Reservation Protocol
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Figure 8.9: Exchange of round-trip messages between host and reference
time server (TI = cHitl),T2 = cfi(t2),T3 = cfi(t3),T4 = cH(U)).

The first two algorithms rely on round-trip messages initiated by the host

and replied by the remote entity, be it the reference server or the soundcard.

The messages contain the host clock shortly before message transmission (TI
in figure 8.9) and after message reception (T4) and the remote clock at mes¬

sage reception (T2) resp. transmission (TS). Ideally the message transmis¬

sion delay is constant, which means that the host clock (TI + T4)/2 is ap¬

proximately concunent with the remote clock (T2 + T3)/2. In case of a

statistical network delay we do not know the transmission time, but we know

that the accuracy e of the measurement is bound to (T4 - Tl)/2.

The linear regression algorithm that was presented e.g., by Noro [102]
determines the partial mappings MA'H and MH'R by applying linear regres¬

sion over a history of measurement points ((TI + T4)/2, (T2 + TS)/2).

The phase lock loop (PLL) algorithm is an adaption of the clock disci¬

pline algorithm of NTP [103, 104, 105]. It processes messages in two stages:
the filter stage lets messages pass if the worst case accuracy (T4 - Tl)/2,
is higher than the worst case accuracy resulting from the previous message.

The second stage implements a software PLL, which incrementally adjusts
the mapping by comparing the estimated remote clock for the local clock

MA'Hi(Tl + T4)/2) resp. MR'Hi(Tl + T4)/2) with the measured remote

clock (T2 + T3)/2.
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The Local Selection (LS) algorithm works with unidirectional messages

initiated by the remote entity, and therefore containing only the times T3 and

T4. Again the algorithm uses a filter stage, which lets messages pass that

provide a higher accuracy than the previous message. Philipp Blum [106]

states that the accuracy of a measurement is higher if the estimated remote

clock for the local clock MA-H(T4) resp. Mfi-H(T4) is lower than the

measured clock T3. The second stage updates the mapping at the basis of

the new measurement data (T3, T4).

r messages ] linear regression PLL LS

100 9.4ps 2.5ps lOps
10 33yttS 12ps 48ps
l 69ps 42>ps 98ps

Table 8.3: Achieved synchronization accuracy £synch of the three algo¬
rithms at different update rates.

More details about the algorithms can be found in appendix A. The map¬

ping of the interface clock to the reference clock can be employed to generate

a synchronous audio sample clock on all interfaces and therefore to imple¬
ment a synchronous system. On the other hand we find a plesiochronous

system, if the sample clock cannot be controlled. In this case we can use

the mapping to schedule the playout of audio streams in order to fulfill the

synchronization requirements.
In order to measure the achievable accuracy of the algorithms we have

setup an experiment comprising three hosts connected via 100BaseT Ether¬

net. One of the hosts implements the reference server, whereas the other two

hosts are equipped with plesiochronous audio interfaces, which will produce
audio impulses at predefined reference times. A counter device measures

the skew e' between the impulses. After the measurement the skew e' is

combined with the internal offset from each host in order to compensate the

time quantization of the plesiochronous sample clocks. The resulting esynch

conesponds to the achieved synchronization accuracy of the algorithm. Table

8.3 summarizes the achieved accuracy of the three algorithms for a given

message update rate. One can see that all the algorithms achieve the required

accuracy of esynch < lips.
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Laoutaris and Stavrakakis [107] have presented a survey on recent play-
out schedulers for intrastream synchronization. We have implemented a time-

oriented scheduler whose architecture is based on Concord [108]. The exper¬

imental setup again involves three PC's with plesiochronous audio interfaces

connected over 100BaseT Ethernet as shown in figure 8.10. The source host

X records audio, which is played back at the destination host Y when Aaudto

has expired. The reference server provides the reference clock which is used

for synchronization.

source host x

data cell

time audio

stamp payload

1
0—[\ MA-?T

cAx(t)

audio packets

Ethernet

H reorder

destination host y

circular

= buffer =

Figure 8.10: Audio over IP experimental setup. The synchronization algo¬
rithm on hostXresp. host Y determines a mapping MA'X'R resp. MA'y'R of
the plesiochronous sample clock cA'xit) resp. cA'vit) to the common refer¬
ence clock cR it).

The source host X stores the incoming signal in data cells that are comple¬
mented with the reference time, which is computed out of the sample clock,

the mapping MA'X'R. The complete data cell passes the network using UDP

The time-stamped UDP data cells conespond to simplified Real Time Proto¬

col (RTP)9 packets [95].
The destination host Y plays the audio back with a given delay Aaudto.

Therefore the received data cells are fed into a circular buffer. The time-

stamp is used at this point to reorder the cells which can get mixed up by the

'Although UDP resp RTP are unreliable protocols they are favorable to TCP because lost

packets do not delay succeeding packets An enhanced protocol which increases the reliability
for audio transmission is discussed by Xu and Cooperstock [109]
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network. The mapping MA'V'R and the delay Aaudto and the local sample
clock are needed here to find the samples in the circular buffer that need to be

played out next. This process smoothes out the jitter inserted by the network

and the operating system.
A sample rate conversion (SRC) is needed to convert the recorded audio

stream to an intrastream synchronized audio stream that can be played out

the plesiochronous audio interface of host Y (see chapter 4.1). Zölzer [21]

proposes algorithms for plesiochronous sample rate conversion, however our

experimental application implements a simplified SRC that duplicates respec¬

tively removes audio samples if required10.
The achievable delay between recording and playout primarily depends

on the audio packet size and the circular buffer depth, which are determined

by the interrupt latency of the host (see chapter 6.1), and the UDP transmis¬

sion latency of the network. Our experimental setup has shown that the rigid

synchronization scheme11 achieves a live delay of Aaudto = 12ms. Never¬

theless the synchronization accuracy of esynch = 1 lps is not achieved by our

setup because of the simplified sample rate conversion algorithm.

8.3. Related Work

Many alternative commercial and academic audio network solutions have

been developed. This section lists approaches, which partly base on com¬

modity technology and compares them qualitatively in table 8.4.

8.3.1. CobraNet

CobraNet is an Ethernet (OSI layer 2) based technology for audio transmis¬

sion that may be licensed from Peak Audio12, a division of Cirrus Logic,
Inc. [111]. The network provides audio sample clock synchronization and

isochronous communication channels. The key idea is to use off-the-shelf

Ethernet switches and routers and CAT5 UTP cables for data transmission,

whereas the network interfaces are proprietary devices, so-called CobraNet

devices, that conform with the CobraNet specification.
CobraNet is based on an isochronous communication cycle with the

rate ffragment = 750Hz = 48kHz/64 and supports the sample rate of

10This simplification has two drawbacks first it limits the achievable synchronization accuracy

to the time quantization of the sample clock (Ts = l//s) Second it adds nonlinear distortions

to the audio signal and therefore reduces the audio quality
1 '
According to Christina Class the rigid synchronization schemes aim achieving the same

end-to-end delay and employ an elastic buffer to smooth out jitter [110]

12wwwpeakaudio com
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fs = 48kHz. A special packet, the so-called "Beat Packet" initiates the

communication cycle and synchronizes the sample clock on the CobraNet

devices. The devices achieve a synchronization accuracy of 10ps for a single
switch configuration. The "Beat Packet" is followed by "Synchronous Data

Packets", which contain the audio data, and by at most one asynchronous Eth¬

ernet packet for control data. CobraNet transmits audio in bundles of up to

8 channels per packet and allows a maximum of 64 audio channels on a fast

Ethernet link and 640 channels on a Gigabit Ethernet link. The end-to-end

delay is accounted with Aaudto = 1.3ms..5.3ms. IP traffic is possible up to

a theoretical data rate of 9Mbps.

QSC Audio13 is one ofthe licensees ofPeak Audio. Their "Routing Audio

Via Ethernet" (RAVE) device transmits up to 16 audio channels via standard

Ethernet using the CobraNet technology.

8.3.2. mc2

mc2 names Lawo's14 ATM based audio systems, including mixing consoles

and crossbar routers. For these systems Lawo has defined a proprietary bi¬

nary standard for the transmission of digital audio over ATM. The standard is

directly based on the ATM layer and therefore disposes of the complete ATM

cell payload of 48B. The payload provide the space for 6 stereo samples,
325rf each (2 • 6 • 326«t = 48B).

Lawo's Smart Audio Matrix (SAM) routes up to 2048 mono audio chan¬

nels. No information was available whether the network can be used to trans¬

mit control respectively IP data.

8.3.3. MaGIC

The Media Accelerated Global Information Carrier (MaGIC) is a digital audio

network developed by the Gibson Guitar Corporation15, which uses CAT5

UTP cables and RJ-45 connectors [112]. The network supplies a minimum

of 12.6W (36V, 350mA), sample clock synchronization and short latency
audio transmission.

Data is transmitted through standard Ethernet packets containing 32 audio

slots, 325rf each, and 12B control data. The Ethernet packets are transmitted

at the rate of 44.1kHz or 48kHz. MaGIC supports the daisy chain and star

topology. An automatically determined "System Timing Master" generates

'www qscaudio com

'www lawo de

'www gibson com
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the sample clock synchronization signal and dynamically assigns network

addresses to connecting MaGIC devices.

CobraNet mc2 MaGIC

topology any n a star

link bandwidth 0.1.A.OGbps 155Mbps 100Mbps

switch bandwidth n s n s 100Mbps

supported system X-large X-large medium

IP yes yes yes

£synch 10/KS 10/KS 10/KS

^^audio 1.3. .5.3ms n a 250/Lis

power - - 12.6W

Table 8.4: Network comparison.

8.3.4. Home Networks

There are several solutions which address the idea of a single network for

the home that connects PC, HiFi set as well as the refrigerator. We did no

consider them for CAOS, because they do not focus on the requirements of

the professional audio systems. This section will give a brief overview of the

best known solutions.

The Desk Area Network (DAN) respectively the Warren project is an

ATM based low cost LAN developed at the University of Cambridge [113].
The principle idea behind the projects is to distinguish "dumb" devices and

"smart" devices. Dumb devices are not able to do network management tasks

such as setting up channels etc. These tasks have to be done for them by the

smart devices. This way the costs for dumb devices and hence for the system

are reduced.

The Versatile Home Network (VHN) specifies how subnetworks, such as

Ethernet or Bluetooth, can be integrated into a single digital network. It de¬

fines a backbone architecture using IEEE13 94b and IP as the network layer

protocol. It specifies methods for assigning IP addresses to networked device.

Non-IP capable devices or subnetworks are accommodatedby use of IP prox¬

ies in cluster controllers. VHN specifies media and all seven OSI layers for

the IEEE13 94b backbone portion of the network, and specifies layers 3-7 for
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subnetworks that connect to the backbone. It defines a User-to-Device con¬

trol paradigm, a Device-to-Device control paradigm, and a discovery method.

Note that VHN is not dependent on IEEE13 94 for anything other than back¬

bone transport, and devices do not have to be IEEE 13 94 compatible to be

connected to a VHN Home Network.

The In-Home Digital Network (IHDN) was developed by the Digital
Video Broadcasting (DVB) consortium. It consists of two parts:

• Home Access Network (HAN) defines technologies for delivering
audio-video content to the home

• Home Local Network (HLN) defines the distribution mechanisms of

the audio-video signals in the home

The Home Cable Network Alliance (CNA) unifies multiple network stan¬

dards, namely phone, infrared, cable modem, TV, IEEE13 94 and Ethernet, to

work with one physical media that is a coaxial cable. It accomplishes this by

classing spectral bands with network signals.
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Software

The commodity audio system services are implemented with software. They
must be divisible into small units of deployment, which can be developed

independently by third party companies. Therefore we implement services

as compositions of software components1, the so-called sound components.

These déployable software modules are intended to process audio in real-time

and they are able to interact with each. The sound components are embedded

into a runtime environment, which makes part of the software infrastructure.

Additionally the software infrastructure manages component interaction and

the availability of hardware resources.

This chapter is split into four parts: first we explore available component

technologies and present our model of sound components. Then we study the

resource and Plug and Play management. Next we analyze service manage¬

ment before we conclude with related work.

1A component represents a modular, déployable, and replaceable part of a system that encap¬

sulates implementation and exposes a set of interfaces [114]
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9.1. Sound Components

9.1.1. Component Technologies

Sound components are based on a software component technology, which

provides a standardized modularization method, a 'wiring' mechanism for

communication between the modules and a set of interfaces and services that

define the structure of the components and the runtime environment. The

most spread component technologies are:

• CCM

OMG's CORBA Component Model (CCM) makes part of the Com¬

mon Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) version 3.0 and

emerged primarily from the world of enterprise computing.

• JavaBeans

Sun's Java based software components were developed around the

worldwide web.

• COM

The roots of Microsoft's Common Object Model (COM) are found in

the desktop area with Visual Basic controls and Object Linking and

Embedding (OLE). Today COM is more and more replaced with .net

technology.

• .net

The .net technology is Microsoft's new platform for distributed,

component-oriented computing, which enables to use the same libraries

and development tools for visual Basic, C# and C++.

Modularization techniques as e.g., shared libraries or dynamic link li¬

braries (DLL) have existed for quite a while, but only procedural interfaces

have been standardized. Therefore object oriented libraries are either dis¬

tributed as source code or their use is limited to one compiler. The new

modularization techniques are object oriented in the sense that they allow

to expose individual object interfaces and instances.

The wiring mechanisms provide object method calls with typed param¬

eters. The exact object location and communication details are hidden from

the application programmer. Object references are transformed to location

independent handles. Additionally the wiring mechanisms do treat aspects of

multithreaded programming as they allow serialization of method calls and

thread pooling.
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The standard interfaces and services make an essential part of each

component framework, as they define application structures and guarantee

that new modules can 'understand' each other. There are generic interfaces

like the introspection interface, which allows the usage of a component in

a CASE2 tool. The services allow instantiating new components, storing

components to disk, locating components by attributes or names etc.

Each of the component frameworks mentioned above has its specialities.

The CORBA Component Model (CCM) is based on the wiring standard

of CORBA, which enables interconnection of a wide variety of languages, im¬

plementations, and platforms [115]. The standard allows for different compo¬

nent implementations and it allows individual vendors of CORBA-comphant

products to add value. The binary standards GIOP resp. HOP permit interop¬

erability between the CORBA-compliant products.
CCM foresees five types of ports for a component [116]:

• Facets,

are distinct named interfaces for client interaction.

• Receptacles,
are named connection points that describe the component's ability to

use a reference supplied by some external agent.

• Event sources,

are named connection points that emit events of a specified type to one

or more interested event consumers, or to an event channel.

• Event sinks,

are named connection points that accept events of a specified type.

• Attributes,

are named values exposed through accessor and mutator operations.
Attributes are primarily intended to be used for component configura¬

tion, although they may be used in a variety of other ways.

The components are déployable units, stored in component packages. The

packages contain XML information files (for component properties, version

numbers etc.) and one or several implementation files (DLLs, shared object,
or .class files). The CCM standard does not define binary details of the im¬

plementation files.

2Computer Aided Software Engineering
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A remarkable part of CCM is the component assembly package, which

is the vehicle for deploying a set of interrelated component implementations
across a distnbuted system It is a template or pattern for instantiating a set

of components and connecting them with each other

A CORBA special interest group did define control and management in¬

terfaces for audio streams [117] The pnncipal elements ofthe framework are

a stream, which represents continuous media transfer, usually between two or

more virtual multimedia devices A stream may contain multiple flows A

flow carnes data in one direction so a flow endpoint may be either a source

or a sink A stream endpoint terminates a stream and may contain multiple
flow endpoints An operation on a stream (for example, stop or start) may be

applied to all flows within the stream simultaneously orjust a subset of them

A multimedia device abstracts one or more items of multimedia hardware and

can support more than one stream simultaneously
The stream interface defines functions like start and stop of a stream, QoS

mampulation and connection setup It has to be emphasized that the flow of

audio data does not make part of the specification For this purpose lower

layer APIs such as the socket API have to be used

CORBA and CCM are programming language and platform independent,
as long as CORBA version 3 0 compliant infrastructure is available, which

was not the case when we developed CAOS Neither it was possible to find a

working CORBA 2 4 implementation for alpha-Linux, which was our previ¬

ous host platform

JavaBeans are based on Java, which provides dynamic class loading, intro¬

spection and remote method invocation (RMI) mechanisms [118] JavaBeans

are closely related to OMGs CCM Therefore JavaBeans implement a compa¬

rable set of ports to the component, namely methods, events and properties
JavaBeans are packaged in Java Archive (JAR) files The JAR files size is

an issue as JavaBeans must be transferable across the internet Therefore

toolable Design-Time JavaBean can be downsized to a Run-Time Bean

COM defines a binary standard for exposing interfaces from DLLs or exé¬

cutables The binary standard allows efficient shanng of compiled implemen¬
tation modules between applications programmed in vanous programming

languages
The interface exposure from DLLs is based on two main ideas

the procedural interface of the DLL is used to export a function

DllGetClassObiect () which creates a factory object and returns an

pointer to an interface of it After that the factory object is used by the frame-
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work to create component instances (see factory pattern [119]). The second

idea is that all interfaces follow Microsoft's Win32 stdcal 1 calling con¬

vention3 and extend the so-called IUnknown interface. The IUnknown

interface provides a function for querying for other interfaces of the same

object and it provides two functions for reference counting [120, 121].
In addition to the binary standard, COM defines a rich set of interfaces.

Details about the hundreds of interfaces already designed by Microsoft can

be found in [122].
Facilities for IPC were added to COM in a later phase (marketing name

DCOM). The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is a standardized

IPC mechanism primarily intended for internet client server communication

[123]. COM component properties are saved separately in a central registry
on every host, which makes the deployment of components hard. COM is of

minor importance today, as Microsoft pushes its new .net technology.

.net The core of the .net technology is the Common Language Infrastruc¬

ture (CLI), which is standardized by the ECMA [124]. The CLI implementa¬
tion is based on a Virtual Execution System (VES), which manages and ex¬

ecutes components, minimizes software deployment and versioning conflicts

and guarantees safe execution of code. The .net components are stored in as¬

semblies, containing metadata, a set of resources and Common Intermediate

Language (CIL) code that contains the implementation. The assembly struc¬

ture and CLI are defined down to binary level and make part of the Common

Language Specification (CLS).
Another part of CLS is a library, which provides a collection of reusable

components that ease application development. The library encapsulates the

OS API and it provides standard interfaces for reflection, serialization, event

handling etc. The CLS is intended to promote language interoperability and

seamless integration of third party components.

The main platform for .net applications is Windows, as Microsoft plays
the leading role for the technology. Nevertheless there is an open source

implementation of .net available for FreeBSD4 and Linux5.

The performance of Just-In-Time (JIT) compiled applications, such as

Java and .net, is an often discussed issue. For CAOS not only the statistical

performance counts but also predictability and real-time performance. The

Java virtual machine and .net VES provide garbage collection and other fea-

3
See Microsoft Developer Network (msdn microsoft com)

4Microsoft Corporation and Corel provide a Shared Source CLI Beta Refresh for FreeBSD

5
mono (www go-mono com)
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tures, which causes an unpredictable execution time. Therefore we do not

recommend the technologies for audio processing and communication.

Another issue is the IPC performance. Orfali [125] compares remote

pings for the three wiring technologies RMI, CORBA and DCOM. Sur¬

prisingly RMI provides the shortest round-trip delay of 3.3ms compared to

CORBA 3.5ms and DCOM 3.8ms. The measurements show that there is no

significant difference for the three wiring technologies.
None of the component frameworks mentioned above is specialized for

the streaming of audio. Although CORBA streaming interfaces address the

controlling and management of data streams they leave the streaming to the

component developer. In the following section we will present our definition

of components, which complements the available component technology with

specific interfaces for audio processing.

9.1.2. CAOS sound components and connections

Our commodity audio system provides two component types: the sound com¬

ponent and the audio connection. The sound component contains the audio

processing and a user interface code, whereas the audio connection wraps

implementation details of the network API and treats dynamic connection

changes.
The sound component mainly processes digital audio signals. Therefore it

provides a proc e s s ( ) method which is called by the framework dispatcher
at constant pace with the frequency ffragment (see figure 9.1). The trigger,
which sets off the process ( ) calls, either comes from a local audio inter¬

face card or the network.

trigger

fragment

input
connection point

getNextDataCellPtrO

dispatcher

process()

sound

component

output
connection point

1

transmitter

getNextDataCellPtrO

Figure 9.1: Collaboration diagram ofaudio signal processing.

When the framework calls the proc e s s ( ) method the audio input data

is ready in a data cell, which is managed by a network receiver module.
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The component can retrieve it using the getNextDataCellPtrO

method of the input connection point. The receiver module of the framework

guarantees synchronized6 data cells. Incase of plesiochronous audio sample
clocks it implements a synchronization method as explained in chapter
8.2. The output data is written on data cells, which are retrieved with a

getNextDataCellPtrO call to the output connection points. The

transmission module manages the output data cells.

The audio connection component consists of three elements (see figure

9.2): the output connection point (MMOutConPt), the input connection point

(MMInConPt) and the data cell (MMDataCell).
The connection points provide an audio streaming interface and a con¬

trol interface. The streaming interface of MMOutConPt is used to transmit

audio data, whereas the streaming interface of MMInConPt provides a non-

blocking method for data reception. The MMDataCell contains the audio

data.

ient

MMInConPt

control interface

connect(channelData)

setMuteOn()

setMuteOff()

getConPts()

streaming interface

getNextDataCellPtr()

MMDataCell

UINT8BIT* m_pData

getTyped

getSize()

Figure 9.2: Audio connection component.

A sound component that produces audio requires an instance of an out¬

put connection point. Through the MMOutConPt's streaming interface it

6
Synchronization in this context means interstream resp intrastream synchronization and

must not be mixed up with blocking and non-blocking method calls

Connection O

MMOutConPt

control interface

connect(channelData)

getConPts()

streaming interface

getNextDataCellPtr()
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gets an empty MMDataCell. The produced audio data is written on this

MMDataCell.

A sound component that consumes audio requires an instance of an input
connection point. Through the MMInConPt's streaming interface it gets a

MMDataCel 1 containing the input audio data.

The control interfaces of the two connection points are used to setup a

connection between two components. Therefore MMInConPt provides a

method setMuteOn ( ) to avoid clicking during connection changes. The

method connect (channelData) is used to connect the two connection

points with each other. The method argument channelData is a generic
structure providing the needed information for the employed network API.

An audio output can be connected to zero or more inputs whereas an audio

input is connected to at most one output. After a connection is established the

setMuteOf f () function is used to fade in the audio stream.

The connection does not convert audio formats. Therefore two connected

connection point instances must belong to the same connection compo¬

nent type. For every audio format (for example, 32bit@48kHz mono) a

conesponding audio connection component must be implemented. The

connection points implement a composite pattern [119] in order to support

multi-channel-formats. For example, a stereo connection point is composed
of two mono connection points "left" and "right". It is possible to access the

sub-channel connection points through the method getConPts 0 .

A sound component can aggregate several connection point instances of

the same type. For example, a summing function has more than one input con¬

nection point of the same type. Information about the individual connection

points of a sound component is retrieved using the method getConPts ( )

(see figure 9.3).
Sound components have zero or more control parameters. They are imple¬

mented as 325rf integer values with a name, a unit and a text representation.
The actual parameter status is retrieved using the getAHPars ( ) method

and it is set using the setPar ( ) method. Clients that are interested in a

notification about parameter changes must implement the parameter listener

interface and register themselves with addCtrlListener () andunregis-
ter with removeCtrlListener ( ).

The CAOS framework provides a default dialog that allows to control

all sound components. However, if the default dialog is not sufficient, the

sound component may supply a custom dialog, which is obtainable through

getCustomDlg ( ). The custom dialog (MMCustomDlg) will be embed¬

ded into the control application and connected with the sound component
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MMCustomDIg

MMCompHandle m_Comp

par listener interface

notify()

getConPts()

getAllPars()

setPar ( )

getCustomDlg()

addCtrlListener()

removeCtrlListener ( )

real-time interface

process()

Figure 9.3: Sound component.

instance.

A new sound component can be constructed at the basis of existing sound

components. This means that the new component nests existing components

(see figure 9.4). Therefore the new component, also defened as outer compo¬

nent, aggregates existing components (the inner components).
Connection points of inner components are reflected to the outer compo¬

nent by adding the references to the connection points to the getConPts ( )

method of the outer component. Inner components can be connected with

each other using the connect 0 interface of the connection points at

the construction time of the outer component. The outer component can

aggregate internal connection points, which allow the interaction with

audio streams of inner components as depicted on figure 9.4. setPar ( )

calls to the outer component must be translated and forwarded to the inner

component.

The sound component disposes of a limited portion of hardware re¬

sources. Therefore the execution time of process ( ) must not exceed the

estimated time, and the connection point's streaming interface calls must

be efficient. In order to achieve a high performance the process ( ) and

getNextDataCel 1 Ptr ( ) functions must be implemented in a native lan¬

guage (for example, C++) and are preferably local, meaning within the same

process space as the CAOS dispatcher.

Sound Corr

MMComp

Collection

m parListeners

control interface
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Figure 9.4: Sound component nesting.

The control interfaces of the sound component and connection are not as

time critical as the audio streaming interfaces. However they must be avail¬

able from remote locations. Standard technologies as RMI, CORBA, .net

solve this issue and are therefore recommended.

9.2. Resource Management

The resource management dynamically monitors the availability of resources

and implements a resource reservation mechanism. The management is re¬

quired because the resource load changes when services are instantiated and

deleted or when service interconnections are altered and because the avail¬

ability of resources dynamically changes when devices are plugged into or

unplugged from the system.
The resources are managed by resource masters. We distinguish two types

of resources master:

• Host master

The host master is a software module that manages the memory, pro¬

cessing power and communication bandwidth of one host and it is re¬

sponsible for sound component administration.

• Network master

The network master is a software module that manages communication
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Figure 9.5: Resource management services.

bandwidth of network links and switches and administrates the audio

connections.

The host master distinguishes two priority categories: the real-time prior¬

ity category which is reserved for audio tasks and the non-real-time priority

category for everything else.

Resource reservation means that the demanded resources of a sound com¬

ponent must be known before it is instantiated on the host. The host resources

and the sound component requirements must be modeled accurately to get a

precise estimation of the demanded resources. Differing host platforms may
need a varied modeling. For example, the OS scheduling algorithm may have

a great impact on processing load calculation (see chapter 4.2).
The only objects that are involved with the details of resource reservation

are the host master and the sound components. Other services only need the

information whether the instantiation of a sound component is possible.

The network master requires detailed knowledge of the network topology
and the available network resources of each device. Therefore different net¬

work master are needed for differing networks. Network masters may use

standard resource reservation protocols like RSVP [96] in order to request a

certain QoS across the network.

Non-audio communication on CAOS-TNet is limited to a constant band¬

width. Hence it suffices to control the audio channel allocation in order to

control the network bandwidth of CAOS-TNet.

The network master is a software service that requires a platform to

run on. The most intuitive place for the network master to run would be

a network router. Unfortunately the platforms on such devices are mostly
too dumb for high-level software. Therefore one of the hosts must house
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the network master. Redundant network masters are eligible to reduce the

risk for system crashes if a host goes down or is unplugged. However,

the redundancy and the according hand-over mechanism add development
costs to the system and have therefore not been implemented in our system.

Additional information about the implementation of fault-tolerant distributed

systems can be found in [126].

The availability of resources is controlled with commodity Plug and Play

technology. The technology involves a procedure for discovering distributed,

fail-safe directory services, registering and looking up services and a mech¬

anism for cleaning up disappeared services. There are several commodity
software packages that handle Plug and Play for distributed systems7. The

two frameworks with the highest acceptance are

• Jini

Sun's Java based Plug and Play software infrastructure

• UPnP

Microsoft's Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) framework

Jini When a Jim device (for example, a host with its hostmaster) is plugged
into a network neighborhood it first initiates the discovery protocol in order

to find the lookup service, which means that it multicasts a request on the

local network for any lookup service to identify themselves. Once a lookup
service is found, the new device registers itself by uploading a service object
into the lookup service. The service object includes descriptive attributes of

the device and a proxy object, which is needed to access the device across the

network. Once registered within the lookup service, the device is ready to be

located by a client by attributes and used through the proxy object [128].
The lookup service is crucial in a Jini environment. There may be several

instances of the service running in a Jini environment, which guarantees a

high reliability. The lookup service instances synchronize their service object
database in order to guarantee data consistency.

The Jini infrastructure is Java technology oriented8. Hence Jini devices

do better reside a Java Virtual Machine which foresees RMI and allows to

download and run code dynamically. The required Java classes for Jini are

7
A comparison ofthe most important technologies can be found in Vincent Lenders diploma

theses [127]
8
It is feasible to implement Jim without Java, but it requires substantial implementation effort

[129]
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freely available on the internet9.

UPnP is lightweight compared to Jini, as it only relies on lower level proto¬

cols such as TCP/IP, http and XML. A new device deploys the Simple Service

Discovery Protocol (SSDP) to announce its availability on the network [130].
This means that it multicasts presence announcement messages to a standard

IP port, where interested parties listen to. A new device can also multicast

discovery messages to search for services of a specified service type on the

network.

The service description that is gained through SSDP is very limited. It in¬

cludes a UPnP type, a unique service ID and a URL, which indicates where a

detailed service description can be retrieved. The detailed service description
is an XML file based on the standard UPnP service template. The description
includes a list of attributes and SOAP methods that the service responds to.

There are implementations of UPnP for various operating systems,

including Linux1 °.

Both Plug and Play environments apply a leasing scheme for the regis¬
tration of services. Service disappearance is assumed, if the leasing is not

renewed before it has expired. This guarantees that services may leave the

system without canceling their registration.
CAOS provides enough resources for Jini or UPnP. However, we favor

Jini, because easily déployable code libraries are available and the download¬

able proxy architecture of Jini guarantees efficient, type safe interfacing with

the remote services.

9.3. Service Management

Service management is closely related to resource management, because

services cannot live without resources and vice versa. The ideal service

management would automatically anticipate the right services and service

interconnection for the actual hardware setup. Like this no human interac¬

tion would be required for service management. Additionally the service

management could rise the system reliability by reallocating services when

resources crash. However, such an automatic service management would

need application specific information, which is not available to us. Therefore

9 At the Jim developers page (developerjava sun com/developer/products/jim)
°See Linux SDK for UPnP Devices 1 0 (upnp sourceforge net)
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we have implemented a simpler approach, namely a configuration tool that

allows interactive service management.

The configuration tool provides a graphical user interface, which views

and controls the CAOS services. The tool handles the CAOS services as a set

of concatenated modules that are held together by the Plug and Play service

directory. This setup is comparable to the Model View Controller
'

(MVC)

design pattern, where the service directory conesponds to the model and the

configuration tool to View and Controller [131].

Applying the observer pattern [119] for the view has the advantage
of getting notification about model changes which are not initiated by the

configuration tool. Such model changes occur if hardware devices are

plugged or unplugged, or if a user is changing the service configuration with

a second configuration tool.

The configuration tool provides two perspectives of the system:

• The resource perspective

consisting of hardware modules with their instantiated sound compo¬

nents.

• The service perspective
with CAOS services consisting of connected sound components.

The resource perspective primarily visualizes the network with its topol¬

ogy and the attached hardware devices. It shows details of the resources,

such as the hardware devices actual load, its capabilities in terms of available

sound components and its momentary instantiated sound components.

The service perspective visualizes the functionality ofthe system. It shows

how the sound components interact with each other. The service perspective
can be represented by a graph [132], where the graph vertices conespond to

audio connection points11, and the graph edges conespond to audio connec¬

tions.

However this classical notion of a graph does not represent the sound

components and the hierarchical structure of components. Therefore we have

extended the notion of graphs with an additional item:

1 ' Interfaces are not examined here However they can be treated the same way as audio con¬

nections
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• Group
A group is a container for other groups, vertices and edges.

This enhancement of the classical graph allows the mapping of a sound

component with its connection points to a group of vertices, as depicted in

figure 9.6.

CAOS services graph

group

7vertex

7vertex

group

edge

7vertex

7vertex

Figure 9.6: Mapping ofCAOS services to the enhancedgraph.

We have implemented a graphical user interface component for the ma¬

nipulation of such enhanced graph models [133]. The open source soft¬

ware, called JGraph12, is implemented in Java and bases on the Swing MVC

[134, 135].
A graph that implements the GraphModel interface can be used as

JGraph model. The GraphModel interface provides methods for graph

traversal, graph editing and callback registration. Additionally the graph
model must be able to relay edits to a GraphUndoManager in order to

allow undo operations.
As mentioned above, the CAOS configuration and hence also the graph

model is held together by the lookup service. Therefore the lookup service

must implement the GraphModel interface or a graph model object must

be added as an intermediate instance between the configuration and the

graphical user interface.

conPt

sound

component

x/y conPt

connection

V7 conPt

sound

component

conPt

wwwjgraph com
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In addition to the visualization and editing, there must be a way to save

and restore CAOS service configurations. Saving a configuration means that

there must exist a file representation for the configuration. This can be done

by saving the graph model to a structured file as e.g., XML. Restoring a con¬

figuration from a file is harder, because of potential software version con¬

flicts, and because the embedding of the service with other services and with

the physical configuration of the system at the time the file was created may

not conespond to the embedding at restoration time. Therefore an intelligent
mechanism would be needed, which allows the mapping of old configurations
to a new environment without changing the services.

A mapping of old configurations to a new environment is possible if the

human interfaces (such as microphones and speakers) of the system did not

change and if all the interacting other services exist and if enough resources

are available to do the required tasks. If human interfaces or interacting ser¬

vices are not available any more, a valuable replacement has to be found.

This can be done either manually or automatically. However, an automatic

search for a human interface replacement requires detailed information about

the interfaces such as the spatial location of the interface.

9.4. Related Work

Several commercial and academic software frameworks for multimedia have

been developed around the world. This section briefly summarizes the best

known candidates and qualitatively compares them with our approach in table

9.1

9.4.1. PREMO

PResentation Environments for Multimedia Objects (PREMO) is an ISO/IEC

standardized software framework for multimedia applications [136, 137].
The PREMO standard is split into four parts:

• PREMO Object Model

A PREMO Object has a state and a collection of operations on that

state. The PREMO object may be active, with its own thread of con¬

trol. PREMO provides a non-blocking method call mode, termed "sam¬

pled", which has the speciality that pending method calls are overwrit¬

ten by new calls.

• Foundation Component
This component provides facilities for inter-object communication,
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event management, synchronization, time, property management, ob¬

ject creation, and signal processing.

• Multimedia Systems Services (MSS) Component
The MSS is the core component of PREMO, defining the concepts of a

media network, streams, ports and virtual devices.

• Modeling, Rendering, and Interaction Component
This component defines generic objects for modeling and rendering
data and supporting interaction. Additionally it structures multimedia

presentations in order to support interoperability.

The PREMO definition ofvirtual devices with its ports and streams highly

conesponds to the CAOS components with its connection points and connec¬

tions. The main differences are that PREMO does not specify a particular

threading model nor the detailed behavior of streams. The focus of PREMO

is to define a "standard model for various entities to co-operate". PREMO

foresees property repositories for media format, communication protocol and

QoS descriptors. Therefore it enables clients to manage media network con¬

figurations.

9.4.2. CINEMA

The Configurable INtEgrated Multimedia Architecture (CINEMA) is a re¬

search software framework developed at the University of Stuttgart and the

Technical University of St. Petersburg [138]. CINEMA translates multime¬

dia applications into "arbitrary data flow graphs connecting various types of

multimedia processing elements". A processing element, so-called compo¬

nent, provides input and output ports for data production resp. consumption.
Each port associates a stream type, which makes part of a stream type hier¬

archy. Only ports of the same stream type or related stream types may be

connected. Components may nest other components and reflect their ports to

the outside.

CINEMA provides services for configuration and session management,

which map the multimedia application to the available computing resources

[139]. The CINEMA stream control and synchronization services provide
methods for starting and stopping the data flows and interstream synchro¬
nization.
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9.4.3. DAVE

The Distributed Audio Video Environment (DAVE) is a model that "enables

application developers to easily develop distributed multimedia applications
and create reusable multimedia toolkits" [140]. DAVE's core is an API that

allows to create and connect device objects. The device objects implement the

multimedia functionality. They contain attributes such as device ID, sampling
rate etc. and they provide an interface for object control and multimedia

processing. The communication network is modeled as device objects on the

hosts. A device object is either a data source, a data sink or both. A device

object does not support multiple, semantically distinguishable 'data ports'.

Property CAOS PREMO CINEMA DAVE

third party services yes yes yes yes

nested services yes yes yes no

connection points yes yes yes no

connection types yes yes yes yes

network transparency yes yes yes yes

service interaction yes yes yes yes

redundancy no no no no

Plug and Play yes no no no

resource management yes no yes no

Table 9.1: Software framework comparison.

9.4.4. Plug-In Frameworks

The intention of plug-in frameworks is to simplify the development of audio

modules, which will be embedded into an audio application. Some frame¬

works are specific solutions for a certain audio product, whereas others are

more generic and e.g., bound to an operating system. The plug-in frameworks

considered here are primarily intended for single host applications. VST Sys¬
tem Link is the only exception, which foresees inter-host communication.

The Analog Real-Time Synthesizer (aRTs) is the core component of the

KDE multimedia architecture. It foresees modules for real-time sound syn¬

thesizing and processing. The modules provide ports that allow connecting
them with other modules. It is possible to build dataflow networks of mod¬

ules, so-called structures. aRTs is based on a lightweight communication

protocol called Multimedia Communication Protocol (MCOP).
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Scope Creamware GmbH13 offers several DSP hardware solutions for Per¬

sonal Computers. They base on the Scope Fusion Platform which manages

and deploys software components on the DSP hardware boards. Third party

component development is possible, but requires to be a contract partner of

creamware. Therefore details about the component framework are not open

to the public and will not be further discussed here.

Steinberg's Virtual Studio Technology (VST) specifies a C++ structure

for "Cubase" and "Nuendo" plug-ins [141]. VST plug-ins need to implement
the "AudioEffectX" interface. The interface provides methods for accessing
the control parameters and executing the signal processing. At plug-in ini¬

tialization time the constructor registers the component properties such as the

number of audio inputs and outputs, the plug-in name etc.

The VST plug-in framework was originally designed for the single host

"Cubase" application. Today the same plug-in structure is used for the mufti

host application "Nuendo". It is possible to instantiate the so-called VST

System Link plug-ins on multiple hosts and to wire them through audio con¬

nections14.

MPG Players Today various MPG players, such as the Microsoft Media

Player or winamp, are available for the playback of sound files. Most of

these players provide an interface for third party plug-ins. Nevertheless those

plug-ins are usually restricted to the processing of the actually playing audio

stream.

'www creamware de

'For example, ADAT or SPDIF
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10

Implementation and

Evaluation

This chapter presents our implementation of a medium size radio studio, the

so-called CAOS demonstrator, which has been designed according to our

findings from the previous chapters. The demonstrator will be assessed at the

basis of the measures defined in chapter 3 and compared with related work.

10.1. The CAOS Demonstrator

Figure 10.1 and 10.2 show the hardware setup of the demonstrator, consisting
of three off-the-shelf personal computers (PC) running RedHat Linux 7.2.

Each computer is equipped with a CAOS-TNet network interface card (NIC)
and two computers are equipped with a digital audio interface from RME,

which provides 26 audio 10 channels with a resolution 24bit Fix-Point at up

to 192kHz. The analog to digital and digital to analog conversion is done in

an external box. Two of the computers provide displays, mice and keyboards
in order to control the graphical user interfaces.
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Figure 10.1: Hardware setup ofthe demonstrator.

Figure 10.2: Picture ofthe running CAOS demonstrator.
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The computers are interconnected via CAOS-TNet, consisting of one

CAOS-TNet crossbar router with a synchronization LSU and three ports

for the three hosts. The network implements a star topology and the router

is pre-configured to broadcast all packets to all network participants, as

explained in chapter 8.1. The synchronization LSU generates word clock

packets with a 32bit sample counter at fs = 48kHz and a fragment interrupt
at the rate of j'fragment = 375Hz1. Logically CAOS-TNet implements abus

topology, as all data is broadcast and therefore the total network bandwidth

is shared between all network participators.

Figure 10.3 shows the internals of a host. The blocks with bold caption
are custom-designed, everything else is commodity. We can identify the four

system modules that have been introduced in chapter 4:

• Host platform

Comprises a 1GHz Pentium III processor, 256MB DRAM and a

40GB IDE hard disk running Linux kernel 2.4.20-1-11. Two of the

hosts are equipped with mouse, keyboard and monitor.

• Audio Interface

Including an external analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converter,

the RME hammerfall audio interface and ALSA software driver and

API. The interface is synchronized via a coaxial Word Clock connec¬

tion to the NIC.

• Network

Consist of our custom network interface card (NIC) with the synchro¬
nization DPLL and the Word Clock output as well as our CAOS-TNet

software driver, which manages the IP communication, forwards the

fragment interrupts to the user space software and implements the re¬

flective memory through a memory map interface.

• Software

Comprises our sound components, which implement the services and

are embedded into our custom runtime environment. The host master

registers and manages the host resources and the services. One com¬

puter of the system hosts a net master, which manages the bandwidth

resources of CAOS-TNet. Two hosts run an instance of the configura¬
tion tool, which allows system service management. The software tech¬

nologies applied for CAOS include the object oriented programming

Corresponds to 128 sample fragments and the sample frequency of 48kHz
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languages C++ and Java, an object onented design process [142, 143]
and reuse of design ideas through software patterns [119, 131]

Linux

kernel 2 4 20 1 II

off-the-shelf PC

Pill 1GHz 256MB RAM

40GB IDE

RME hammerfall

digital audi© interface

fragment
interrupt

USB

VGA

ADAT

IO

fragment
interrupt

TNet

Link

synchronous
double buffers

Figure 10.3: Layered model of a computer node (The bold caption indi¬

cates custom-designed modules)

One can see that only the network and the software module contain

custom-designed modules The following paragraphs will discuss those

modules in more detail

CAOS-TNet provides one global reflective memory, which is managed by
the network master, as explained in chapter 8 1 The memory is divided into

four sectors (see figure 10 4)

• Timestamp channel

One 32ht word is reserved for the global audio sample counter The

counter is updated by the CAOS-TNet hardware at the sample rate fs =

48kHz

• Network master channels

The network master request and answer channels are reserved for the

initialization phase Each channel provides 128B@375Hz = 384kbps
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• IP channels

Every host controls one IP channel to send IP packets across the net¬

work and listens to the IP channels of the other hosts The commumca¬

tion bandwidth per IP channel is limited to 256B@375Hz = 768kbps
The maximum number of IP channels is limited to 128

• Audio channels

The host produces a vanable number number of audio channels, which

come from the sound component's output connection points, and it

consumes audio channels, which are fed into the input connection

points The audio samples are commumcated as 32bit floating-point

values, which means that each channel has a bandwidth of 128

32bit@375Hz = 1 536Mbps

reflective memory

Figure 10.4: The four data sectors of the reflective memory of a host are

accessed by the CAOS software and by the CAOS-TNet

The reflective memory on a host is accessed by the network as well as by
the CAOS software Therefore the network master sector, the IP sector and

the audio sector implement a double buffer in order to avoid shanng viola¬

tions The timestamp indicates which half of the double buffer is accessible

for the network and which half is accessible for the CAOS software Data

consistency of the timestamp is guaranteed due to atomic access to the 32bit

word

TNet transmits all data in packets of the maximum size Npacket = 112B

Each packet is accompanied by Noverhead = 24B of transport header, net¬

work header and acknowledge information Therefore we can deduce the

number of transmitted bytes Ntrans for a block of user data of size Nuser
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Nt, = NU N,overhead
Nu

N,packet
(10.1)

The total bandwidth requirements of timestamp, net master and IP chan¬

nels results in the values shown in table 10.1, where we calculate with lObit

per transmitted byte on the network. This means that the three channel types

use up to 172.2Mbps of the available raw bandwidth of 1.25Gbps. The re¬

maining 1.0778Gbps can used for audio. With the bandwidth requirement of

2.37Mbps for one audio channel we get theoretical maximum of 454 audio

channels over CAOS-TNet. However this maximum cannot be achieved be¬

cause we have to allow for a time rgap without communication, which elapses
between the transmission of two fragments and ensures data consistency of

the double buffers.

channel type Nuser [B] Ntrans [B] f[Hz] # channels BW [Mbps]

synch
net master

IP

4

128

256

28

176

328

48'000

375

375

1

2

128

13 44

132

157 44

audio 512 632 375 1 2 37

Table 10.1: Communication bandwidth (BW) requirements of the four
channel types.

The NIC processes the synchronization packets arriving through the link

and produces a Word Clock signal, which is forwarded to the audio interface.

Additionally it produces a fragment interrupt for the host processor. The

CAOS-TNet driver handles the interrupt and activates the CAOS software

using the wake_up_interruptible () system call [144].

The core of the software module is our MMFramework. It holds the host

master and potentially a network master and it dispatches audio data to the

sound components. The other CAOS applications comprise daemons for Plug
and Play and a configuration tool.

The MMFramework software combines the best of two worlds. On one

hand there is the infrastructure of Java, which allows platform independent

software, provides the Jini Plug and Play framework and efficient graphical
user interface components. On the other hand there is C++ with its high

performance and predictable execution time. The CAOS demonstrator uses
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C++ for the time critical audio processing and Java for user interface, control

and configuration tasks.

The two worlds interact with each other. For example, audio channel rout¬

ing is determined by the Java configuration tool, and the Java user interface

controls audio parameters. The two most spread possibilities for interaction

between native code and Java applications are RMI to HOP and Java Native

Interface (JNI) [145]. Several CORBA ORBs have been tested for their com¬

pliance to Sun's Java ORB. Unfortunately, when we started the development
of the demonstrator in early 2000, no ORB was found to be compatible to

Sun's implementation of HOP Hence we decided to combine the JNI with

RMI for inter process communication.

Applying the JNI for the demonstrator means that every native C++ mod¬

ule is coupled with a Java module. The Java module acts like a proxy to

interact with other Java modules such as the configuration tool or a user in¬

terface. In other words, sound components are split into two halves: The Java

half providing control interfaces and the C++ half with the audio streaming
interfaces (see figure 10.5).

! , a— /• sound
control / /
. , / / component

interfaces / / \
<—^r- —r-

/
ClaSS

JNI

/— /• sound
streaming / /

. r / / component
interfaces / /

,,

^—. -,
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Figure 10.5: Sound component is split into two halves, which communicate

with each other by means ofthe Java Native Interface (JNI).

The use of Java for the CAOS demonstrator allows the employment of

Jini. Jini and RMI require three daemons to run in the system: a simple web

server "httpd" that enables to download Java bytecode, the RMI activation

daemon "rmid" and Sun's implementation of a Jini lookup service "reggie".
One ofthe main tasks of the MMFramework's is to instantiate and remove

sound components. A client can find information about the available compo¬

nents of a host by calling the getAHAvailableComps () method. The

method returns references to factory objects for components, whose code has

been found on the hard disk of the host. The owner of such a reference just
needs to call newlnstance ( ) on the factory object to create and register a
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new audio component on the conesponding host.
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Figure 10.6: Collaboration diagramfor component instantiation.

The collaboration diagram 10.6 shows the instantiation procedure in

more detail. The factory object creates the sound component (step 2 on

the collaboration diagram), which registers itself with the host master (3).
The host master forwards the registration call to the local dispatcher (4),
which creates and attaches a network transmitter to each output connection

point and a network receiver to the input connection points (5..7)). The

dispatcher configures the network transmitter and receiver to handle the data

cell requests of the corresponding connection points. Finally the host master

notifies interested listeners about the configuration change (9).

The dispatcher contains a local thread for processing audio data and a

remote thread for sending data across the network (see figure 10.7). The two

threads need to be separate, because the processing and transmission of data

must run simultaneously.
The remote dispatcher thread gets activated by the CAOS-TNet driver

(step Rl on the collaboration diagram). It first activates the local dispatcher
thread and then starts transmitting audio data by calling the registered trans¬

mission objects (R2,R3).
After waking up (LI) the local dispatcher thread calls process ()
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Figure 10.7: Collaboration diagram ofdispatching.

function of the registered sound components (L2). In order to retrieve the

actual data cells the sound components calls the connection points, which

themselves call the transmission resp. reception objects (L3..L6).

To change an audio connection the net master first has to mute the

input connection point, then it has to reconfigure the receiver and maybe
the transmitter objects of the involved output connection points and finally
it has to unmute the input connection point again. After the new network

connection is setup, the reception resp. transmission objects directly access

a segment of the CAOS-TNet reflective memory using the memory map

(mmap) mechanism. The net master manages the segmentation of the

reflective memory and assigns segments to the transmission objects.

The demonstrator's configuration management and service control is done

through the configuration tool. The tool provides a graphical user interface

with two views of the system (see figure 10.8): on the left there is a represen¬

tation of the physical setup (physical setup pane) and the right side shows a

graph of the sound components and their connections (service setup pane).
The configuration tool follows the MVC pattern, where the Jini lookup

service is the model. This guarantees that multiple instances of the configura¬
tion tool can manage the same system simultaneously. The tool implements
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a service event listener and therefore gets notification when a service, such

as a hardware master, registers or unregisters itself with the lookup service.

This way the configuration tool is informed about the availability of the net¬

work and host masters. Once the configuration tool owns a reference to a

host master it calls the getAHAvailableComps ( ) method, to retrieve

the sound component factories, as mentioned above. The host masters with

their component factories are inserted into the physical representation tree on

the left. The example on figure 10.8 shows the network master and three host

masters (BlueHost, GreenHost and RedHost) with a set of sound component

factories.

The instantiation of an sound component is set off by dragging a factory

object to the audio component graph. Following the observer pattern, the

configuration tool listens to configuration changes of the host masters and

displays the actual configuration on the graph pane. An audio connection

is initiated by drawing a line between two connection points. Again the

configuration tool gets a callback event when the connection is setup.

The configuration tool allows to control the sound components. There¬

fore the components provide custom dialogue windows, which can be

downloaded from the sound component to the configuration tool (such
as shown in figure 10.8). The dialogues are instantiated and held by the

configuration tool, nevertheless they can independently interact with their

associated component. This way we guarantee that the configuration tool

does not need to know about any sound component specifics.

The following sections will evaluate the performance, the limitations as

well as the costs of our demonstrator.

10.2. Costs

The development expenditure for the research prototype results in a total of

30 Person Months (PM) (see table 10.2). With a budget of 120A; per Person

Year we get a development cost of 300A;. The development costs of TNet

needs to be considered separately as it was not part of this thesis. The to¬

tal development costs of TNet including the message passing interface (MPI)

came to 15 Person Years which equals to 1.8M. In our case the total de¬

velopment costs were written off for the commodity supercomputing product
which is not accurate for our costs calculation. The development of a mul¬

timedia specific network would need less man power because it requires no

complex hardware layer enor protection, no MPI and no leading edge hard-
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Figure 10.8: User interface view ofconfiguration tool

ware technology Therefore the development costs of a multimedia network

are budgeted with 7 Person Years 840A;

TNet is a product whereas the demonstrator is not Making the demon¬

strator a product requires more work on the software infrastructure and the

development of product specific services The development of the missing

parts will require approximately 3 10 Person Years, depending on the desired

services This conesponds to 360 1200A; Hence the total development of

a custom network based audio system costs between 1 5M and 2 34M

To get the nght fraction of the development costs for the small, medium,

large and X-large system we divide the total costs into four equal parts of
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Task Effort [PM]
CAOS-TNet router

CAOS-TNet NIC

CAOS-TNet driver

Software framework

Software Basic Services

Configuration tool

4

4

3

10

4

5

Total 30

Table 10.2: Development expenditure for the demonstrator.

maximum 2340A;/4 = 585A; each. For our calculation we assume a num¬

ber of 1'000 small, 500 medium, 200 large and 100 X-large systems.

The demonstrator hardware costs are summarized in table 10.3 (The

prices shown here are for single units. For higher piece numbers they would

decrease.).

Item Costs []
PC 500

digital Audio-Interface 500

NIC and link cable 700

LSU 350

TNet-router 1'800

Table 10.3: Costs ofthe required components.

At the basis of the processing and the network bandwidth requirements

(see chapters 6 and 8) we can calculate the resource requirement for the for

reference systems. Table 10.4 summarizes the hardware requirements and

their associated costs for the four systems2.
The total costs equation 3.1 foresees a term for installation and a term

for maintenance. Measured data for these costs are not available, but the

terms are expected to be low. The wiring is simple, although each device

requires two cables, one for power and one for data, and one has to omit

wiring loops, because CAOS-TNet only supports tree topology. All service

interconnections are purely software controlled. Therefore the configuration

2Notice our calculations for the CAOS hardware do not anticipate costs for physical inter¬

faces such as microphone, loudspeakers and control user interfaces
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Item small medium large X-large
PC 1 2 9 35

digital Audio-Interface 1 2 8 32

NIC and link cable 0 2 9 35

LSU 0 2 9 35

TNet-router 0 1 1 4

^y prod
1'000 5'900 19'750 77'450

^y dev 585A; 585A; 585A; 585A;

^system 1000 500 200 100

^y%nst n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

^maintenance n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

c 1'585 7'070 22'675 83'300

Table 10.4: Number ofrequired components and total costs ofthefour ref¬
erence systems.

tool could be enhanced to save and load service configurations, which would

allow factory configurations. We get the total costs for the four reference

systems shown in table 10.4.

10.3. Production Efficiency

Services in CAOS are built up out of the software components described in

chapter 9.1.1. Therefore any imaginable services are possible, provided that

the required physical interfaces and the processing resources are available.

Third party services and delivery of binary modules are supported.
All the audio processing of CAOS is done in user space of Linux and

therefore the code runs in protected memory space and cannot corrupt the

system. Test iteration time is short, as no code needs to be downloaded onto

an embedded system and our software framework is restarted within a few

seconds.

Service development for CAOS is simple, as one can focus on the

service internals. The Linux environment provides a mature C++ compiler
and well tested programming libraries, which reduces the costs for service

implementation. The operating system is completed with Java that adds

sophisticated GUI, remote procedure call and Plug and Play libraries. Addi¬

tionally the MMFramework wraps the audio interconnections and overtakes
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the management of the services.

The CAOS reboot time is dominated by the reboot time of the PC hosts

of around 60s. Normally the system does not need to be rebooted unless it

crashes completely. However, if it crashes, it should be up and running again
within a couple of seconds. The interruption of 60s can be a very long time

for a radio show.

The ideal fail-safe concept has no single point of failure. Nevertheless the

CAOS demonstrator requires a dedicated master switch and a master host,

which means that there is a single point of failure. The problem could be

remedied with a dynamic negotiation of the master device at startup and the

automatic take-over of the master duties by a redundant device in case of a

failure. The CAOS demonstrator does not provide explicit redundancy mech¬

anisms for services and automatic takeover. However it is possible to run

services twice in the system and switch the services if one of them fails.

10.4. Product Quality

The achieved audio quality depends on the audio fragment loss probability
across the whole system. This probability is determined by the interrupt

latency probability of the hosts. Table 6.5 quotes 1 - 4>iTgap = 1ms) =

2.5 • 10~7 as the probability of an interrupt latency greater than 1ms for

Linux kernel 2.4.20-1-11 under load. In other words a host that requires

rproc = 1.6ms for audio processing has the probability of 2.5 • 10~7 not

to finish processing before the next double buffer switch, which can lead to

the loss of an audio packet. According to equation 4.5 the resulting overall

probability of dropouts for an audio stream running through all three hosts

gets to

(1 " 4>all) < 1 ~ 4>iTgap = l'msf = 7.5 • lO"7 (10.2)

The conesponding dropout interval is

dropout-interval = —— = lh (10.3)
( -L "Pall ) Jfragment

The accuracy of synchronization was measured in chapter 8.1.1. The

demonstrator implements a single switch system, which means that we

achieve an accuracy of

£synch S 5\)nS (10.4)
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The delay Aaudlo is determined by the number of network hops as de¬

scribed in chapter 4.1. Assuming the minimum number of one network hop
we get the delay of

Aaudto = 12.6ms (10.5)

The control delay Acontroi has been determined by measuring the time

that passes from pressing a mute button until the mute is active on the audio

signal. We have measured values between 50ms and 60ms. Therefore we

have not achieved the demanded delay of 20ms for simultaneity, but the delay
is perceived as satisfying.

The metering delay cannot be measured that easily, because the output of

the meter cannot be probed well. However the data path for the metering data

is the same as the data path for the controlling data. Therefore we assume the

same delay Ameter = Acontroi = 50..60ms, which satisfies our requirement
of 80ms.

Table 10.5 summarizes the measures for our CAOS demonstrator, includ¬

ing the measures for production efficiency.

10.5. Related Work

No other commodity based single network professional audio system than

CAOS are known to the author. However there are several multimedia sys¬

tems and standards with an overlapping scope. Primarily the field of home

networks is closely related to our system. The goal of these standards is to

provide a single LAN and interoperability method for all multimedia equip¬
ment at home, such as computers, HiFi set, television etc. The following

paragraph will compare CAOS to the emerging home network technology
HAVi. After that we will present three standard committees which have ac¬

complished work in the field of multimedia.

10.5.1. HAVi

A well known architecture for home networks is the Home Audio Video Inter¬

operability (HAVi) Architecture. HAVi provides a set of services which allow

interoperability and the development of distributed applications for home net¬

works [146]. The architecture is intended for computer platforms supporting
the IEEE1394 [74, 75, 78] and IEC61883 [79] interface standards, but can

be adopted to other network standards [147]. It provides software infrastruc¬

ture, APIs, protocols, device abstractions and control models, an addressing
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costs

^ small 1'585

^medium 7'070

^large 22'675

^X— large
83'300

number of cables per device? 2

all network topologies? no

software patching? yes

production efficiency
mere software services allowed? yes

third party services allowed? yes

protected memory? yes

test iteration time? 30s

network transparency? yes

programming libraries available? yes

interaction with other services? yes

Tdown n.a.

system reboot time? 60s

single point of failure? yes

redundancy? no

Plug and Play? yes

product quality
SNR 90..140dB

ODG n.a.

£synch 50ns

^audio 12.6ms

Praeter 50..60ms

^ control 50..60ms

il ~4>all) < 7.5 • HT7

dropout-interval lh

Table 10.5: Summary ofassessment measures.
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scheme, a lookup service, an execution environment for GUI and third party

applications, a Plug and Play mechanism, version control and management of

isochronous data streams.

The HAVi services consist of so-called software elements. These ele¬

ments are developer defined modules as well as the HAVi system services.

Every software element has a well defined interface that allows local and re¬

mote access through the "Messaging System". A software element can pub¬
lish events or register for notification with the "Event Manager" and it can

make itself known through a system wide "Registry".
The "Communication Media Manager" is a network specific software el¬

ement, which deals with the dynamic configuration changes of the underlying
IEEE13 94 network and provides mechanisms to transport data packets across

the network. The "Device Control Module", the "Resource Manager" and

the "Stream Manager" administrate communication bandwidth and process¬

ing power of the underlying hardware and manage the "Functional Control

Modules" and "havlets".

HAVi provides two types of "Functional Control Modules" (FCM):

physical FCMs are wrappers for functionality provided by a hardware device,
whereas virtual FCMs control the operation of software-based processes.

The "havlets" are remote downloadable user interfaces to control the FCMs.

An implementation of HAVi is available in Java. The implementation is

built on top of the IEEE1394 network and does not rely on IP, http, DHCP

or UPnP. It requires sufficient computing resources to host a Java virtual ma¬

chine but it does not make use of resource intensive Java features such as RMI

or Jini.

The HAVi architecture has many similarities with CAOS (see table 10.6).

However, the focus of HAVi is on the device and service interoperability,
which means that the architecture of the device software and of the services

are not specified. Additionally an implementation of HAVi has not been pub¬

licly available when we started the implementation of CAOS.

10.5.2. Standard Committees

The Telecommunications Information Networking Architecture (TINA)
consortium has specified a computing architecture that defines modeling con¬

cepts and a distributed processing environment for telecommunication appli¬
cations [148]. The architecture is split into three viewpoints:

• Information modeling
Provides a framework for the specification of information and informa-
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Property CAOS HAVi

network technology CAOS-TNet IEEE1394

software patching? yes yes

number of cables per device? 2 1 2

mere software services allowed? yes yes

third party services allowed? yes yes

nested services? yes no

connection points yes yes

connection types yes yes

network transparency? yes yes

programming libraries available? yes yes

interaction with other services? yes yes

redundancy? no yes

Plug and Play? yes yes

resource management yes yes

Table 10.6: CAOS versus HAVi/IEEEl394.

tion processing activities in a system [149].

• Computational modeling

Specifies a framework for the decomposition of the system into a set of

objects which may be distributed independently [150].

• Engineering modeling
Defines a framework for the specification of the distributed processing
environment and therefore of the abstract execution environment for

the computational model [151].

The TINA computational viewpoint foresees computational objects that

make up the application. A computational object provides operational inter¬

faces for invoking operations and sending responses and streaming interfaces

for stream inputs and outputs. Computational objects may be grouped to¬

gether to packages which offer a subset of the interfaces to the outside.

The distributed processing environment (DPE) model is independent of

the employed technology. The processing environment consists of DPE

nodes, which define the deployment model, and the kernel transport network,

which defines the connection model.

Some of the TINA modeling concepts have been integrated into OMG's

CORBA design. However, the TINA consortium is not active any more today
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and therefore the concepts have not been taken into further consideration for

CAOS.

Digital Audio-Visual Council (DAVIC) was a Swiss nonprofit organiza¬
tion between 1994 and 1998. The objective of the organization was "to pro¬

mote the success of interactive digital audio-visual applications and services

through specification of open interfaces and protocols." [152].
DAVIC defines a set of standards for the transmission, control and man¬

agement of audio-visual content across LANs and WANs. The target applica¬
tions ofDAVIC are client server based applications such as movie on demand

or teleshopping. Important topics for CAOS such as Plug and Play or live syn¬

chronization are not part of the specifications. Hence DAVIC is not further

evaluated in this context.

The Open Services Gateway Initiative (OSGi) defines a Java platform
and a set of interfaces for the development, deployment and management of

services [153]. It includes a framework service which provides a runtime

environment for downloadable services, called bundles. The protected envi¬

ronment offers lifecycle management, persistent data storage, version man¬

agement and a service registry.
OSGi does not foresee any audio specific interfaces and it is unclear

whether it is of any significance in the future. Hence it is not further stud¬

ied here.
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Conclusions

This thesis envisions a novel architecture for easily manageable, dynamically

configurable and expandable audio systems. It minimizes the development
costs audio systems by matching modern computer technology with the re¬

quirements of audio. Thanks to this commodity approach it will be possible
to profit from the falling price performance ratio in the computer market and

to benefit from computer technology innovations.

The architecture separates services from the interfaces and the infrastruc¬

ture. The services are implemented with mere software, which enables us

and third party developers to quickly realize services that increase production

efficiency. The hardware is interconnected with one cable per device, which

simplifies the physical configuration and reduces the number of sources of

enors. The software based service interconnections allow automatic recon¬

figuration of the services.

The use of a Personal Computer (PC) for the host platform has proven

to be particularly useful because of its low price, its high performance and

the rapid technological advancement of PCs. Mainstream operating systems
such as Linux are less suitable for audio systems, because they still can¬

not guarantee the required interrupt latency of less than 1ms. Although we

have measured that a latency above 1ms only occurs with a probability of

1 - 4>iTgap = lms) = 2.5 • 10~7, there is no practicable solution, which
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completely suppresses the resulting dropouts for the live monitoring applica¬
tion.

The Ethernet LAN has shown to be a useful network technology, if all

LAN participators limit their network traffic. We have achieved a proba¬
bilistic inter- and intrastream synchronization accuracy of esynch < lips.

However, the merely software based synchronization leads to plesiochronous
audio sample clocks and hence requires processing intensive sample rate con¬

version.

The use of commodity for the network is less mandatory than for the

host platform, because the technology progresses at a slower pace. There¬

fore we have adopted the high-speed network TNet to the needs of the au¬

dio system and added synchronization, control message communication and

Plug and Play support. We have obtained a high-bandwidth, low-latency net¬

work, which unburdens the host software from communication-related over¬

head due to its hardware supported reflective memory architecture.

The use of Java, RMI and Jini has simplified the implementation and de¬

bugging of the control and management software but on the other hand it has

led to resource hungry applications. The proprietary component and connec¬

tion model has shown to be efficient and easy to use.

A disadvantage of a commodity versus a self-made system is the high de¬

pendence on standards or third party companies. This introduces new risks

that have to be taken into account. Additionally it has to be considered care¬

fully whether an available technology is worth the needed initial effort.

11.1. Improvements

We see the following possibilities for improvements of CAOS, which can be

seen as a starting point for followup theses:

Real-Time Primarily the contemporary mainstream computer operating

system lack of insufficient real-time characteristics for audio. Nevertheless

the operating systems offer several indispensable features. Therefore we think

that an effort would be worthwhile to develop a new threading model for com¬

modity operating systems that complies with the real-time requirements of

audio.

Audio Services The vision of the studio interface plugging into the CAOS

network and cooperating automatically with the available studio services was

not implemented in this thesis. A simple approach to this problem is to de¬

fine application specific service interfaces and names that help services to
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automatically find and cooperate with each other. CAOS provides the needed

infrastructure for this approach.
Nevertheless a generic approach may require new mechanisms. For ex¬

ample, a loudspeaker plugged into the network needs to know about its loca¬

tion and orientation within the studio and about the studio room geometry in

order to know how to integrate into the sunound sound environment.

Interface Device Simple Interface devices, such as a microphone, are too

expensive and too big if they are associated with a PC. Therefore a small,

cheap embedded host would be desirable. The development of such a non

commodity device is expensive, but its use is not limited to professional au¬

dio. Hence we expect that more and more embedded hosts will appear on the

market.

In the future wearable interfaces are imaginable, which replace the studios

and allow the radio moderators to work location-independent.

Worldwide distributed audio environment The accessibility to the infor¬

mation infrastructure could be extended to the world. This would allow direct

access to all available audio services and infrastructure resources from every¬

where. Therefore new applications such as life jam sessions with musicians

situated in different countries would be imaginable1.

11.2. New Fields of Application

Apart from the audio application our architecture could be applied to a variety
of other applications.

Multimedia The CAOS demonstrator could easily be enhanced to the re¬

quirements of multimedia, because the synchronization and real-time require¬
ments of an audio system are tight compared to requirements of other media

[33]. However the amount of data, bandwidth and processing requirements
of audio are small in comparison with video systems. Nevertheless the band¬

width requirements scale with the size of the application, and therefore de¬

limit only the maximum size of potential systems.
One property of multimedia that has not been considered sufficiently with

the CAOS demonstrator is the need for multiple fragment rates, which would

add complexity to the system. The audio system however would profit from

1
It has to be considered that the achievable live audio delay is determined by the spatial

distribution ofthe participating users
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the support of multiple fragment rates too, because this would allow multiple

sample rates in the system.

Live distributed software development Our distributed commodity sys¬

tem principally facilitates any kind of services to make use of the available

resources. In other words one could run every imaginable application on our

system. Thereby the configuration tool, which visualizes and manipulates
the running services, could be enhanced to a live computer aided software

engineering tool for component oriented distributed services.
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A

Clock

Synchronization

This is a copy of the paper "On the Performance of Clock Synchronization

Algorithms for a Distributed Commodity Audio System" presented by Men

Muheim and Philipp Blum at the 114th AES Convention in Amsterdam [101].

A.l. Abstract

In this paper we investigate clock synchronization algorithms for a distributed

audio system built with commercial off-the-shelf IT components. Ethernet

technology and standard PC hardware offer high performance at a low price
but lack important timeliness properties. To allow accurate reproduction of

multichannel audio, the interfaces have to be synchronized within a few mi¬

croseconds. We have implemented three different types of clock synchro¬
nization algorithms on a Linux based system and have analyzed the achieved

accuracy. All algorithms can achieve the target accuracy of lOps, but dif¬

fer in their communication requirements. The results show that Ethernet can
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be used for a distributed audio system under professional synchronization re¬

quirements.

A.2. Introduction

Recently, there has been a growing interest in utilizing standard IT technolo¬

gies in consumer audio and multimedia home entertainment applications. A

driver for this trend is the rapidly growing performance and decreasing costs

for standard IT equipment, including processing units and mass storage me¬

dia, networking hardware and protocols and operating systems. Yet, sys¬

tems incorporating these components typically lack one important property,

namely timeliness. Consider the case of Ethernet: bandwidth is available

in abundance, but due to its MAC protocol, message delays are highly vari¬

able and in principle unbounded. In a switched configuration, the problem is

moved into the switch, but not resolved. Ethernet links are in general unre¬

liable and recovery mechanisms at higher layers (TCP) aggravate the delay

uncertainty. Software layers like network drivers and protocol stacks, but

also operating system functionality such as process management cause addi¬

tional delay variability. In this paper we study to what extent the use of clock

synchronization algorithms can improve the timeliness of a distributed sys¬

tem built with standard IT components and therefore make it usable for high

quality audio applications.
As a benchmark for three different types of synchronization algorithms,

we use a system built with standard PCs running the Linux operating system

and connected by 100BaseT Ethernet. As displayed in fig. A.l, two PCs

have an audio interface and play one channel of a multi-channel audio signal
each. For an acceptable sound quality, the reproduction of conesponding
stereo samples in the two PCs has to be tightly synchronized in time

,
i.e. an

accuracy in the range of lOps is required [155]. The same accuracy would

be needed in a scenario where a common sound source is to be recorded by
several nodes.

We evaluate three different types of clock synchronization algorithms.
The first is the linear regression algorithm as it was presented for example

by Noro in [102]. The algorithm was chosen because of its simplicity. The

second candidate is a lightweight adaption of the well known network time

protocol (NTP) by Mills [156]. NTP is the de facto standard for clock syn¬

chronization in the Internet, but it incorporates many features like authentifi-

cation and tolerance against server faults that are not required in our setting.
The third algorithm is the recent local selection algorithm presented by Blum

and Thiele in [106]. It has been chosen because in contrast to the other algo-
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10ns
. synchronization .

Linux PC Linux PC

more

equipment

Figure A.1: Distributed commodity audio system: the hosts have to play
or record tightly correlated audio streams but are only loosely coupled by
an asynchronous link Can clock synchronization algorithms establish a suf¬

ficient synchronization despite ofvariable clock drift and non deterministic

link delay?

rithms, only unidirectional communication is used and the authors claim that

it were resilient against variable network load conditions. Other promising

algorithms like the reference broadcast scheme by Elson et. al [157] are not

applicable in our scenario.

A.2.1. Presentation overview

In the next section we discuss assumptions on clocks and communication

made in this work and describe how clock synchronization algorithms can

be used for synchronization in a distributed commodity audio system. In

the Algorithms section we describe the clock synchronization algorithms
that we have evaluated. In the Experimental Study section we discuss

implementation issues and present measurement results. In the last section,

we conclude on the suitability of the presented algorithms for a distributed

commodity audio system with high quality requirements.
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A.3. Preliminaries

In this section we discuss the assumptions on clock and communication made

in this work and describe how clock synchronization algorithms can be used

to reproduce an audio sample at a predetermined time.

A.3.1. Notation

We use the letter c for clocks, capital T for timestamps read from a clock and

small t for values of physical time. Superscripts indicate the node at which

a clock is located, respectively at which a timestamp is taken. Subscripts

specify at what event a timestamp is taken. The letter M stands for a function

that maps timestamps from one clock to another.

A.3.2. Assumptions

Clocks are functions that map a value of physical time t to clock time T:

T = cit) = il+ p)t +co (A.1)

The inverse function t = c~1iT) delivers the physical time at which the clock

c shows the value T. All clocks have an arbitrary offset c0 and drift p relative

to physical time t.

The drift varies over time (see fig. A.2), but we assume it is bounded by
a known constant, i.e. p < pmax. Some of the algorithms make additional

assumptions: the local selection algorithm assumes also a bound on the rate

at which the drift varies is known, i.e. & < Smax. The linear regression

algorithm assumes that the drift is constant in a limited interval of time.

The clock synchronization algorithms use synchronization messages. We

assume that these messages are delayed in the network by an unknown, vari¬

able and unbounded amount of time.

A.3.3. Problem specification

A distributed commodity audio system consists of a reference time server

node with a reference clock cfi(£) and several nodes that host an audio inter¬

face for reproducing one audio channel. Every host has a local clock cHit).
The attached audio interface has its own clock cA(£). Fig. A. 3 illustrates this

setup.
The host receives audio samples that are tagged with timestamps TR from

the reference clock cfi(£) on the reference time server. The timestamp signi¬
fies that the sample should be played at physical time tR = (cfi)_1(Tfi).
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Figure A.2: Measured relative drift oftwo standardPC clocks based on the

timestamp counter register (TSC).
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Figure A.3: Setup ofone audio channel ofthe distributed commodity audio

system. The host independently executes two synchronization algorithms to

find the partial mappings MH'R and MA'H.

The host schedules audio samples for reproduction by assigning a timestamp
TA to every sample. The audio interface will play out this sample when it's

clock has reached the assigned value, i.e. at physical time tA = (cA0(TA).
Therefore the host uses a mapping MA'R to transform the timestamp TR to

a timestamp TA = MA'RiTR), such that the audio clock shows TA when

the reference clock shows TR. The physical time difference between these

events is the accuracy e of this mapping.

£A,R = tA_tR (A 2)

The host determines the mapping MA'R by executing two instances of a
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clock synchronization algorithm. The first instance exchanges synchroniza¬
tion messages with the reference time server and periodically computes the

coefficients oR'H and ßR,H of the mapping:

MR>H(TH) = {l + aR>H)TH+ ßR>H (A3)

The second instance computes the mapping MA'HiTH) in the same way.

These mappings represent clocks that are synchronized to the reference clock

or the audio clock respectively. By eq. A.l, we know that the accuracy of

the mapping remains good over some time if the coefficients found by the

algorithm match the relative clock drift and offset, i.e. aR'H « pR — pH
and ßR'H « cR — (1 + or'h)cq. For any mapping MR'H, it is straight¬
forward to find an inverse mapping MH'R. The required reference to audio

clock mapping is the composition of the mappings MH'R and MA'H.

MA>RiTR) = MA>HiMH>RiTR)) (A.4)

A.4. Algorithms

In the following we describe how three different types of clock synchroniza¬
tion algorithms determine the coefficients a and ß. In the description we

avoid using superscripts whenever possible. Synchronization with the refer¬

ence time server is taken as example, the same procedures also apply to the

synchronization with the audio clock. Table A. 1 gives a quick summary of

the three algorithms.

A.4.1. Round trip based algorithms

Round trip based algorithms use the following protocol (see fig. A.4): the host

sends a synchronization message to the reference time server. This message is

sent at physical time £1 and received at physical time t2, its delay is therefore

fjH^R = p2 — tl. It contains a timestamp from the host TI = cH(tl). The

reference time server prepares a reply message that contains the timestamp
Tl and additional timestamps T2 = cfi(t2) and T3 = cfi(t3), where t3 is

the physical time at which this reply message is sent back to the host. The

host takes a last timestamp T4 = cHit4) when this message is received.

The delay of reply message is dR^H = t4 — t3. The round trip delay is

D = t4-tl «T4-T1.

We describe two clock synchronization algorithms that use round trip syn¬

chronization protocol together with the hypothesis that both messages expe¬

rienced the same delay, i.e. dH^R = dR^H. If that hypothesis holds, then
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Figure A.4: Round trip synchronization protocol.

the server clock displays TR = (T3 + T2)/2 at the same physical time as the

host clock shows TH = CT4 + Tl)/2. Under the delay assumptions made in

the Preliminaries section, the hypothesis does not hold. But the algorithm
knows an upper bound on the accuracy of the hypothesis:

l^-l^K) _ (^-1(7^)1 <*£, (A.5)

This fact is used by both algorithms to discard round trip messages that are

not reliable enough, i.e. that have a too long round trip delay.

A.4.2. Linear Regression

In an first stage, round trip messages with a round trip delay exceeding a

constant threshold are discarded. A message is only passed to the regression

stage if

A < Dn (A.6)

Whenever h > 2 round trip messages have been accepted by the first stage,

the corresponding timestamps TR and TtH for i e [1, h] are used to compute
the coefficients a and ß that minimize the root mean square (RMS) criterion
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a:

h

c(x,y) = ]T(ïf-((l+x)ïf+ y))2 (A.7)
i=\

, ,
da(x.ß)

a = x, suchthat—70-^=0
ox

ß = y, such that 5M^A = 0

ay

The choice of the history size h is not trivial. A long history decreases

the sensibility to individual bad round trip messages that passed stage one.

On the other hand the assumption of constant drift becomes unrealistic in a

longer interval.

A.4.3. Phase Lock Loop

The Phase Lock Loop (PLL) synchronization algorithm is a subset of the

mechamsms known as the Network Synchronization Protocol (NTP) by Mills.

Here we summarize the filter and the PLL mechanism as described in [158],
which we believe are the relevant mechamsms of NTP in our scenario of a

single reference time server in a trusted environment.

The filter stage uses a criterionbased on the last accepted message instead

of a fixed threshold. Let the index i — 1 refer to the last round trip message
that has been accepted by the filter. For notational convenience, we use the

shortcut ATt = TtH - T0 for the time between two synchronization mes¬

sage arrivals (after the filter stage). The message with index i is accepted if

the following condition holds:

A < A-i + 2/wAT, (A.8)

-2|(ïf-ïf)-(T0-T0)|

The symbol pmax = pRax + Pmax represents the maximal relative drift

between reference and host clock. Figure A. 5 illustrates the rationale of the

filter. l

The PLL algorithm does not work in rounds. It incrementally adjusts the

mapping coefficients whenever a message successfully passes the filter stage.

When we talk of the i-fh message, then the i — 1-th message is the last one

1 Still it is possible to select a message that is worse than the previous or to discard a message

that is better than the previous one The criterion is neither safe nor selective in the sense of [106]
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tr-A

TR-TH
I I

1-1 M

<?D,_

AT

oD.

Figure A.5: Thefilter stage ofthe PLL algorithm accepts a round trip mes¬

sage ifityields a better accuracy in the worst case than the previous message

(eq. A.8).

that passed stage one successfully. The coefficients a and ß are computed

according to the following specification:

i,

ßt

rpR _

Kp9t

M,_i(Tf)

h K/Ö.AT,

(A.9)

M^iTf)-il+ at)Tt
H

The term It represents the integral part of the PLL. The parameters kj

and kp determine the dynamics of the PLL. The initial values are I\ = 0,

«i =0and/3i =T^-T(I.

A.4.4. Local Selection

The recent local selection algorithm (LS) as presented in [106] makes less

requirements on communication than the PLL or the regression approach.

Only unidirectional communication from the reference time server to the host

is used and the host matches the send time of the synchronization message

(TR = T3) directly with the local receive time (TH = T4). The enor is

equal to the delay dR^H of the synchronization message. Therefore the LS

algorithm uses a filter stage. A synchronization message is accepted if the

received reference time TR is further ahead in time than the cunent reference

time according to the last mapping Mt-1, i.e. ifthe following condition holds:

TR>Mt-1iTlH)-Lt-1iTlH) (A. 10)
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R

R

T,

M.

M.

Figure A.6: Illustration of the PLL computation. Eq. A. 9 shows that the

new mapping is initially equal to the previous mapping, i.e. Mj(T0 =

M^iTJ1).

The leakage term L is described later, assume it were zero for the moment.

The filter selects synchronization messages that have a short delay, slow mes¬

sages are discarded. If a message is selected, a new mapping is computed

(using 61 and ATt as defined in the PLL section):

«j = cv-t-i+ KLs-yfr

/?, = TR - (1 + at)TtH

(A. 11)

The initial value «i is set to —pmax. Thus the initial mapping represents a

synchronized clock that certainly runs slower than the reference clock. Rela¬

tive drift is then compensated progressively in later mappings.

T] i

TR M|

t; rx^\.

T." TH T

Figure A.7: Illustration ofthe LS computation. In contrast to the PLL ap¬

proach, the initial value ofthe new mapping is equal to the new reference time

(MtiTtH) = TR).
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The leakage term L is needed because the algorithm fails to select any

synchronization message if the cunent mapping of the host clock is ahead of

and runs faster than the reference clock. This situation can not be avoided

reliably, because the relative drift is variable. The leakage term simulates a

clock that is slowing down from the initial speed of pH + o.t-1 to pH - pmax.

With

A-i(T0=/ min((5moa;T, pmax - a^^dr (A. 12)
Jt=0

it is guaranteed that at some point in the future, the algorithm will select

a synchronization message and therefore its accuracy does not degrade un¬

boundedly.

Round trip based

Linear Regression | PLL

Unidirectional

LS

Filter

Condition

Parameters

State

Eq.A.6

-Umax

Eq. A. 8

Pmax

A-i, ï0, T0

Eq. A. 10

PmaX: OmaX

rpH
Ll-\

Coefficients
Formula

Parameters

State

Eq.A.7
h

iTR,TtH),ie[l,h]

Eq. A. 9

Kl, Kp

A-i

Eq. A. 11

KLS

Table A.1: Summary ofthe presented clock synchronization algorithms. The

mapping coefficients at_i and ß%-\ are omitted in the statefield.

A.5. Experimental Study

In this section we describe the performed measurements and the achieved

results.

A.5.1. Setup

The algorithms explained in the previous section are now employed to syn¬

chronize the play-out of audio impulses I on two hosts p and q, as shown in

figure A.8. The audio outputs of each host are fed into a counter that is used
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to measure the delay between two conesponding impulses fromp and q. The

complete measurement setup involves a reference time server, which allows

to read the clock across the network.

host p

CH'P(t)

I

reference

time server

cR(t)

impulse list

1111
host q

cH.<i(t)

I
D0
0A CA'P(t) cA^(t)

D0
0A

counter

Figure A.8: Measurement Setup.

The host clocks cH'pit) and cH'qit), as well as the clock cA,p(£) and

cA'q(t) of the audio interfaces run independently. Therefore the hosts use the

mapping to compute the audio interface time TI
'p and TI 'q, which corre¬

sponds to reference impulse time TR. The shift

£p,q _ ^A,p _ ^A,q _ £A,p,R _ £A,q,R

between the impulse signals is a measure for the achieved synchronization

accuracy.

A.5.2. Time Quantization Effect

Special care has to be taken for time quantization of the audio clock. The

hosts generate the impulses by setting a particular audio sample to one, while

leaving all other samples zero. Therefore the time resolution of the impulses
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is limited to the audio sample rate. In other words, the impulse is played out

at time

T'f = TfdivGA (A. 13)

instead of TA, where GA = 20/zs is the inverse sample rate. Hence we

cannot measure ep'q directly but only e'p'q:

e'p'q=t'f'p-t'f'q (A. 14)

with t'f'p = icA'P)-1iT'f'p)
and t'f'q = icA'q)-1iT'f'q)

The negative effect of quantization can be overcome by resampling the

audio signal. The original accuracy can be recalculated by

£p,q ^ £>P,o + ATA,p _ ATA,q (A 15)

with AT0 = T0 -T'f'p
and AT0 = T0-A0

This approximation is valid, if TA - T'f = 00 - 00) = (1 +

0)0 - t'f) =tf- t'f, which is true because 00 - t'f) < pAGA is

in the order of picoseconds and therefore negligible.

A.5.3. Host Implementation

Each host exchanges round-trip messages with the reference time server

across the network as shown in figure A.9. The messages are fed into an

algorithm instance in order to determine the mapping MH'R. If an algorithm

requires only unidirectional messages, such as the LS algorithm, it simply

ignores Tl and T2.

For synchronization with the audio interface, each host evaluates the in¬

terrupt times of the audio interface to determine MA'H. The audio interface

generates interrupts to signal the host that it has processed a certain number

of audio samples. Therefore the host records its host clock T4 at the inter¬

rupt time and computes the conesponding audio clock T3 from the known

number of processed audio samples. The two times are then fed into the al¬

gorithm. If the algorithm requires round-trip messages we presume Tl = T4
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host

cH(t)0

Synch
Client

T1 T2' Algorithm

T3.T4
"

T1

Algorithm AudioSynch
.T3'T4 Client

Impulse
Generator

T1, T2, T3

T3

Audio Interface

double

ï_

Synch
Server

reference time

server

CR(t)

impulse list

1110

Figure A.9: Host internals and its interaction with the other measurement

participants.

and T2 = T3. In case of the linear regression and the PLL algorithm this

means that all messages are forwarded to the interpolation stage.

The synchronization messages are exchanged at a user defined update
rate. The resulting total mapping MA'HiMH'R) is then used by the impulse

generator module, to compute T'l and ATA from a given TR and to set the

audio sample that conesponds to T'I. Finally the counter measures the shift

e'p'q between the two generated impulses.
iA,p ^A,q

We log AT j 'p, AT j

'q and e for a series of impulses. Using equation
A. 15 we get a sequence eP'q, which represents the achieved synchronization

accuracy over time.
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A.5.4. Performed Measurements

We have evaluated the three algorithms with update rates lOOMsg/s,
10Msg/s and lMsg/s over a period of 15mm after 30mm of setup time.

As an example, figure A. 10 shows the measured sequence eP'q of the PLL

algorithm at 100Msg/s. We would expect that eP'q oscillates around zero.

Instead of this, the sequence is centered around an offset of 243/zs. This

offset comes from an asymmetry of our measurement system, namely the

delay of our digital to analog converters, which is not compensated by the

algorithm. In order to get rid of the offset we have to calibrate the digital to

analog converters by hand, which means that we measure the offset once and

then subtract it from TA.

For a better quantitative comparison of the different algorithms we have

introduced a probability measure 4>{e) which represents the probability of

I09 — °ffseA < £y where offset = 243ps. The synchronization accuracy

of the algorithm is characterized by £100%, which represents the minimum e

with (6(e) = 1.

Figure A. 11 displays the probability measure ofthe three algorithms at the

update rate of lOOMsg/s. All three algorithms achieve the target accuracy of

eioo% < lOps. The best results are achieved with the PLL algorithm with

£100% = 2.5/xs.
Table A.2 summarizes the achieved £100% for the three algorithms at all

evaluated update rates. One can see that update rates below lOOMsg/s lead

to unacceptable £100% for all algorithms.
The achieved synchronization accuracy of the LS algorithm is worse than

the PLL accuracy. Nevertheless the LS algorithm has the advantage of re¬

quiring only unidirectional communication from the time server to the hosts.

This allows to broadcast synchronization messages from the time server to all

hosts. Therefore the network load due to synchronization is constant in the

number of hosts that synchronize to the time server. Clearly a local clock that

has been synchronized by the LS algorithm could be smoothed by adding a

low-pass filter like in the case of the PLL approach.
In [106], it is shown that variable network load conditions leave the mini¬

mal delay unaffected, while the average delay may vary significantly. There¬

fore variable network load conditions hardly affect the achieved accuracy of

the LS algorithm. In figures A. 12 and A. 13, we compare the effect of ad¬

ditional network and host load on the performance of the LS and the PLL

algorithm. The load was generated by accessing a large amount of files from

a network file system. The figures show that the observation of [106] is cor¬

rect. It has less effect than expected, because the message delays in the wired
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Ethernet vary less than in the case of Wireless LAN. Both algorithms achieve

a £100% of 40/zs.
The measure £100% does not say anything about the time it takes until the

hosts are synchronized. This setup-time is particularly relevant if devices are

hot-plugged into the network. The setup-times of our algorithms are deter¬

mined by the chosen coefficients and the update rate. Reduction of the setup

time is a separate issue that we did not study in this work.

Msg/s Linear Regression PLL LS

100

10

1

9.4/xs

33ps

69ps

2.5ps

12/xs

43ps

lOps

48ps

98ps

Table A.2: Summary ofthe algorithms and their achieved accuracy £100%

at different update rates. The linear regression algorithm uses a history size

ofh= 1000, the PLL algorithm constants are set to kj = 244 • 10~6 and

Kp = 62.5 • 10~3 and the LS algorithm uses a Kps = 0.03.

Figure A.10: Measured sequence eP'q ofPLL algorithm measurement (up¬
date rate lOOMsg/s).
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-

PLL

- LS
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E[HS]

Figure A.11: Comparison ofprobability measure for all three algorithms
with the update rate oflOOMsg/s.

A.6. Conclusion

The experimental study showed that an accuracy of lOps is achievable with

all three algorithms. The algorithms differ mainly in the requirements on

communication. A combination ofthe three studied algorithms could enhance

the achieved synchronization accuracy and reduce the number of needed syn¬

chronization messages per second. Further work is required to assess the

algorithms in more detail under realistic network and host load conditions.

We found that synchronization is negatively affected by two properties of

the used audio interfaces:

• The hosts can synchronize the audio clocks within a few microseconds,

which is less than its granularity. A degradation of the accuracy can

however be avoided by resampling the audio signal in the host.

• The delay of the digital to analog converters is large, unknown and

outside the scope of synchronization. Manual calibration is needed

here.
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Figure A.12: In- and output ofthe PLL algorithm. After time TH = 1454s

the additional network load is started. The algorithm input TR — TH is then

spread over a larger range. The accuracy ofthe algorithm decreases with the

asymmetry ofthe load.

We conclude from the experimental study that a sufficient synchronization
for high quality audio applications is achievable using standard IT technology.
We believe this study shows the usability of Ethernet for a distributed audio

system under professional quality requirements.
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Figure A.13: In- and output of the LS algorithm. After time TH = 804s

the additional network load is started. Again the algorithm input is spread
over a larger range, but the upper boundary that corresponds to the minimal

message delay remains unaffected.
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B

Glossary

# number of, no unit

A Analog
AAL ATM Adaptation Layer
ADAT Alesis Digital Audio Tape
ADC Analogue-to-Digital Converter

API Application Programming Interface

ASIC Application-Specific Integrated Circuit

ASIO Audio Streaming Input Output
ATH Absolute Threshold of Hearing
ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode

ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit

B Byte (Iß = 8bit)
BER Bit Enor Rate

BIOS Basic Input Output System
bit Binary digIT

bps bit per second

Bps Byte per second

BSF Bit Scan Forward
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BW BandWidth

C costs []
CAOS Commodity AudiO System
CASE Computer Aided Software Engineering
CCM CORBA Component Model

CD Compact Disc

cell packet of audio data

CLI Common Language Infrastructure

clicking audible distortions due to sharp-edged signal transitions

COM Component Object Model

comp sound component

CORBA Common ORB Architecture

CPU Central Processing Unit

CRC Cyclic Redundancy Code

D Digital
DAC Digital-to-Analogue Converter

dB decibel

DB Double Buffer

2>,^sr Discrete Fourier Transform

DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol

DLL Dynamic Link Library
DPLL Digital PLL

DR dynamic range [dB]
DRAM Dynamic RAM

driver software which drives hardware

DSP Digital Signal Processor/-ing
DVD Digital Video Disk

£ enor

Euro

EDF Earliest Deadline First

ECMA European Computer Manufacturer's Association

eq. equation

equalizer regulator of audio frequency response

Ethernet LAN technology

/ frequency [Hz]
Jfragment fragment frequency [Hz]
fs sample frequency [Hz]

<p probability density [#]
4> probability [#]
fade in increase sound volume gradually
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fade out decrease sound volume gradually
fader regulator of sound volume

FCM Functional Control Module

FIFO First In First Out

FIR Finite Impulse Response
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Anay
GB GigaByte = 230B

GIOP General Inter-ORB Protocol

GUI Graphical User Interface

GUID Globally Unique ID

h hour

HAVi Home Audio Video Interoperability
HiFi High Fidelity
HW Hardware

ID IDentification

IDE Integrated Drive Electronics

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

HOP Internet Inter-ORB Protocol

IIR Infinite Impulse Response
interstream between 2 or more streams

intrastream within one stream

I/O Input/Output
IP Internet Protocol

IPv4 IP version 4

IPC Inter Process Communication

IT Information Technology
ITU International Telecommunications Union

IWNM Iterative Weighted Norm Modification

JAR Java ARchive

jingle short tune associated with something advertised

JIT Just-In-Time compilation
JNI Java Native Interface

jukebox service that selects and plays sound

kB KiloByte = 210B

L sound level [dB]
LAN Local Area Network

latency delay
LS Local Selection algorithm
LSU Link SubUnit

MAC Medium Access Control
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MADI serial Multichannel Audio Digital Interface

mainstream reflecting the norm

MB MegaByte = 220B

MEQ Mono channel EQuivalent

mega 106 resp. 220

MFLOPS Mega FLoating-point Operations Per Second

MGCP Media Gateway Control Protocol

MIMD Multiple Instruction Multiple Data

MIPS Mega Instructions Per Second

MMSE Minimum Mean Square Enor

MP3 MPEG 1 - Layer 3

MPEG Moving Picture Experts Group
MPI Message Passing Interface

MSIL Microsoft intermediate language
MVC Model View Controller

n,N noise

n.a. not available

n.s. not specified
NIC Network Interface Card

NTP Network Time Protocol

num number of pieces
ODG Objective Difference Grade [#]
OLE Object Linking and Embedding
OMG Object Management Group
OPERA Objective Perceptual Signal Quality Analyzer
ORB Object Request Broker

OS Operating System
OSI Open System Interconnection

OSS Open Sound System

p,P power

par PARameter

PC Personal Computer
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect

PEAQ Perceptual Evaluation of Audio Quality
PGA Papoulis-Gerchberg Algorithm

plesiochronous nearly synchrounous
PLL Phase Lock Loop
PM Person Month

PPC PowerPC

ppm Parts Per Million
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Q

QoS
RAM

real-time

reflection

reflective memory

RISC

RLUT

RMI

RMS

RPC

RS232

RSVP

RT

RTOS

RTCP

RTP

s,S

sample

sample rate

SDH

SIMD

SIP

SMP

SMPTE

SNR

SOAP

SPDIF

SPEC

SRC

SSDP

SSE2

stream

summing bus

SW

t

T

pole quality factor [#]
Quality of Service

Random Access Memory

application suffers degradation in quality if timing con¬

straints are violated

examine internal structure of class resp. type

physically distributed, logically shared memory

Reduced Instruction Set Computer

Routing LookUp Table

Remote Method Invocation

Root Mean Square
Remote Procedure Call

Recommended Standard 232

Resource reSerVation Protocol

Real-Time

Real-Time Operating System
Real Time Control Protocol

Real-Time Protocol

signal
value of audio signal at a certain time

frequency [Hz] with which audio signal is sampled

Synchronous Digital Hierarchy

Single Instruction Multiple Data

Session Initiation Protocol

Symmetric Multiprocessing

Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers

signal-to-noise-ratio [dB]
Simple Object Access Protocol

Sony-Philips Digital Interface Format

Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation

Sample-Rate Conversion

Simple Service Discovery Protocol

Streaming SIMD Extension 2

flow of data

audio processing component that is summing the input
channels

Software

time [s]
cycle time or period [s]
delay [s]
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TCO Total-Cost-of-Ownership
TCP Transmission Control Protocol

thread schedulable program flow without separate address space

TS Time Stamp
TV Television

UDP User Datagram Protocol

UI Unit Interval - The smallest of the nominal widths of the

digital audio interface [#]
UPnP Universal Plug and Play
UPS Uninterruptible Power Supply
URL Uniform Resource Locator

USB Universal Serial Bus

UTP Unshielded Twisted Pair

VES Virtual Execution System
VoIP Voice over IP

vtbl Virtual function TaBLe

W Watt

www World Wide Web

XML extended Markup Language
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